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1. Welcome to our newsletter 

A newsletter and digest of analysis, comment and information to save busy executives 
time.  Abstracts appear at the top of each section to aid readers in extracting what they 
want in minimum time. Further editions of the newsletter are outlined.  

Welcome to Lateral Economics’ first newsletter of proceedings for the 
Productivity Commission’s Inquiry into Post 2005 assistance for automotive 
manufacturing (the Inquiry).  

It covers important policy issues upon which the Inquiry will deliberate. Given its 
role as a source of analysis, comment and summary information, it cannot be 
exhaustive, either in covering all the relevant issues, or in the way that it deals 
with those issues.  

Nevertheless, the newsletters and the digests of submissions and hearings that 
accompany them will be useful for those who, with a minimum investment of 
time, want to stay closely in touch with the progress of the Inquiry.  

Although typically our newsletters are around 12 pages or more (with digests 
being larger), clients may not be interested in every issue, submission or 
appearance. No issue or submission is covered in much over a single page. 
Accordingly, the newsletter is organised into sections that commence with brief 
abstracts. 

Further editions of the newsletter and digest will be as follows:  

1. A newsletter and digest covering issues raised in the first round of 
submissions. 

2. A supplementary digest of late submissions. 

3. A newsletter on the release of the position paper.  

4. A newsletter and digest of the hearings on the position paper. 

We had intended to provide a newsletter on initial hearings.  However, owing to 
the shortened nature of the Inquiry, there will be no initial hearings.  If we can 
usefully provide readers with feedback on the Commission’s progress at 
industry visits and/or the modelling workshop, we will.   

We would of course appreciate feedback on what we’ve got right and what we 
could do better.  
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2. Welcome to my schemozzle  

It was ever thus 

All past Inquiries have been unusually flawed, largely because of the political difficulty of 
reforming the automotive industry and the political compromises and confusions that 
this entails.  Problems have not just been imposed on the Commission, it has inflicted 
quite a few on itself in its prior reviews of the industry.   

For several generations, Australian automotive industry policy has been marked 
by improvisation. The Commission – in its various guises as the Tariff Board, 
the Industries Assistance Commission, the Industry Commission and now the 
Productivity Commission – has conducted 6 major inquiries roughly every 
seven or eight years since 1957. 

Virtually every one has been a schemozzle.  Almost invariably the Commission 
receives terms of reference that read like a political shopping list.  Often the 
Commission has been asked to produce a report in an unreasonably short time 
frame, and the final report then brings on a carnival of political deal-making 
behind closed doors.  

Whilst no inquiry has fully avoided these shenanigans, the best process and 
outcome was the 1990 inquiry.  In that inquiry The Commission listened to 
arguments with a relatively open mind, and actually varied the usual diet it fed 
the government in its draft report.  In that report, it recommended continuing 
ambitious, but not politically impossible, reductions in tariff assistance.  After 15 
years of opposition, the Commission embraced the case for positive assistance 
to exports as a complement to falling tariff assistance.  This report was the only 
one in the last thirty years to be substantially implemented by Government, 
though of course each has had an important influence on the final outcome if 
only by setting a benchmark against which political negotiation has taken place.  

Most readers will recall that the last inquiry was a less successful affair.  It 
recommended a phased return to 5% tariff only assistance, and a more rapid 
return to 5% tariff only assistance for ‘micro’ vehicles – under 1300ccs engine 
capacity. 

The inquiry was mired in controversy from the publication of the draft report.  It 
made unreasonable claims about the subsidy equivalent of the tariff assistance 
received by the industry.  The modelling it commissioned effectively involved 
double counting of tax revenue. Associate Commissioner Ian Webber also 
dissented.   

With the credibility of its draft report sufficiently damaged, and a new 
government showing little interest in micro-economic reform at the time, the 
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final report had virtually no influence on the ultimate decision. The Industry 
Minister’s Chief Of Staff kept the PC’s final report in its plastic wrapping on his 
bookshelf as a souvenir of the relative influence of the Commission on his 
Minister.  

This time around 

The Inquiry has already been compromised by too tight a timetable for the production of 
a difficult report.  Ironically, the pressure was slightly relieved by the Government’s 
failure to stick to its own timetable to produce a two page reference and appoint an 

Associate Commissioner.  

This time the Commission is keen to avoid some of the mistakes it has made in 
the past. The Government, however, has not made it easy.  Having announced 
on the 21st December its intention of commencing the Inquiry in January 2002, 
the Government was unable to get the terms of reference to the Commission 
before the 21st March.   

It also requires a report within six months, which makes life very difficult for all 
concerned.  In fact, the problems of timing were assisted somewhat by the 
delay in providing the terms of reference. In addition to having substantial 
background work completed before the Inquiry, some players in the industry 
have been busy on research and drafting for submissions.   

One presumes that likewise the Commission has not been wasting its time. 
One slight disappointment is that, having planned a truncated issues paper to fit 
with the six month format, the Commission stuck to this announced plan even 
though, as things turned out, it would have had time to produce a more 
substantial issues paper.  
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3. What the Inquiry is about  

The Inquiry will focus almost entirely on one question: Should the industry be accorded 
‘industry specific’ assistance above that of manufacturing generally?  Six months, 
several hundred pages and several million dollars later, the Commission will answer 

‘No’.  
 

Is the automotive industry manufacturing sector now at a stage where it could 
operate with comparable levels of support to other industries?  

If not, what benefits are provided by the industry to the economy that would 
justify differential treatment?  

PC, First Circular of the Inquiry 

To cut to the chase, the two questions extracted from the Commission’s first 
circular on the Inquiry summarise the central issues that the Commission will 
focus on first, foremost, and almost entirely.  In the previous inquiry, the 
Commission went through the motions of responding to the terms of reference 
that, amongst other things, called for it to propose a framework to address 
automotive environmental issues.  But the Commission ultimately 
recommended that, if the Government wanted to understand those issues, it 
should commission a specific inquiry on the matter. The shopping list of issues 
on the current terms of reference will receive similar treatment.  

As the questions above indicate, the Commission wants to know what’s so 
special about the automotive industry that means it should receive more 
assistance than most other activities in Australia.  It’s a good question, and we 
think the Commission already has an answer in mind – the same answer it has 
had since its 1973 inquiry.   

The Commission is instinctively suspicious of arguments that the industry is 
special, or at least that it should be given additional assistance.  Not that the 
Commission has ever really done the work to demonstrate its case. But, the 
case that the automotive industry is special – that the linkages it has to the rest 
of the economy, its capacity to improve the skill base are unusually large – is a 
hard one to make rigorously.  The industry has claimed it on many occasions, 
and the industry feels it strongly.  
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Lateral thinking anyone?  

On the surface, there was not a lot of difference between the Lynch Plan of 
1981 and the Button Plan of 1984, yet in the detail the latter plan encompassed 
a number of apparently minor changes that made a huge positive difference. 

Allowing assemblers to expend excess content by importing built up cars rather 
than components ended the madness by which Australian firms purchased 
packs of components for nearly as much as (and sometimes more than) it 
would have cost to purchase the built up car.  This reduced the number of car 
lines being produced from 12 to 9 in the space of 18 months.  

The more complex the assistance regime is, the more this kind of thing is 
beneficial.  So it is less important now than it once was.  Nevertheless, in an 
industry as concentrated, as traded and as regulated as the automotive 
industry, thinking of unusual possible synergies will always be important.  

We believe there are some powerful economic arguments for the retention of 
moderate tariffs that could have been put more compellingly before the 
Commission in previous inquiries.   

A great deal of work has been done this time to demonstrate how the industry is 
being transformed into a high-skill industry.  This is influential at the political 
level, but the Commission will be as unimpressed on this occasion as it has 
been in the past. The economic question is whether these characteristics are 
particularly unusual – and, if so, whether they warrant special assistance.  The 
truth is, no-one knows. 

4. Personnel 

Personnel on the Inquiry suggest that it is unlikely to move outside the Commission’s 
‘comfort zone’ of returning the industry to the general manufacturing assistance regime. 

In this, as in the last automotive inquiry, the Government has appointed 
someone from industry to sit on the Inquiry.  There was a good deal of industry 
manoeuvring to have someone from the automotive industry, and a good deal 
of manoeuvring from the Commission and the Treasury to have the Associate 
Commissioner coming from industry, but not the industry.   

The Commission has tried to avoid the problems it encountered last time.  Ian 
Webber who was not intimidated by the Commission ended months of 
negotiating and jockeying with the Commission by making a dissenting report. 

The Commission would be relieved to have Phillip Weickhardt – ex Orica CEO 
– whose CV, at least as published by the Commission has no prior background 
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with the industry.  On the other hand, the plastics industry has had a somewhat 
protectionist mindset and was a heavy user of anti-dumping action.  Orica had 
this to say to the Commission during Weickhardt’s watch as CEO: 

Whilst it may be argued that Australia's general rate of tariffs is not as 
significant an issue as it has been in the past, the importance of the 
remaining tariffs in the context of international trade negotiations cannot 
be underestimated. Negotiations . . . are all about give and take, and 
access to other markets may only be granted on the basis of trading 
what remains of Australia's general tariff regime. 

Nevertheless, it was Weickhardt’s duty to support such arguments as CEO of 
Orica, and now his duties are more generally to defend the public interest.  We 
suspect that he will not prove himself as difficult as Ian Webber.  Webber was a 
more established and high profile business figure, and being South Australian, 
he saw himself as having more to fight for.  He also had more to fight with – 
namely the resources of the South Australian Development Council (SADC) of 
which he was chairman.  The SADC was able to provide him with substantial 
help understanding the economic issues and drafting his dissenting report.  

One interesting decision made by the Commission is not to outnumber 
Weickhardt.  Frequently, and particularly where it fears disagreement, the 
Commission will have two of its Commissioners sit with the Associate 
Commissioner.  In this Inquiry the Presiding Commissioner Gary Banks will not 
outnumber Weickhardt, but he will out-rank him.  

Banks is Chairman of the Commission and, as has been the case since the 
1981 report, the Chairman will also preside on the Automotive Inquiry.  Banks is 
an unusually cheerful CEO, apparently enjoying himself as Chairman – where 
others have given the impression of being weighed down by the responsibilities.  

The two most important staff members on the inquiry, are also capable 
economists, well regarded within the Commission – Ian Gibbs and Alan 
Johnston.  Ian Gibbs goes back a long way with the Commission and has been 
involved in several automotive industry inquiries.   

All of these Commission personnel are intelligent, capable and hardworking 
economists.  They would identify strongly with the Commission’s historical 
‘mission’ of free trade and open markets. They are likely to take a lot of 
convincing to move outside the comfort zone of their prior assumptions.  These 
include that broad assistance for the industry should not be determined on an 
‘industry specific’ basis, specifically that the automotive industry should receive 
5% tariff only assistance.  
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5. Model Wars 

The Commission is keen to avoid sterile ‘model wars’.  

The Commission’s first circular indicates that the Commission will hold a 
workshop with the aim of getting all modelling onto the table for review.  As it 
puts it “debate over the intricacies of modelling has in the past served to distract 
rather than facilitate an understanding of key policy issues” (p. 3).  Indeed, the 
public debate usually suffers once an issue becomes bogged down in the 
minutiae of competing models and assumptions.   

In fact, last time the Commission came off rather the worse for wear after the 
modelling it commissioned for its draft report made some reckless assumptions.  
These appeared to contradict it’s own figures in another publication just a few 
months before.  To the delight of some of its detractors, the PC, chief advocate 
of competitive contestability, was being held to account by rival economic 
modellers.  These had not even been in the field when the Commission first 
established its technical ascendancy in policy modelling in the mid 1970s. 

This time around the Commission finds itself in the unenviable position of not 
having access to one of the most detailed and versatile models of the 
Australian economy – the Monash model.  It explained the appropriateness of 
the model at length in its last report.  However in the years since the last report 
it has not provided the funding necessary to maintain the model and the Centre 
of Policy Studies at Monash now has a new anchor client – the Allen Consulting 
Group.  Allen is working for the FCAI and the FAPM in this inquiry, and so the 
Monash model is unlikely to be available or wanted by the Commission. 

As the Commission rightly and routinely argues, and contrary to some of its 
critics like Brian Toohey, its recommendations are not overly ‘model driven’. If 
they were – as John Quiggin and Chris Murphy have pointed out – it would 
have previously recommended import subsidies!  Model building is useful, as 
much as anything else, for testing what one internally consistent view of the 
world looks like when subjected to simulated policy changes. But the policy 
maker’s intuition of how the world works will guide his or her basic policy 
instincts. 

Be that as it may, all the models currently on hand will omit major aspects of 
reality – particularly economies of scale and the geographic detail of firms 
exiting the industry.  Modellers do not have the information to predict which 
firms are likely to exit first in response to lower assistance.  Even if they did 
have such information, it is likely to be politically and ethically impossible to 
release it – and in any event it could change substantially through time.  And 
they can predict only poorly the kinds of pricing and production responses that 
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individual players in the market will make to changed policies – let alone 
changed circumstances.  

6. Past modelling of the industry 

The Commission is also keen to avoid some earlier mistakes.  

We have already made mention of the problems with the modelling of the 
industry in the Commission’s 1996/97 inquiry.  In fact the limitations of 
modelling have been well exemplified by the Commission’s previous inquiries.  

Models’ principal value is in quantitatively capturing past experiences and 
relationships to shed light on what could happen in the future. In its 1974 
automotive report – a showcase of the new Industries Assistance Commission’s 
expertise – the Commission put a great deal of work into a more sophisticated 
demand model of the Australian market than had hitherto been seen.  It was 
able to demonstrate a better ‘fit’ against the history of the market than any of its 
rivals.  

However, this was in the wake of the oil price shock and in the prelude to a 
major recession.  The relationships, so carefully captured in the modelling, were 
all changing dramatically.  Commercial forecasters within the industry and in 
consultancies like Martec picked this up and offered some educated guesses 
about where the market was going.   

The industry claimed that car demand growth would stall and that exports would 
collapse. The very fact that the Commission’s modelling focussed only on 
domestic demand demonstrates to those looking back now, how little policy 
interest was being shown in manufactured exports at the time – not just by the 
Commission, but by all policy makers. 

Although it had little to go on, at least as far as exports were concerned, the 
Commission put out several technical rebuttals of the industry’s claims – even 
as the economic landscape was palpably changing towards the end of 1974.  In 
the upshot however, what the Commission suspected was the industry’s scare-
mongering was vindicated.  Domestic demand fell by 10 per cent and then 
stagnated for a decade.  This was partly a response to the costs of higher 
protection than the Commission recommended.  Exports collapsed, falling by 
nearly 60% in a single year.  

Modelling exercises in the Commission’s subsequent inquiries into the industry 
have typically substantially underestimated the growth of imports’ market share 
when compared with how things have turned out. Ian Webber’s dissenting 
comments in 1997 - “The Commission’s track record on predicting the effects of 
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its proposals” - lands some blows in this regard.  However in the Commission’s 
defence, its modelling has not sought to forecast future outcomes so much as 
to compare the relative impact of two alternative policy outcomes, assuming 
historical relationships remain unchanged.  

7. Assistance post 2005 

The two critical elements of the current assistance regime are the tariff and the 
ACIS scheme.  We offer some comments on each element below.  

Tariffs 

In the standard analysis, the first two-thirds of tariff reduction (already complete) 
generates eight-ninths of the benefits.  There remain arguments to keep going, but they 

are more speculative.  And there are some good arguments from the other side.  

The 1996/97 inquiry into cars was the first to put a dent in the idea that zero 
tariffs were the appropriate end goal of policy.  As a rule of thumb, under 
normal assumptions, the ‘distortion’ or allocative efficiency cost of a tariff is 
proportional to the square of the tariff (see diagrammatic explanation at 
Appendix One). Thus eight-ninths of the efficiency gains of moving from a tariff 
of 30% to zero have been captured by the time one gets to a 10% tariff.  The 
remaining gains are very small.  

The economics profession would probably still have a strong prior commitment 
to fully free trade.  However, there are well-respected dissenters as well as a 
general understanding that (as the PC has conceded itself at least in its 
published modelling) getting to zero is much less important than the strides we 
have made already. 

These issues were addressed by the Commission in its recent review of our 
general tariff arrangements.  Professor John Quiggin put the argument 
forcefully.  

The static neoclassical model yields the estimate that a move from a 5 
per cent uniform tariff to zero yields benefits equal to approximately 0.01 
percent of GDP. This is equal to about $60 million/year ($3 per person 
per year) or about 1 days’ economic growth. So, if a decision to hold the 
tariff at 5 per cent avoided adjustment costs to the extent of permitting 
two days of normal growth in place of two days of zero growth, it would 
be beneficial. It seems likely that adjustment costs will outweigh any 
static efficiency benefits. (sub. 63, p. 9) 

Further there are some other factors that militate against cutting tariffs which (in 
the absence of a better assumption) may be assumed proportional to the tariff, 
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rather than the square of the tariff, and so of progressively greater relative 
importance as tariffs fall. These include the following factors: 

• Adjustment costs. In this Inquiry this is a substantial issue.  Given the 
geographic concentration of production, the industry employs many who 
would find it hard to obtain work elsewhere.  That employment is already 
located in areas where unemployment is already above the national 
average (See Appendix Two); 

• The deviation between production and consumption.  Consumption is the 
appropriate measure of any change in economic welfare of the Australian 
community.  Yet production (GDP) does better than consumption in tariff 
reform because:   

• additional investment stimulated by tariff cuts must be funded – and 
this depresses consumption in the short-term;   

• much of the investment will be funded by foreigners and the eventual 
return to capital (as opposed to the return to labour from the 
employment it generates) is lost to Australia; 

• part of the gain from the tariff cut is its stimulus of efficient export 
activity.  Yet some of Australia's exports – particularly wool – occupy 
a very large share of world markets and Australian exports only 
expand by undercutting the world price, thus lowering economic 
returns to Australia.  

The Commission has taken on board many of these issues since its last 
automotive inquiry.  In so doing it has done what good research in this area 
should do – it has broadened the area of agreement between those who 
disagree and taken the argument further.  

Highlights of the table reproduced below confirm the broad thrust of the 
comments made by Quiggan above. Thus the Commission estimated the gain 
in real GDP to be .02%. Though Quiggan had estimated the figure to be half 
this, his point remains – .02% is a very small number.  Further, note that real 
household consumption actually falls under this modelling of the Commission’s 
recommendations as a result of deterioration in the terms of trade – the fall in 
price that we must suffer to export more commodities.  
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In the general tariff review however, the Commission introduced something that 
has some intuitive appeal – at least in the circumstances in which they used it.  
It assumed that tariff reductions would generate productivity improvements.  
Although some firms would simply exit the market, others would respond by 
finding ways to lower costs that they had previously not had to find – the so 
called ‘cold shower’ effect.  This assumption vindicated the Commission’s 
recommendations.  Reducing tariffs to zero generated production gains of $480 
million and consumption gains of about half this.  This is small in the scheme of 
things – at less than .1% of GDP, but in Ross Garnaut’s words ‘close to half a 
billion dollars per annum of additional output should not be thrown away without 
good reason’.  The table above is an extract from the full table (below) 
presented in the Commission’s modelling of abolishing all but automotive and 
textiles, clothing and footwear tariffs.   

 

Whatever its validity in the general case investigated by the Commission in 
2000, its applicability to the automotive industry is ambiguous. On the one hand 
automotive tariff cuts so far have certainly been accompanied by strong 
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productivity growth. On the other hand economies of scale are critical to the 
industry.   

The industry tends to overplay this issue – claiming for instance that the 
withdrawal of Mitsubishi would be a major blow.  It certainly would be for South 
Australia.  But for the industry and for the country it would be digestible – as 
was the withdrawal of Nissan was in 1992. 

Yet to lose one producer may be regarded as a misfortune. To lose two might 
be seen as carelessness.  The withdrawal of a second assembler could 
seriously undermine the economics of the local components sector, not just in 
the static sense of the scale economies immediately available to it, but also in 
the dynamic sense of remaining on investment ‘radar screens’ into the future. 
Here productivity could fall as a result of assistance reductions.  

ACIS 

ACIS – probably more useful to the industry than tariffs, certainly for the more 
competitive and export oriented manufacturers – will be the harder to defend from the 
Commission’s presumption against industry specific assistance not to mention any 

Government mid-term belt tightening.  

The Automotive Competitiveness and Investment Scheme (ACIS) was a 
godsend for the industry when the export facilitation scheme was wound up in 
response to WTO pressure.  It is a cleverly crafted scheme to capture the kind 
of benefits that export facilitation sought.  It had other objectives such as 
rationalising the duty free entitlements that were a remnant of the old local 
content plans and supporting local R&D.  The cap of 5% of sales on ACIS 
grants was placed there to enhance WTO compliance.  It also makes sense in 
terms of economising on government revenue and minimising allocative 
inefficiencies.  

Nevertheless in our estimation the ACIS scheme is probably even more 
vulnerable to revision downwards than the 10 per cent tariff.   

Firstly, as a relatively new scheme, it has fewer of the advantages of 
incumbency enjoyed by the tariff.  By the same token, the counter arguments in 
favour of the tariff are those of conserving what is there. ACIS is focused on the 
future.  The political arguments for it are less compelling than the 
defensiveness and conservative appeal of tariffs to preserve what we have.  

Secondly, it seems pretty clear that the scheme has been effective in promoting 
automotive production.  It probably demonstrates some of the advantages of 
wholly foreign owned investment in the industry enabling Australian subsidiaries 
to bid for large ‘supply orders’ into export markets without needing to build up 
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brand image over decades.  Even so, it is hard to argue that the money went to 
its most efficient use – either in an economic or a political sense.  At a budgeted 
$400 million a year, can it be said that the money could not have been used 
more wisely, on biotechnology or other industry policy priority of governments, 
or indeed on unrelated government expenditure or on tax cuts? 

This introduces one critical political and economic difference between ACIS and 
tariffs. The former costs the budget whilst the latter is a substantial earner. The 
Treasury has turned a blind eye to the fiscal costs of tariff reform over the years 
to minimise the obstacles in its way.  But especially during the first half of its 
third Parliamentary term (when the Government is still looking for savings) this 
will not be an easy hole to fill.  

8. A union busting pact? 

Unions are an important impediment to our industry – not necessarily our unions!  Can 
we do anything about it – probably not a lot. 

One of the things holding back the Australian industry in a big way is unions.  
We’re not expressing a view here on Australian unions, we’re talking about the 
amazingly powerful, and crudely protectionist United Auto Workers (UAW) in 
the United States.  

In the last two decades, as the Australian industry’s competitiveness has 
soared, we have not done well in the American market. That’s for a number or 
reasons.  One is the cost of meeting unique design requirements.  But there’s 
another important reason. Behind the scenes, the UAW has played a major role 
in keeping our exports out.  This is particularly the case with the American 
vehicle builders in Australia i.e.. General Motors and Ford.  Both Australian 
subsidiaries have put impressive proposals to their American parents only to 
have the UAW’s opposition play a key role in the failure of the bid.  

The Howard Government is apparently ropeable about the fact that shortly after 
it agreed to the industry’s proposal for an automotive tariff pause in 1997, the 
vehicle builders agreed to share the proceeds by agreeing to a wage rise.  It 
has made it clear it doesn’t want that to happen again. 

If it is true to that sentiment, it will either follow the Commission’s 
recommendations, or it will be looking for some reassurance that any favours it 
does the industry are not captured by its workforce.   

While in this union busting mood, what is the chance of some collaboration 
between the Howard Government and the Bush Administration for a little UAW 
busting to help Australian exports into the American market?  The short answer 
is ‘not much’.  As American Economist Paul Krugman pointed out recently, for 
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all its free market rhetoric, the Bush Administration has shown less enthusiasm 
for expending political capital on free trade than the previous Administration.  

The UAW was a major supporter of dumping duties on steel imports, with which 
the Bush Administration was happy to collaborate.  It is also a vigorous 
campaigner against environmental constraints on the industry such as stronger 
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ) standards which also endears it to 
the Bush Administration.  So it’s a long shot. The only other alternative is for the 
workers of the world to unite – an equally long shot! 

But perhaps the first stage would be to raise some Australian political 
awareness of the issue. Australians have vigorously protested to the US about 
import constraints on lamb and steel.  It would do no harm to raise the profile of 
this issue.  
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negligence (including gross negligence) of Lateral Economics, its officers or those with whom it 
contracts.  

Statement of interest 

While every effort is made to provide disinterested reporting in this newsletter and digest, Lateral 
Economics may provide consultancy services to one or more parties with an interest in the inquiry. 
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Appendix One: a diagrammatic illustration of the basic economics 
of tariffs for non-economists.  

The diagramme below offers the standard illustration of the standard economics of tariff 
assistance.  Two schedules map price and output outcomes against each other. The higher the 
price, the more is produced and the less is demanded – producing some equilibrium where 
supply meets demand.  Superimpose on this a world price (Pw) that is lower than the point at 
which the domestic supply and demand schedules cross.   

According to the diagram, domestic supply is now at Sw, with domestic demand at Dw.  The tariff 
increases the domestic price, increasing domestic supply to St and reducing demand to Dt. Both 
of these moves away from the optimal position involve allocative losses – losses in diverting the 
community’s productive resources or its capacity for consumption away from their most efficient 
configuration.  

Thus triangle A represents the increase in production above the efficient level drawing 
resources – labour and capital – from more efficient production. And triangle C represents the 
reduction in consumption that the community forgoes because of higher prices.  (Triangle B 
measures tariff revenue). 

    Price   Supply

  Pt

  Pw

Demand

   Sw   St        Dt     Dw

   Quantity

A        B       C

The allocative inefficiency of tariffs is measured by the area of the two triangles A and C.  Some 
simple conclusions from this are that: 

• this allocative inefficiency is proportional to the square of the tariff. (If the supply and 
demand curves are assumed to be linear, simple geometry tells us that their area is 
proportional to the square of their height.); 

• the more sensitive or elastic (in this diagram the more horizontal) the demand and supply 
curves are, the greater the area of the triangles and so the greater the inefficiency of a 
tariff; and 

• if there are productive efficiency gains from tariff reductions they are most likely to be 
proportional to the reduction in tariffs rather than to the square of the tariff.  
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Appendix Two: Demography of major automotive production 
centres 

TABLE 1  Mitsubishi in Adelaide 

                             
 

Socio-economic 
Indicators 

Lonsdale & 
Tonsley Park 
(Kingston)  

Edwardstown 
(Hindmarsh) 

South Australia  Australia 

Unemployment Rate 9.5% 9.5% 10.4% 8.1% 

Employment (number) 50,290 45,248 592,507 7,636,319 

Age Profile 
(Proportion over 65 ) 

8.6% 21.1% 13.8% 12% 

Overseas Born 
Population  

24.2% 22.6% 21.2% 21.8% 

Low Income Families  34.6% 37.2% 36.5% 32.5% 

Median Weekly Family 
Income  

$669 $659 $662 $729 

Proportion employed in 
manufacturing 

21.4% 14% 15% 12.6% 

Proportion in 
professional 
occupations 

16.7% 24.9% 26.4% 26.4% 

Proportion of 
tradespeople 

27.8% 20.2% 23.1% 21.8% 

Proportion employers or 
self employed 

6.6% 7.1% 9.3% 8.3% 

Political Representation 
(MP) 

ALP Coalition Coalition Coalition 

Margin (2 party 
preferred) 

52.42% 51.86% 

 

54.08% 

 

51.03% 

Swing 2001 election +0.54 +0.63% +0.97% +2.01% 
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TABLE 2  GMH in Adelaide 

                       
 

Socio-economic 
Indicators 

Elizabeth 
(Bonython)  

Woodville 
(Port Adelaide) 

South 
Australia  

Australia 

Unemployment Rate  
23.4% 13.3% 10.4% 8.1% 

Employed (number) 
46,100 43,834 592,507 7,636,319 

Age Profile 
(Proportion over 65 ) 8.2% 17.9% 13.8% 12% 

Overseas Born Population 
28.1% 26.7% 21.2% 21.8% 

Low Income Families 
42% 42.3% 36.5% 32.5% 

Median Weekly Family 
Income $582 $599 $662 $729 

Proportion employed in 
manufacturing 24.4% 19% 15% 12.6% 

Proportion in professional 
occupations 13.2% 19.8% 26.4% 26.4% 

Proportion of tradespeople 
30.2% 25.1% 23.1% 21.8% 

Proportion employers or 
self employed 5.4% 6.2% 9.3% 8.3% 

Political Representation 
(MP) ALP ALP Coalition Coalition 

Margin (2 party preferred) 
60.42% 

 

64.65% 

 

54.08% 

 

51.03% 

 

Swing 2001 Election 
-2.89% -1.07% +0.97% +2.01% 
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TABLE 3  Ford at Broadmeadows and Geelong 

               
 

Socio-economic 
Indicators 

Broadmeadows 
(Calwell)  

Geelong 
(Corio)  

Victoria  Australia 

Unemployment Rate  11.2% 12.9% 9.4% 8.1% 

Employed (number) 53,331 45,502 1,884,880 7,636,319 

Age Profile 

(Proportion over 65 ) 

6.0% 13.6% 12.0% 12% 

Overseas Born Population 34.0% 19.1% 23.8% 21.8% 

Low Income Families 28.9% 37.4% 31.6% 32.5% 

Median Weekly Family 
Income 

$763 $653 $741 $729 

Proportion employed in 
manufacturing 

23.9% 22.0% 16.3% 12.6% 

Proportion in professional 
occupations 

13.2% 19.6% 27.2% 26.4% 

Proportion of tradespeople 25.6% 25.8% 21.2% 21.8% 

Proportion employers or 
self employed 

4.4% 5.8% 7.8% 8.3% 

Political Representation 
(MP) 

ALP ALP ALP Coalition 

Margin (2 party preferred) 68.98% 

 

58.7% 52.14% 

 

51.03% 

 

Swing 2001 Election -1.25% -2.66% -1.39% +2.01% 
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TABLE 4  Toyota at Altona, Melbourne 

 
 

Socio-economic Indicators Altona 
(Lalor)  

Victoria  Australia 

Unemployment Rate  9.6% 9.4% 8.1% 

Employed (number) 52,394 1,884,880 7,636,319 

Age Profile 

(Proportion over 65 ) 

6.5% 12.0% 12% 

Overseas Born Population 28.2% 23.8% 21.8% 

Low Income Families 27.3% 31.6% 32.5% 

Median Weekly Family 
Income 

$789 $741 $729 

Proportion employed in 
manufacturing 

20.6% 16.3% 12.6% 

Proportion in professional 
occupations 

16.9% 27.2% 26.4% 

Proportion of tradespeople 25.0% 21.2% 21.8% 

Proportion employers or self 
employed 

4.0% 7.8% 8.3% 

Political Representation (MP) ALP ALP Coalition 

Margin (2 party preferred) 65.63% 52.14% 

 

51.03% 

 

Swing 2001 Election -4.19% -1.39% +2.01% 

Sources: All data, except unemployment rates for Elizabeth and Lonsdale, are sourced from the electorate 
analysis from the Parliamentary Library Research Report No.11.  Unemployment rates for Elizabeth and 
Lonsdale are sourced on ABS geographical areas. 
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Table of Contents and Abstract 

9. Welcome to our second newsletter . . . 

A newsletter and digest of analysis, comment and information to save busy executives 
time.  Abstracts appear at the top of each section to aid readers in extracting what they 
want in minimum time.  

. . . and thanks for positive feedback on the first newsletter.  This edition is 
divided into two parts, a newsletter of analysis and a digest of submissions 
received to date (already circulated).  We don’t expect readers will want to read 
the whole digest, nor can it fully summarise the contents of larger submissions, 
but it will save readers time in scanning the people and the issues involved in 
the inquiry.  

10. An argument anyone? 

There are some relatively persuasive arguments for what the industry wants – so far its 
not putting them.  

The FAPM has put the industry’s dilemma in this inquiry well.  

The question . . . remains as to whether the community’s resources are 
best employed in the automotive industry or some other alternative 
activity. It does generate substantial externalities in terms of training and 
technological leadership. But it has received much higher levels of 
Government support than other manufacturing industries (Submission 
37, p. 74-5). 

As we have suggested before, the PC will need some convincing.  What is 
surprising is that, having posed the question as clearly as this, those seeking to 
defend the assistance the industry now receives offer relatively sketchy 
arguments in their own favour when quite reasonable arguments exist from 
within the canon of economic orthodoxy.  

Thus, having suggested there was a presumption against ‘industry specific’ 
assistance the Victorian Department of Industry, Innovation and Regional 
Development (DIIRD) contents itself with the following justification.  “the reality 
is that automotive is a special case due to its size and significance, spillover 
effects and international outlook (Submission 65, p. 7)”. This is something of a 
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throw-away line.  There’s nothing suggesting why the industry’s spillover effects 
or ‘international outlook’ are greater than many other industries.  

One of the most common arguments for assistance in submissions is that other 
countries offer more assistance. Clearly many less developed countries in the 
region do offer more assistance than us, though most developed countries 
probably offer a fair bit less (they don’t have to as they are all within huge 
markets). The argument is clearly compelling for many of the Australian 
business managers who are competing against higher assistance rates in other 
markets (or considering them as an alternative investment location).  And it 
might well be compelling for many politicians.  So its day in the sun will come.   

But in the forum of the Productivity Commission the argument that we should at 
least match the assistance of other countries is at best an incomplete one – at 
worst the industry is leading with its chin.  That’s for the reasons that FAPM 
outlines above.  If it requires above average assistance to generate investment 
in a sector, then even if we could buy the investment, it might not be worth it. As 
the late Bert Kelly, patron saint of economic rationalists used to put it, we could 
have a thriving igloo building business if we wanted – but it would cost a lot of 
money.  We might be better off intensifying our efforts to attract lower cost 
investment.  

It seems to us that the argument arising from other countries’ assistance 
regimes may be a valid one, but it would have to be situated in a properly 
specified model and Australian assistance would have to emerge as sensible 
‘tax competition’ for the world’s capital.  The reason one needs a model is to 
tote up the pros and cons.  The cons include the Australian resources – both 
capital and labour which can be tied up in the industry where they would 
otherwise find higher productivity employment elsewhere.  They also include 
the ‘rent’ we pay on foreign capital in the form of repatriated dividends.  

So the questions become what does it cost to buy foreign capital, and what 
proportion of people might be employed by it who would not otherwise be 
employed.  Certainly some of the multi-country models we have today 
demonstrate that successful tax competition can increase a country’s wealth – 
but they also help us understand what drives that result and when tax 
competition does more harm than good. As things stand at present, despite 
substantial preparation for this round of policy formulation, the industry has not 
equipped itself intellectually to argue its case with econocrats and economic 
opinion leaders. 

If ACIS might be defended (probably with some difficulty) as tax competition, 
the moderate tariffs we have today also stand in need of better defence. Tariffs 
were defended much better in the last inquiry (when they were a lot higher and 
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the case for them was that much less strong). Indeed it was the last automotive 
inquiry that put the case for moderate tariffs on the economic rationalist ‘map’. 
We rehearsed a range of what seem to us fairly convincing arguments in the 
last newsletter and developed those arguments further in Submission 56(b) – 
See Digest.  We did not mention a further argument that we regard as 
powerfully supporting moderate tariff levels.   

We wait intrigued to see if the industry is interested in putting its best foot 
forward in these economic debates, in addition to the other processes of 
persuasion which it no doubt has in mind for the sharp end of the process after 
the Commission reports.  In our view the ideal for the industry would be to put 
its best case on all fronts. The most satisfactory round of automotive policy 
making was in 1990 when high quality intellectual input from the industry led the 
PC to make concessions to its traditional approach.  The PC accepted the case 
for positive assistance as a complement to tariff reform. This concession was 
sufficient to generate a broad consensus between industry and policy advisers 
and policy was implemented with the minimum of fuss.  

. . . which brings us to what looks like becoming a regular segment . . .  

11. Welcome to our schemozzle 

The Government seems to be going through the motions with this inquiry, feeling free to 
make major policy decisions during the inquiry.  The industry is reciprocating, putting 
far more effort into the politics than the economics of policy.  

Since our first newsletter it seems to have become clearer that, for all the PC’s 
efforts to discharge its responsibilities, the inquiry may be a ‘lame duck’.  
Certainly the last automotive inquiry ended that way – being effectively ignored 
by the Government of the day in favour of a deal with the industry.   In this 
inquiry, we have a major government assistance package to Mitsubishi being 
announced within a few months of the inquiry getting underway.  We 
understand negotiations for assistance to other projects are underway with 
other players in the industry.  

If the Government wanted to treat the process with such disrespect, one 
wonders why they bothered giving the inquiry to the Commission in the first 
place.  Paul Krugman has recently written that Bill Clinton outshone George W. 
Bush on free trade despite their respective positions on the ideological 
spectrum. Likewise it seems to us that the previous Labor government 
delivered automotive industry policy in a more professional and predictable way 
than the Coalition has either before or since the Labor Government.  
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A lot of this is only evident in the detail. The press releases describing the 
Lynch Plan of 1981 and the Button Plan of 1984 described essentially the same 
policy mechanisms – a tariff quota with a declining ‘penalty tariff’ for imports 
outside the quota gradually undermining the quota system.  In fact the fine print 
showed that the Button Plan hung together as a piece of gradual deregulation – 
whereas the Lynch Plan was an hodgepodge of ‘fixes’ to the political problems 
of structural adjustment.  Likewise the 1990 policy process was, as we have 
argued above, a highly professional piece of policy making.  

This time around we have a government which  

• Commissioned then ignored the last PC inquiry,  

• announced this inquiry was to be completed as a matter or urgency in 6 
months but was three months late in getting the inquiry going, and  

• has made a major policy announcement with the ink barely dry on the first 
circular of the inquiry.  

Having said all that, some qualifications are in order.  Firstly as we noted in our 
last newsletter, the level of intervention is now massively less than it was in the 
‘bad old days’.  That means – and it has always been one of the major 
arguments in favour of lower assistance – that even if the next plan is not as 
well crafted as it could be, it won’t matter nearly as much as the difference 
between the Lynch Plan and the Button Plan mattered.  

Secondly as former Mitsubishi CEO Graham Spurling has pointed out in his 
submission (No. 36), as the level of assistance comes down, there comes a 
point at which policy must become more strategic if it is to have any effect.  
Here the Commission has no great expertise in saying what kind of strategy is 
superior – it feels uncomfortable with the judgements that must inevitably be 
made about what will and what will not receive assistance.1  

In the world of industry policy no-one really knows what works (though we have 
a fair idea about some things that don’t work).  Although the theoretical 
underpinnings of export facilitation were stronger and although the policy 
process was handled much more professionally when export facilitation was 
extended in 1990, ACIS is probably a better assistance scheme than export 
facilitation.  But ACIS was just a commonsensical compromise – motivated 

                                                        
1 The Commission has a point of course.  The decision to assist some things is a decision not to 
assist others, which is usually hard to explain – if not arbitrary.  Not surprisingly a number of the 
submissions to the inquiry are from industries which supply the automotive industry wondering 
why they can’t get access to ACIS. That’s not an easy thing to explain. 
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largely by the desire to deliver a similar amount of assistance to the old 
scheme, but consistent with WTO requirements.  

12. We’re a happy team at Hawthorn 

Almost all players accept the reduction in tariffs from 15% to 10% even though in the 
previous inquiry a reasonable case was made out that the right tariff may be as high as 

15% 

The South Australian Government does not oppose the reduction of PMV and 
components tariffs in 2005 from the current level of 15% to 10%.  

South Australian Government Submission 

All the way back to the 1973 25% tariff cut, economists have argued that tariff 
cuts foreshadowed in the future are always hostages to fortune – that flagging a 
tariff cut in the future only gives beneficiaries of the tariffs the chance to 
mobilise opposition to tariff reform.  But things seem to have changed.  

Something strangely like the reverse has occurred in this inquiry.  As we 
understand it, different vehicle manufacturers had different views on this but 
have largely fallen into line behind a position which began as a manufacturers’ 
position but which has been extended to an industry wide position.   

The result of this and also perhaps the Howard Government’s reputation for not 
changing its mind once made up, has been that there is no fight about the 15% 
tariff falling to 10%.  It is accepted not just by the industry (including participants 
who would love to avail themselves of 5% more tariff protection like Mitsubishi 
and Ford) but also accepted by State Governments. A few minor component 
suppliers have argued to retain the 15% tariff.  Air International on the other 
hand has argued that the reduction in tariffs should be supported if it really is in 
the national interest, but should not be accepted just because it is part of a prior 
deal.  

One result of this is that the industry has not really put much effort into the 
intellectual task of defending 10% tariffs, even though there is a good case – 
and may well be a reasonable case for 15% tariffs from the perspective of 
national economic efficiency (see Section 2 above). 
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13. Serial veto – an industry structure to avoid 

The whole future of the industry is in the balance because of industrial relations 
problems in supplier firms, with no easy answers in sight.  

The government has made it clear that it was not happy with the way in which, 
when it last agreed to a ‘deal’ with the industry against the advice of the PC, the 
industry passed on some of the proceeds in relatively generous pay settlements 
for workers.  In the wake of the damage of the Trico, Walker and BHP disputes 
(which together would have taken the industry’s profitability from poor to poorer) 
the Government has made it clear it wants more action – and commitment from 
industry in the area of industrial relations. 

Fixed costs are such a large part of the industry and profits are so low already 
that most firms only make profits in the last few weeks of each working year.  
Think what a few days lost production do to that profit!  The Trico and Walker 
disputes on their own reduced profits by around 10% in a just a few days lost 
production.  Employees have lives to lead and will not come in on weekends to 
make up for lost production.  

This is an exceptionally worrying matter for the industry with no clear solution in 
sight. The unfairness and short-term costs of supply disruption are clear for all 
to see – tens of thousands of workers are laid off because of the incompetence 
or bloody mindedness of a few managers and/or a few hundred workers and/or 
a union (or just part of a union).  

The current situation adds up to an industry structure of ‘serial veto’.  If any firm 
in the supply chain is brought down, much of the industry goes down.  If this 
looks bad in the short-term, think what it says about the long-term viability of the 
industry.  Not only are profits depressed. The long term damage is not just in 
lowering the industry’s level of profit and so capacity to attract capital.  The 
uncertainty can be expected to have a corrosive effect on preparedness to 
invest.  If industrial disputes reduce profitability by 10% this year, what will it be 
next year and the year after?   

Further, suppose someone in the supply chain manages to make some serious 
money.  In addition to the threat of their customers requiring more aggressive 
‘cost downs’ their workforce also has a power of veto over their production.  

Given the Federal Government’s sympathy for doing something, convincing the 
Democrats would be a critical element of getting any legislative changes 
through the Senate. But the letter of the law is not the main problem.  

In theory the scope for industrial disruption which cripples the industry is tightly 
circumscribed. Thus for instance S170MW of the Workplace Relations Act 
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allows the AIRC to terminate a period of protected industrial action where it “is 
being taken to support or advance claims . . .[and] is threatening . . . to cause 
significant damage to the Australian economy or an important part of it”. The 
recent picketing of the BHP facility was illegal.  But contempt of court charges 
were dropped as part of the settlement of the dispute – the usual story.  

Apart from breast-beating what can government and the industry do?  Where 
employers agree not to prosecute employees under return to work 
compromises what scope is there in the current law or in any conceivable 
amendments to the law for firms who have been damaged by the industrial 
action to take action against those organising and participating in it?  The 
Federal Government is exploring options for Government to prosecute 
employees whose industrial disruption breaks the law.  In the meantime, some 
vehicle assemblers affected by the BHP strike have received certificates 
allowing them to take tort action in response to the strike. They are not bound 
by BHP’s settlement of the dispute, and could in theory pursue their own 
remedies – but of course it would be at the cost of an almighty and expensive 
industrial blow up.  

The Federal Government’s tactic regarding the MCG refurbishment for the 
Commonwealth Games is also an interesting precedent. The Federal 
Government has refused funding for the project without it meeting certain IR 
requirements.  The Victorian Government is foregoing the Federal money 
instead of accepting the conditions attached – as the conditions got attached 
after the tenders for the job closed!  Ten years earlier the Dawkins inspired 
‘Development Allowance’ limited a special investment allowance to projects 
which could demonstrate that they were ‘state of the art’ in terms of micro-
economic reform including industrial relations.  

The Federal Government could do the same with ACIS, withholding funds from 
firms that are unable to demonstrate a standard of industrial relations that 
would prevent strike action that would cripple the industry. They would certainly 
have a case to do so.  Our industrial relations have improved dramatically in the 
last twenty years and strike levels are at historical lows. But in this industry 
which is the paradigm of industrial interdependence, even much improved 
industrial relations fall short of the level of excellence necessary for the industry 
to make the transition from the basket case it was twenty years ago.   

Without addressing this, funding ACIS looks dangerously like throwing good 
money after bad. Giving every firm and every work-site in the industry an 
effective power of veto over all the other work-sites is a recipe for a continuing 
‘hand to mouth’ existence for the industry.  
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14. Level playing fields 

The Commission will want to level some of the playing fields between different 
categories within ACIS. 

Our guess is that the commission will draw attention to the non-neutralities 
involved both between the industry and elsewhere and also within the industry.  
Thus in reviewing ACIS it will be wary of the distinctions which have been made 
between the various parts of the scheme – between motor vehicle producers 
and other suppliers to the industry.  We expect that any ACIS scheme it 
proposes as an option will provide a ‘level playing field’ over the whole of the 
industry - with the possible exception of the ‘uncapped portion of the scheme 
which operates in lieu of the duty free allowance.   

15. Models, Models, Models 

The Commission’s contracted modeller in this inquiry was its chief opponent in the 
‘model wars’ of the previous inquiry.  

The Commission was in an unusual situation at the start of this inquiry.  It has 
typically been a heavy user and major funder of the Monash model – which it 
used in the previous inquiry. Since then the Commission’s funding was cut, and 
it responded by withdrawing base funding for the Monash model.  Meanwhile 
Allen Consulting became the major user of the Monash model, and they have 
been doing work for the FCAI and FAPM using the model in prepation for the 
inquiry. (Interestingly this work did not make it into the FCAI submission to the 
Commission).  

That left the Commission without a model for the inquiry!  After advertising it 
chose two tenderers to do its modelling.  Chris Murphy’s Econtech will model 
domestic policy scenarios and the Centre for International Economics will 
model international policy scenarios.  The irony of the first choice of modeler is 
lost on no-one with a knowledge of past inquiries.  Chris Murphy’s modelling – 
on behalf of a South Australian Government body – was at the heart of a very 
credible challenge to the Monash modelling done for the Commission for the 
last inquiry.  

Murphy’s modelling in that inquiry generated a positive ‘optimal tariff’ (around 
15% in some scenarios) and was the most impressive of the models in its basic 
agreement with intuitive rules of thumb which are important in ‘eyeballing’ the 
plausibility of a model’s results.  Two of the other major models used by the 
Commission – Access Economics Macro and the Monash model – only 
generated results which supported the Commission’s recommendations of 
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lower tariffs, at the cost of a structure which meant that the optimal policy was a 
large import subsidy! 

The model Murphy will be using (MM600+) will not be identical to the one 
constructed in 1996-7 but it will be similar and its basic structure is likely to 
generate an ‘optimal tariff’.  That is it incorporates ‘terms of trade’ effects.  Thus 
as imports expand, so too do exports and some of those exports like coal and 
wool can only expand by small reductions in price.  So the allocative efficiency 
gains from tariff cuts will be offset by terms of trade losses.  The relative size of 
the allocative efficiency gains fall and the terms of trade losses rise as tariffs fall 
to zero.  It will be interesting to see the conclusions the Econtech modelling 
supports.  

It is not out of any disrespect for the professionalism of the product however 
that we say that results from both Econtech and CIE should be taken with a 
grain of salt.  This is because some of the most important issues are virtually 
impossible to model – and the structures of the models don’t really try.   

The models typically assume perfect competition,2 when so much of what is 
distinctive about the industry is the result of economies of scale and indeed 
strategic interaction between the players and between the players and 
governments.  Game theory can yield a few insights about these issues, but 
once this level of complexity comes into the equation, we are all guessing, and 
elaborate models are often more trouble than they’re worth.  We could have an 
elaborate model to tell us what the whether would be like on this day next year, 
but an educated guess will be just as accurate.   

Dressing up guesswork as science misleads the public, and quite often 
misleads the technicians themselves into valuing their work at more than its 
worth.  

                                                        
2 For the uninitiated, the essence of perfect competition is that there are always enough 
competitors that no one of them can make a difference to market prices.  Most models assume 
perfect competition not because economists think the world is perfectly competitive, but 
because it turns out that imperfect competition is much harder to model and often produces 
indeterminate results.  Perfect competition is often the right assumption to make as modelling is 
always a matter of trading off realism for insight. What is then critical is that the modellers 
understand how partial the insights they have generated really are.  
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16. Multipliers 

Multiplier analysis may help the political campaign for assistance, but won’t impress the 
Commission.  

Both the former minister for Trade and Deputy PM Tim Fischer and the new 
Industry Minister Ian Macfarlane suggested to the industry that it should do 
some work indicating the level of employment for which it is responsible.  The 
resulting work may be of some use politically but will not impress the 
Commission.  Firms can have the indirect employment they generate through 
their purchases and the consumption of the employees to which they pay 
wages estimated using standard economic techniques.  

The only problem is that the numbers thus generated do not demonstrate how 
many jobs have been ‘created’ by the firm involved.  As many of the people 
employed by those firms would have jobs elsewhere if they were not employed 
by a particular firm.  

As the Commission put it in its 1996 inquiry into State Territory and Local 
Government Assistance to Industry: 

Multipliers, as simply measures of linkages, can measure a net gain to 
the economy only to the extent that their demand on resources for 
associated activities can be met from resources which otherwise would 
not be used. They do not consider possible alternative uses of such 
resources. If an expansion of one industry can occur only by bidding 
resources away from another industry, then there is no net multiplier 
effect. Indeed, the initial expenditure itself will increase activity only if it 
involves a more efficient use of resources. In particular, the alternative 
uses of government funds used to assist the investment are usually 
ignored. These funds may have greater value (or even higher multipliers) 
used in other ways or if left in the hands of taxpayers.  

The ‘magic of multipliers’ in providing leverage from an initial investment 
usually turns out to be a myth when account is taken of alternative uses 
of the resources allocated to the investment. (p. 31). 

17. Orbital Engine Corporation not an automotive firm 

Meanwhile on the West Coast . . .  

Readers will be intrigued to know that the Orbital Engine Corporation is not an 
automotive firm.  Before his departure from the company we were in contact 
with former CEO, then Chief Technical Officer Kim Schlunke who informed us 
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that the company had not been approached by the Commission, and nor did it 
plan on participating in the inquiry.  Orbital has received government assistance 
in various forms since its inception, so it may not be a case of missing out.  But 
for an industry specific policy which seeks to focus on R&D it seems odd that 
Orbital is left so routinely out of the loop in Australian automotive industry 
policy.  
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18. Amid scenes of jubilation . . .  

The industry was elated and those with experience of the process somewhat startled by 
the PC Position Paper.  It not only embraced the essence of the industry’s requests on 
assistance but also provided it with a platform for some of its other agendas such as the 
luxury car tax and environmental standards.  

After over a quarter of a century of hounding the automotive industry as a case 
study in the ills of protection, the Commission appears to have accepted the 
industry’s central arguments and has proposed a retention of the status quo for 
another five years.  Given that its recommendations don’t come into effect for 
another three years, the Commission is recommending substantial industry 
specific assistance to the industry until the end of the decade after which it 
proposes assistance slowly transition to the industry norm of 5% tariff 
assistance.  

Within a suite of three assistance options, the Commission’s preferred option 
involves: 

• tariffs following existing policy falling from 15 to 10% in 2005 but then 
pausing until 2010.  After this time tariffs would fall to 5% with no further 
falls till 2015;  

• ACIS being retained either for five years at funding levels not exceeding 
current funding levels, or for ten years funded at the same net present 
value with funding falling in the later years; and 

• the industry retaining other significant industry specific assistance 
mechanisms such as the effective ban on second hand imports and 
government purchasing preferences.  

Other Commission observations include the following. 

• Adversarial work culture and the vestiges of craft unionism are damaging 
productivity in the industry and disrupting production.  Further legislative 
reform and company unionism or industry unionism could improve these 
outcomes.  

• The luxury car tax has its deficiencies, but if retained the ‘luxury threshold’ 
should be lifted to reflect price rises in the market.  

• Environmental obligations on the industry – for instance fuel economy 
standards – are an inefficient form of environmental regulation and we 
should be careful they do not compromise the industry’s economic viability.  
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The Commission agrees with the private views of many in the industry that the 
special trade promotion scheme (AMADS) should not attract continued funding.  

19. The fast track to policy implementation: Industry’s strategy 
vindicated 

The Position Paper defines the political ‘centre of gravity’. Given its ‘dry’ credentials, the 
coincidence of the Commission’s and the industry’s preferences – together with the 
similarity of these proposals to the status quo – effectively cuts the ground out from 

departments like Treasury who would have preferred a ‘drier’ course.  

Given the PC’s acceptance of the industry’s arguments, the outcome of the 
policy process can now be much more securely predicted.  The industry is 
traditionally a battleground between ‘wets’ and ‘drys’.  In this battle, the 
Department of the Treasury and the PC are the heart of ‘dry’ country whilst the 
Industry Department is the heart of the ‘wetlands’.  Traditionally the 
Commission’s report has been crucial in determining where the political ‘centre 
of gravity’ lay – both within the bureaucracy and more widely within the political 
community and economic opinion makers.  

In 1981 the Commission’s intransigence about export facilitation saw it dealt 
largely out of the game both in the formulation of the Lynch Plan in the early 
1980s and its refashioning into the Button Plan in mid 1984.  In 1990 the 
Commission’s concession of ground on export facilitation meant that its report 
immediately defined the political centre of gravity.  The Treasury fought a 
rearguard action against export facilitation but, with export facilitation enjoying 
the Commission’s support, it was a lost cause.  The Department of Prime 
Minister and Cabinet and the major players in Cabinet found the politics and the 
economics of the PC’s 1990 formula compelling and it sailed through the policy 
making process. 

In 1997 a relatively new government rejected a harder line PC report that 
recommended a fairly rapid transition away from virtually all industry specific 
assistance and the adoption of 5% tariffs.  The result was a bargained plan 
which was a little cruder in its economic logic than the 1990 plan, but 
nevertheless at least as successful in facilitating positive change.  It cemented 
a tariff cut to 10% (to take place in 2005) and reformulated the export facilitation 
scheme as ACIS.  

When the Commission is being ambitious on behalf of the ‘dry’ cause, it 
typically ‘goes in hard’ at the draft report stage (the Position Paper is a draft 
report by another name) and usually relents a little in the final report.  This was 
the case with the 1981-2, 1990 and 1997 report.  The Commission’s Position 
Paper makes it more difficult than it would otherwise be – and it is often difficult 
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at the best of times – for politicians to give the industry less than the amount 
that is now being proposed.  If – as is likely – the Treasury were to argue that 
the existing package is too generous and should be wound back, it would have 
few allies given that it would be (again) out on a ‘dry’ limb without even the 
support of the Commission. In these circumstances, the political ‘centre of 
gravity’ will shift away from the Treasury position towards the joint industry/PC 
position. 

The 10% tariff through to 2010 seems assured.  This means the strategic 
issues facing the industry through to the end of the policy making cycle include: 

• addressing the design of ACIS – on which the PC plumped for the status 
quo and gave virtually no guidance in the process (see below);  

• using the process to secure the most favourable IR outcome they can;  and 

• finding innovative ways to secure better market access in the region.   

20. The Commission has repudiated its role in the process 

In ‘second guessing’ the politics of the situation, the Commission has abrogated its 
unique role as provider of rigorous intellectual input into an ultimately political decision. 

The role of the Commission is to inject an intellectual rigour into what is 
ultimately – and rightly – a decision made by our political system.  The 
Commission has always been torn – again rightly – between political 
compromise and intellectual rigour.  There is no right answer to this dilemma, 
but the Commission has often been prepared to keep its powder dry on some 
matters in order to promote its credibility and the political acceptability of  its 
position on matters it considered more important.  

Thus, for instance in the last automotive inquiry report, the Commission lay low 
on the issue of second hand car imports, not because it did not appreciate the 
arguments for freer trade in that area. Because the impediment to free trade is 
so much greater for second hand cars than for new ones, the case for freeing it 
up – if only a little – is that much stronger (see below).  In 1997 the Commission 
lay low on the issue because it did not want the issue distracting attention from 
what it saw as the ‘main game’ of returning the industry to the fold of 5% tariff 
only assistance which other manufacturers face.  

This time around the Commission has acquiesced in virtually every substantial 
request the industry made.  It is possible to defend the key policy decisions the 
Commission has proposed.  In earlier editions of this newsletter and elsewhere 
we have outlined what we regard as a strong argument for moderate tariffs and 
one could mount a case for ACIS, though as we have argued, it is more difficult.  
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In this inquiry, the Commission goes against an institutional lifetime of 
commitment against industry specific assistance. Virtually every assistance 
decision has gone against the usual (and often recent) recommendations of the 
Commission in other reports (see below). Perhaps the previous and current 
approaches can be reconciled, but the Commission does not offer any real 
attempt to do so.  This is what it is there for – to provide commentary and 
analysis about the path of economic reform from a reasonably consistent 
perspective.  We are not arguing that the Commission should never change its 
mind. Rather it is essential to its fulfilling its charter that the Commission not 
‘fudge’ these issues – that it impose upon itself the discipline of explaining the 
development of its own thinking.  

In this inquiry the Commission uses the idea of ‘transitional assistance’ to fudge 
its change of mind. It buys the Commission time and causes it the least 
embarrassment because it doesn’t’ own up to changing its mind – only its 
timing.  But the strategy leads to important issues being loosely argued.  

And as Ian Webber’s dissent argued in 1997, there is an air of the ‘constant 
present’ about the report.   

I regard it as unfortunate that — in spite of my persistent urgings that a 
modelling forum be convened to reconcile various viewpoints and maybe 
thrash out some common ground — this did not happen. What did 
happen, however, is that claimed gains from cutting car tariffs further 
based on the Monash model plummeted from the range $1.7 to $4.5 
billion in the draft report to around $100 million in the majority final report. 
Interestingly, there is not one word (at least that I could find) in the 
majority final report admitting that such a drastic rethink took place. 
(Webber dissent, PC, 1997, p. 481) 

In this report, there is little careful argument or analysis.  Important decisions 
are justified with a single paragraph or line with counter arguments and the 
arguments of major players simply disregarded.  Thus, despite an institutional 
lifetime of seeking to reduce disparities of assistance, the Commission argues 
for continued and possible intensifying of disparities of assistance within ACIS, 
without so much as addressing the arguments of major participants.  And its 
arguments for ‘transitional assistance’ are not transitional arguments – the 
same arguments will apply when the Commission’s preferred transition period 
is over (see below).  In the Commission’s words the assistance it proposes is to 
ensure that we preserve activities that might one day become viable. 

In this report at least, the Commission appears to have tried to ‘second guess’ 
the political process rather than inject into it an intellectual rigour and let the 
politicians make the ultimate decisions about political trade-offs.  In so doing it 
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has taken on the role of an interdepartmental or other such advisory committee 
appointed to sort out differences before they come to politicians for ultimate 
decision.  It has come up with a perfectly workable, though unambitious policy 
package that will be well received by the industry, and will not do any egregious 
harm to the economy.  Indeed, though it is contrary to the priors of many 
economists the Commission’s proposals to retain assistance may do some 
good though – like the decision many years ago to give assistance to Kodak – 
any good they did would be more by good luck than good design.  

The ACIS scheme may be necessary to keeping Australian subsidiary firms on 
the ‘radar screens’ of offshore parents for investment.  And providing the 
industry is not egregiously uncompetitive – which it no longer is – it may be an 
effective and efficient form of tax competition.  What we can be confident of 
however is that, at least based on the content of this preliminary Position Paper:  

• the same result could have been achieved much more quickly and cheaply 
for all concerned by an interdepartmental committee; and  

• the policies embraced by the Commission can be improved upon with 
better economic analysis.  

21. Tariffs 

The Commission’s arguments for retaining tariffs as ‘transitional assistance’ don’t look 
like transitional arguments.  

Two years ago the Productivity Commission did an inquiry into the remaining 
5% tariffs enjoyed by Australia's manufacturers.  The MONASH modelling done 
suggested that the very small allocative efficiency gain zero tariffs would 
produce would be swamped by the terms of trade effect.  In effect they 
established what is called an optimal tariff argument.  (In the modelling, 
reducing tariffs increased imports, and the lower exchange rate that resulted 
enabled us to export more of the things we produce most efficiently.  However 
in some of those things – like coal, wheat and wool – Australia has a high 
global or regional market share and so when it exports more, it tends to drive 
down the price it receives.) 

However, the Commission also modelled a ‘cold shower’ effect – a 
spontaneous productivity improvement by which manufacturers met increased 
competition. This turned the loss that would be generated by more conventional 
modelling into a gain.  It used a similar device as one scenario in its modelling 
in the last (1996-7) automotive inquiry as well.  
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This time around there is some comment on the possibility that further tariff 
reductions would provoke productivity gains, but much more frank 
acknowledgment of the marginal nature of the allocative efficiency gains and 
their being offset or outweighed by terms of trade losses.  There is also some 
good rigorous discussion in the modelling appendix of the significance of the 
economies of scale issue for productivity in the event of a plant closure.  Here 
the Commission’s description of the modelling of the issue suggests that it is 
being done as well as possible, given the uncertainties involved. 

Unfortunately the Commission’s argument does not hang together. If there are 
terms of trade losses involved in reducing tariffs, then there is a given tariff level 
that is the optimal level.  The Commission has yet to publish the modelling in 
detail or the proceedings of its workshop,3 so we do not know if the optimal tariff 
as modelled by MONASH and Econtech is above 5%.  (We have also argued 
that there are some additional strong arguments for tariffs that have not been 
considered in the inquiry.  They would raise the ‘optimal’ tariff level further). 

The other argument the Commission evinces for delaying tariff reductions is the 
costs firms and employees may face in adjusting to lower tariffs.  As we 
indicated above, the problem is that these arguments do not hang together with 
the course of action proposed. If the optimal tariff is over 5% now, it will be over 
5% until something important changes. If in addition the benefits of tariff 
reduction are so marginal that they don’t cover the adjustment costs of a major 
car manufacturer withdrawing now, that suggests they won’t be in the future.  

This observation ought to lead to a clear statement that such considerations 
mark the boundary or high water mark of where we might set tariffs unilaterally, 
but also a benchmark from which we should be prepared to negotiate our tariffs 
down in return for genuinely better access to other markets. Unfortunately the 
‘fudging’ involved in defending its position leads the Commission to making – 
seemingly by default – important strategic decisions about the interpretation of 
our ‘free trade’ commitments under APEC (see below). 

                                                        
3 It appears that the Commission intended to publish the Modelling Workshop proceedings 
before the Position Paper – as its Position Paper says that it has already been posted on its 
website (p. 152) whilst its website still tells us it will be posted.  The proceedings had not been 
posted on the website as at 28th June.  
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22. ACIS – under the bonnet 

The Commission plumps for status quo and rejects calls for more ‘strategic’ use of ACIS. 

In the years to 2005, around $2.8 billion will be expended on ACIS.  According 
to the Commission’s figures this makes the industry the recipient of four times 
as much budgetary assistance as a share of value added as any other industry.  

 
 

The Commission’s preference is to continue a similarly funded scheme for 
another eight years though it also entertains the possibility that a similar net 
present value of assistance be provided over the next thirteen years.  Yet, the 
Commission’s justification for what we presume is a judgement about the 
political acceptability of its recommendations is that this is to be ‘transitional 
assistance’.  It then uses this justification to abrogate any serious analysis of 
whether or not the design of ACIS can be improved.  

A more strategic ACIS? 

We mentioned above that we felt that the Commission’s justification of its 
changed approach as ‘transitional assistance’ was a ‘cop out’.  It did not 
properly describe the arguments the Commission was relying on to justify the 
assistance. This point is not a theoretical nicety.  It has practical significance 
because the Commission’s embracing of ‘transitional assistance’ has enabled it 
to take the easy way out with ACIS and embrace the status quo – to the 
detriment of some of the most aggressive and internationally successful firms in 
the industry.  
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This strategy which involves the Commission compromising with the timing of 
its recommendations rather than rethinking them when they come under 
challenge has had a similar effect in the past. It is the same strategy the 
Commission used in 1981 when it sought to oppose export facilitation in favour 
of a tariff only regime.  As opposition mounted to its proposals, the Commission 
sought to compromise by recommending higher tariff protection when less 
would have been needed with export facilitation – in other words, to defer 
further tariff reduction to another day. This put it in the invidious position of 
recommending more assistance to the least competitive import replacement 
activity and none to the exports the industry so desperately needed. However 
little it may have intended it, the Commission made common cause with the 
lowest common denominator in assistance reform.  It joined what was then one 
of the most protectionist organisations in the country – the FAPM (who have 
come a long way since then!) – in opposing export facilitation.  And it sought to 
stymie the plans of the firm seeking to most aggressively capture the benefits of 
globalisation - Holden.  Something similar is happening here.   

A range of submissions, mostly from the more successful and ambitious firms 
argued that ACIS II should have a more strategic focus.  This led them to 
propose rebalancing ACIS towards activities that more clearly take the form of 
investment for the future.  Thus Air International suggested that funding be 
focused on investment in plant, equipment and research and development and 
also that funding be based on increases in these expenditures above a base 
rather than absolute levels (as was done in the first round of the export 
facilitation scheme).  Holden and Ford argued for a re-weighting towards the 
kind of development they were doing to extend their vehicle platforms to enable 
them to cover more market niches.  

The Position Paper also commented on the prospect that “subsidy schemes 
might frustrate, rather than facilitate, adjustment” (p. 106). 

For instance, some firms claimed they may not be viable without ACIS. 
This raises the prospect that it could be inhibiting rationalisation that may 
be in the long term interests of the industry. As Spurling submitted:  

At the very least, for however long industry specific assistance 
remains, that assistance should not help firms resist the forces of 
rationalisation. And where possible it should actively assist the 
process ahead of other objectives. (sub. 36, p. 19 [See also Sub 
56, pp. iv, 32])  

Having commented that “[t]his is an important issue for the composition and 
quantum of assistance delivered by any future transitional assistance regime (p. 
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106),” the Commission proceeds to argue against changing ACIS in almost any 
way arguing as follows.  

If the intention was for ACIS to operate as a permanent scheme to 
address some particular strategic goals, there could be a case for 
changing the basis on which duty credits are earned. . . . However, in a 
transitional context:  

• it may not matter a great deal whether the basis for earning credits is 
related to production as opposed to spending on investment and 
R&D;  and  

• the current flexibility in ways to earn duty credits allows firms to make 
expenditures in a manner which best meets their adjustment needs. . 
. . (p. 128). 

So much for “the composition and quantum of assistance delivered by any 
future transitional assistance regime” being an “important issue”.  The 
Commissions’ conclusions rule out changes to the quantum and composition of 
assistance on the grounds that it is transitional assistance.   

As the Commission concedes, judgements about what to do in a low assistance 
environment are hard to make.  Surely in that context, it makes sense to ensure 
that, in addition to supporting any important economic transitions underway, or 
delaying the withdrawal of government assistance, what assistance remains 
maximises the likelihood of real good coming from them.  That could be done 
with some ‘fine tuning’ of ACIS that – if the Commission’s proposals are 
implemented – will be with us for another eight years.  To us this is the biggest 
disappointment of the report.  For as Holden has suggested, the design of the 
next ACIS scheme could easily make the difference between whether or not a 
major strategic development of a car line into a new variant takes place.  Yet 
refashioning ACIS will not be without its political opponents.  For any 
rebalancing towards strategic goals is a rebalancing away from others.  And the 
political will to seize the opportunity will be that much harder to achieve if the 
Commission does not take a lead.  

Separate pools within ACIS 

One of the core intellectual and practical threads which run right through the 
Commission’s and its predecessors’ view of the world is reiterated in this report.  

Ultimately, it is the disparities in assistance across the economy . . . that 
matter . . . . Wide deviations in assistance across industries and in 
particular between similar activities, distort production and consumption 
patterns (p. 99). 
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This is the ultimate rationale for returning the industry to the ‘fold’ of general 
manufacturing activity and protecting it with a 5% tariff (or less if general 
manufacturing is protected with less at the time).  One would thus imagine that 
the Commission would favour rationalising ACIS so that there was a level 
playing field between vehicle manufacturers and component suppliers.  Indeed, 
even where the Commission has not had a lot to offer in terms of program 
design it has returned to this theme time and again.  The disparities of 
assistance within the industry was one of the Commission’s many legitimate 
objections to the local content plans. And an aversion to disparities of 
assistance within the industry was the central reason why it ultimately accepted 
the logic of export facilitation to neutralise incentives within the industry 
between export and import replacement.  

It is a safe bet from the perspective of efficiency, equity and political viability 
that two similar activities should be treated similarly.  The origins of their not 
being treated similarly within ACIS are acknowledged by the Commission.  
ACIS was “a new mechanism to deliver an old subsidy” made necessary by the 
‘outing’ of export facilitation as WTO non-compliant (p. 94). Having concluded 
that there was no “economic rationale for allocating ACIS funding to vehicle 
producers on a different basis (p. 128)” the Commission does not explore 
alternatives to this arrangement.   

Indeed, the Commission goes beyond endorsing this split for the duration of the 
next scheme – which FAPM has argued amounts to a serious distortion in the 
effective assistance rates offered the two sectors.  It argues for the scheme to 
be changed to preserve the existing (arbitrary) share of funding between 
manufacturers and component suppliers. It mentions an example in which the 
manufacturers share of funding from ACIS falls from 65% to 61% of total 
scheme funding.   It then suggests that “[w]hether this would be appropriate is 
largely a value judgement because there is no ‘scientific’ basis for the 
distribution of funding under the current arrangements. However, in a 
transitional context, the Commission sees no justification for imposing a greater 
adjustment burden on a particular sector of the industry (p. 126).” 

Not only would this cement in – and very likely exacerbate – existing disparities 
of assistance. The risks of uncertainty from modulation undermining incentives 
are substantially increased because the Commission proposes separate 
modulation for each pool.4   

                                                        
4 ‘Modulation’ is the process by which the scheme adheres to a global funding cap. Thus rates 
of assistance are as advertised so long as the call on the scheme is as expected. As the call on 
the scheme grows beyond this point – which happens if the industry engages in more of the 
assisted activities than expected – the value of the scheme’s assistance is deflated – or 
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State assistance 

The Commission indicates its preference for the transparency of ACIS 
compared with the secrecy of ad hoc state assistance schemes but indicates its 
opposition to making ACIS assistance conditional on improvements to state 
assistance – or indeed to some rationalisation of state assistance to prevent 
‘bidding wars’ between the states.  This is good news for the industry, as state 
bidding wars clearly help it to extract more assistance from the states. 
Unfortunately the Commission’s defence of this position is too abbreviated for 
us to follow it (p. 132).  It draws the analogy with its opposition to ACIS 
conditionality on IR (see below).  There may be something in this if the 
conditionality is firm by firm, or plant by plant.  But another kind of conditionality 
– proposed by Graham Spurling who is widely quoted in the report – would be 
the absorption of State assistance funding into a national scheme, with the 
participating states being required to sign onto some code of conduct 
concerning further assistance to the industry.  This looks to us like an 
opportunity for the Commission to advance its agenda on state assistance.5  
Perhaps we have not fully understood the Commission’s reasoning.   

Requests not considered 

A range of requests appearing in substantial submissions was not discussed.  
One such suggestion was from Air International proposing that holders of ACIS 
credits be permitted to cash them out rather than trade them with importers. 
This would improve the efficiency of the scheme and obviate the need for 
clearing houses which take a small margin in clearing transactions between 
buyers and sellers of credits.  

                                                                                                                                     
modulated.  Currently because qualifying activities within ACIS are running so far ahead of 
expectations credits issued under ACIS are currently ‘modulated’ or deflated down to 71 cents 
in the dollar.  

To illustrate the point being made in the paragraph, imagine that suppliers invest twice as much 
as is expected, whilst vehicle producers investment and production is largely in line with 
expectations – or perhaps falls below expectations. This would produce a 50% modulation of 
credits to component suppliers but leave assemblers unmodulated.  This change looks like 
making things worse – not better.  Neither the issue of disparities of assistance nor the best 
handling of ‘modulation risk’ is addressed in the report. 

5 Industry Commission, State, Territory and Local Government assistance to Industry, Report 
no: 55, 29 October 1996 
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23. Industrial Relations 

For both industry and government, the IR problem remains the toughest nut to crack in 
getting the industry up to speed.  Here some possibilities are explored.  

The Commission’s treatment of the IR issue illustrates how difficult it is.  It 
proposes some ‘soft’ reforms, like trying to make employers and unions better 
“informed about industrial relations issues and industry requirements”.  But the 
fundamental structural problem is that the interests of thousands of workers in 
plants around the country can be jeopardised by a handful of employees, 
unionists or managers in an important plant.  The Commission observes that 
greater enterprise unionism or industry unionism would improve the alignment 
of interests in the industry, though both approaches would be “not without 
problems (p. 49).” 

In our last newsletter we suggested that the precedent set by Tony Abbott 
making Federal funding of the MCG upgrade conditional on IR outcomes could 
be influential in the Government’s consideration of the ACIS scheme.  In this 
context it should be noted that Tony Abbott’s Department’s submission arrived 
so late that it does not appear in the Position Paper’s Appendices.  
Nevertheless the Commission comes out strongly against such an approach.  

[W]hile improving workplace outcomes in the industry is a high priority, 
making ACIS support conditional on the achievement of particular 
workplace targets would be a blunt, administratively difficult and 
potentially counterproductive way of pursuing this goal (p. xxxiv).  

The Commission makes some good points in this regard arguing that 
conditionality “might even weaken firms’ bargaining position, leading to less 
sustainable wage outcomes (p. 48)”.  However, if ACIS conditionality is too 
blunt an instrument in the case of individual firms might not ACIS be a useful 
bargaining instrument with which the Government could secure the powers 
necessary to prevent highly strategic strikes such as those in Walkers and 
Trico?  

The real roadblock with most strikes in the industry is not the state of the law, 
so much as the lack of will to enforce it.  Strikes and pickets are frequently in 
breach of the Workplace Relations Act but after industrial action is taken the 
firm involved agrees as part of the settlement not to pursue the strikers or the 
unions in the courts.  So far, firms downstream who have been damaged by the 
striking and picketing have shown similar restraint, though the indications are 
that their patience is wearing thin.   They say they are gearing up for action if 
the problem persists.  In the meantime the Government is looking for ways of 
getting into the act to proceed against law breaking unions.  If any further 
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legislative fiat were needed, the ACIS scheme could become a bargaining chip 
to secure it.   

Might the Democrats, who’s strongest state is South Australia, or at least 
enough of them to secure a Senate majority,not embrace legislation which 
would allow governments to pursue unions acting in a disruptive and unlawful 
way within the industry?  Given their preparedness to pass the original 
legislation which made damage to the national economy or part of it grounds for 
terminating a bargaining period, its hard to see why not.  If they don’t warm to 
the idea, could ACIS become a bargaining chip? 

Perhaps a more likely outcome (secured by implicit ACIS conditionality) is a 
private pact between the government and Ford and/or Holden to proceed 
against unions if circumstances such as the Walker, Trico or BHP dispute recur.  
Something else that could be done, either in concert with such an agreement, 
or independently of it would be to establish a ‘fighting fund’ within ACIS to 
protect the interests of a firm taking action against unlawful union activity? 

24. APEC 

The Commission’s endorsement of non-zero tariffs after 2010 raises issues for 
Australia’s interpretation of the Bogor Declaration and our trade negotiation strategy 
more generally.  

In the mid 1990s the political leaders of APEC committed themselves to ‘free 
and open trade and investment’ by 2010 for developed countries and by 2020 
for developing countries.   The commitment is a ‘political’ one, which means 
that it is not legally binding. Nevertheless for the automotive (and other) 
industries, the APEC commitment could be a substantial opportunity for 
Australia to improve its trade access not just to developing countries in the 
region, but also to the United States SUV market.   

In our view, Australian trade diplomacy has often been hamstrung by a 
confusion between Australia's interests acting unilaterally and its interests in 
multi-lateral trade negotiation.  As advocates for free trade have insisted for a 
long time now, Australia has an interest in lowering its tariffs whether or not 
other countries follow suit.  In fact plausible economic models show that where 
tariffs are high, most of the economic benefit from our opening our market 
accrues to us.  This strengthens the case against the strategy that is 
instinctively supported by many businesspeople – to keep our tariffs high as 
‘negotiating coin’ which will help us prise open foreign markets.  It’s a nice idea 
but its wishful thinking.  As the Commission points out, we are too small, and 
our tariffs are already too low for them to have much direct effect as negotiating 
coin (p. 83).  
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However we are now at a new stage at which the arguments for further opening 
of our own market are increasingly weak from the perspective of Australia 
considering its own interests unilaterally.  This provides us with the perfect 
opportunity to move to a new level in our definition of the national interest in 
trade negotiation.  We should now make a clear distinction in our own thinking 
between what we should do when we act unilaterally, and what our strategy 
should be in the context of trade negotiation as our interests in the two 
situations are now increasingly divergent. 

From the point of view of our own preparedness to open our market further, if 
there are no substantial gains from acting unilaterally, there could still be 
substantial gains from affording better access providing it is part of a deal which 
generates us better access to foreign markets.  

“No means no”: Aggressive APEC conditionality  

Australian business is often frustrated at a trade negotiating approach which, in 
its eyes, sees Australian governments seek ‘international credibility’ by sticking 
to the spirit and letter of international agreements, whilst our trading partners 
play much faster and looser with their own obligations.  We have some 
sympathy with that view, but there is an alternative that avoids pure 
unilateralism.  For pure unilateralism – doing what suits us unilaterally come 
what may – obviously forgoes the major benefits available from aggressive 
trade negotiation.  We would call the alternative policy aggressive conditionality.   

Consider the Bogor declaration commitment to “free and open trade”. How 
should it be interpreted, and what interpretation is in Australia’s interests? On 
the one hand we fully expect most of our trading partners to backslide from a 
literal interpretation of the declaration – that ‘free and open trade’ means no 
tariffs or other non-tariff barriers.  According to such a view, we should therefore 
be relaxed about taking a more casual view of the commitment’s application to 
ourselves, and if we want to do some backsliding (and it is in our own interests 
acting unilaterally) well and good.   

In this situation, if we are casual about our commitment, we look after our 
interests (from a unilateral perspective), but we also actively damage the 
opportunity the Bogor Declaration to pressure other countries into fully opening 
their markets. Right now Singapore and Hong Kong are seeking to promote a 
literal interpretation of ‘free and open’ trade in which ‘no means no’.  Free and 
open trade means no tariffs!  But if we’ve already indicated that we’ll interpret 
the words of the declaration to suit our own unilateral interests, we cannot then 
join diplomatic forces with Singapore and Hong Kong in their interpretation of 
the declaration, because we’ve already compromised our position with our 
unilateralism. 
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On the other hand if we simply make a commitment to zero tariffs by 2010, then 
we not only look like mugs – that’s what we are.  If other countries don’t follow 
suit, we’ve deviated from our own unilateral interests and given up something 
for nothing.  We think the way through this dilemma is aggressive conditionality.  

According to such an approach we would argue, that: 

• Singapore and Hong Kong are right.  ‘Free and open trade’ is what it says it 
is – zero tariffs; 

• Australia has nothing to fear from truly free trade in the region or more 
widely; 

• conditional on other signatories honouring that interpretation of the Bogor 
declaration we would gladly reduce our tariffs to zero; and  

• we do not regard it as any dishonour or loss of ‘credibility’ to say that we 
will not embrace that goal unilaterally.  

If readers agree with this analysis, then we should be building that conditionality 
into our automotive industry policy.  (And our policy in automotive would be a 
template for more general policy on Australia's remaining tariffs).  Our policy 
should be that Australian tariffs will be set at a given figure – which should be 
set according to judgements about what would be in our national interests 
unilaterally.  Further we would indicate that, if and when other countries 
reciprocate by interpreting the declaration as we do, we would be happy to 
implement the letter of the declaration and eliminate our tariffs accordingly.  

Given this approach it seems to us quite significant that the Commission – one 
of the traditional institutional stalwarts of free trade in Australia – is implicitly 
arguing that 5% tariffs is free trade within the meaning of the Bogor Declaration.  
In its 2000 inquiry into general tariff arrangements the Commission finessed 
these issues arguing that: 

Although there has been no definitive statement by APEC governments 
on the meaning of the term ‘free and open’, further reduction or removal 
of Australia’s remaining general tariffs would be consistent with this 
commitment (2000, p. xvii). 

However in arguing for its preferred option the Commission implicitly argues 
that 5% tariffs in 2011 are “consistent with the Governments international 
obligations under the WTO and APEC”.  Its position is implicitly supportive of a 
weak interpretation of ‘free and open trade’.  We think this is unfortunate from 
the perspective of the opportunities APEC provides to the automotive sector let 
alone the rest of the Australian economy.  
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The Automotive Market Access and Development Strategy (AMADS) 

Like many in the industry, the Commission does not appear to think that 
AMADS has achieved much.  The justification for some public involvement in 
the initiatives pursued by AMADS is that there are benefits to activity such as 
the production and promotion of the acXess concept car that will accrue to firms 
who do not fund it. Should the industry wish, ACIS II could provide a 
mechanism by which such activity could be socially funded from within the 
industry in the future.  Thus ACIS II could be set up so that the industry could 
vote to levy itself some small amount – taken as a proportional reduction in 
ACIS credits received.  A similar system exists within our agricultural industries 
to enable them to levy themselves to fund research and promotional activity to 
the benefit of the whole industry (though the government generally makes a 
matching contribution to the pool).  Our guess is that the industry would not go 
ahead with it, but the mechanism would be worth considering in case it wants 
the capacity to fund some targeted industry wide promotional activity. 

Ideas not considered 

In a supplement to one of our clients’ submissions, Lateral Economics 
proposed some ideas concerning trade negotiation and countries with very 
closed automotive markets, however these were not considered by the 
Commission.  

25. Government procurement and second hand cars 

The Commission’s support of continued government purchasing preferences surprises 
us, though its arguments defending its choice are of some interest economically.  Its 
support of the status quo concerning second hand car imports is misguided 

intellectually, but an easy sell politically.   

ACIS and tariffs are the two ‘big ticket’ policies that mark the industry out for 
special assistance.  However two others are purchasing preferences and the 
effective ban on second hand car imports. Both are effectively quantitative 
restrictions on imports generating potentially very high rates of effective 
assistance – making them prima facie some of the most distorting assistance 
measures provided and the highest priorities for reform.  

As the Commission concedes, these policies “would have no place in a totally 
free and open market environment (p. xxxiv)”.  Nevertheless it supports 
maintaining both restrictions using its ‘transitional assistance’ rationale together 
with the observation that reform would generate uncertainty during the 
transition to greater competitiveness. Even so, in contrast to its insistence that 
tariff and direct budgetary assistance wind down after the transition, the 
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Commission makes do with the more ambiguous observation that the additional 
uncertainty generated by reform is not warranted “at this stage” (p. 135).  Again 
the reasoning seems to defer the difficult issues to some later time rather than 
deal with them.  

Government procurement 

The Commission argues that Government purchasing preferences are not 
causing trade friction offshore.  This eliminates one argument against the 
policy.  However the central case the Commission has made against 
purchasing preferences in the past is the same one it has made against tariffs 
in the past – that the greatest cost they impose is on ourselves.  The traditional 
argument against government purchasing preferences is that there is nothing 
special about the government as a consumer.  If it is economically damaging to 
shield consumers in general from purchases they can make offshore, it is just 
as damaging to shield government from the same opportunities.  

The Commission argues however that servicing Government fleets is a low 
margin business, and that accordingly the main benefit is in additional scale 
rather than higher profits for the recipients of assistance (p. 131). It does not 
comment on the losses from limiting choice to government consumers.  
However it argument about the margins involved in servicing governments is 
certainly an interesting one.  We would like to have seen it spelled out with the 
economic logic explained, perhaps with an illustrative model indicating the kinds 
of margins which would justify the assistance and the margins which would 
render it inefficient.  Again both of the arguments used to support the status quo 
are structural arguments which apply until something important changes, not 
simply during the transition to lower assistance. 

Second hand car imports 

The Industry may not like us for it, but we cannot agree with the Commission’s 
recommendations on second hand cars. One of the most robust implications of 
economic theory, and one which has finally received its due recognition in this 
inquiry, is that costs to the economy rise in proportion to the square of the tariff 
rate. Thus, as we have argued above, and elsewhere, for each car that they 
prevent being imported, the moderate tariffs now imposed on new cars impose 
very small allocative efficiency losses on the economy.  That's why the 
Commission notes that judgements about the right course of action on tariffs on 
new cars are much finer and more difficult. 

And that’s why the case for reviewing second hand car import restrictions is so 
compelling.  By contrast to new cars, second hand cars face a prohibitive 
specific tariff of $12,000.  Accordingly even a very mild relaxation of these 
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constraints can generate substantially more benefits for the economy for 
consumers than it would generate harm for producers. Of course the idea of 
second hand cars with prices which are artificially low from a draconian 
Japanese car registration regime fills the local industry with horror. But if 
uncertainty is an issue, second hand cars could be admitted to the country 
under tariff quotas which limits them to a number which is considered to be 
manageable. Given that New Zealand provides an excellent case study in the 
importation of second hand cars, the Commission could have investigated the 
claims made for and against the importation of second hand cars more fully 
against the evidence, rather than simply reciting the opposing claims of policy 
protagonists.  
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26. The parameters for change 

The Position paper sets the parameters for change and the Final Report will not differ 
greatly from the Commission's initial position. 

Welcome to our final newsletter for the PC inquiry into Post 2005 arrangements 
for the automotive industry.  The Commission sent its final report to the 
Government last week.  

The Commission set the parameters for change in its Position Paper.  In setting 
out its options and requesting responses, the Commission constrained the 
debate about what was possible.  As we indicated in our last newsletter, we 
think there are serious shortcomings in most of the proposals in the Position 
Paper and in the argumentation used to arrive at its conclusions.  Nevertheless 
the final report will not stray very far from the options explored in the Position 
Paper.   

The Position Paper itself appears to try to anticipate a political compromise 
between the industry and the government.  And the Commission has pretty 
much dealt itself out of the game of improving the design of ACIS.  To do so 
without having foreshadowed it in the Position Paper would be against the 
Commission's spirit of transparency.  The Commission's thinking should be 
available for critique in a draft before being presented in its final form to 
government.  

The lie of the land looks something like this: 

• The Commission found that the economy wide gains from further tariff 
reform are very small – and possibly negative.  This is not just for the 
industry, but for the economy as a whole.  However rather than revise its 
previous position on these matters, the Commission suggested delaying 
transition to its preferred position of 5%.   

• To the surprise of many, the Commission supported ACIS.  However, again 
its approach was a compromise. Its support of ACIS as a transitional 
scheme, and its preparedness to recommend another dose from 2005 saw 
it oppose important design changes which might have seen us get more 
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‘bang for the ACIS buck’.  The more commercially aggressive and 
technically ambitious firms sought to have ACIS tweaked to skew it more 
heavily towards faster growing and more technologically ambitious activity. 

• Industrial relations remain a major bugbear for the industry though it is hard 
to see much joy from this inquiry.  As we described it in our newsletter, it’s 
an industrial culture of ‘serial veto’ – production doesn't come down the 
chain unless every one in the chain is happy not to exercise their right of 
veto.  Though there has been some tough talking, the industry seems to 
have little appetite for becoming the next waterfront.  

Predictably the industry has generally supported the tariff option which is the 
most delayed and gradual – 10% tariffs till 2010 and thereafter 1% reductions 
per annum till 5% is reached.  And it has supported the ACIS option which 
provides most money up front though some in the industry supported an ACIS 
option with a longer ‘tail’ in which some part of the next ACIS pool is kept from 
the first five years to fund the next five years at a much reduced level.  

Of course there is some way to go before the ink is dry on the final Post 05 
Automotive manufacturing policy, but the general shape of the final package will 
fit somewhere around the terrain marked out by the Commission's options.  

27. Assistance - Tariffs and ACIS the heart of the game 

There remains a window of opportunity for the industry to make a strong efficiency 
argument that moderate tariffs and possibly ACIS generate more benefits than costs for 
the entire economy – not just the automotive industry.   

The ‘boiled frog’ is an image used from time to time to illustrate the idea that 
people can become comfortable with a situation that ultimately leads to their 
doom.  Something similar might be said about car tariffs.  The delaying of 
further tariff cuts for another eight years generates a sense of relief for a lot of 
industry ‘old timers’ who expected no such largesse from the Commission.  Yet 
the hearings illustrate two issues.  Firstly there is real concern that 5% will harm 
the industry when it comes – that it makes the decision to relocate production 
away from Australia too enticing, too secure for a large company with other 
options for supply.  

Secondly, Holden and Ford remain concerned about their inability to access 
industry standard levels of assistance for the SUV offerings they have in 
development and/or contemplation.  

However the arguments which have been put in defence of higher tariffs in this 
regard have focused on equity more than efficiency.  Yet equity is very much in 
the eye of the beholder.  It is understandable that those in the industry feel 
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aggrieved at enjoying lower protection than their competitors in other countries.  
And it would be possible to mount an efficiency argument on this score – where 
it can be shown that the benefits of attracting automotive investment outweigh 
the costs.  But little effort has been put into such an argument.   

Likewise the vehicle producers have argued that non-agricultural utility vehicles 
should face the passenger automotive tariff, not the lower general 5% tariff for 
light commercial vehicles.  Of course one can see how they feel.  It doesn't 
seem fair – at least compared to the protection they get to make cars.  And one 
rationale for lower tariffs is not there with SUVs – to keep costs down for our 
primary industry exporters.  

But there are other reasons for having tariffs at 5% - not least that that’s what 
other Australian manufacturers have to cope with.  From a ‘fairness’ point of 
view, it also doesn’t seem fair that a consumer is asked to pay more to an 
industry to enable it to extend its product range when it already receives more 
protection than most other Australian industries.  We’re not taking sides here – 
just pointing out that equity used in this way is a slippery concept.   

We understand some modelling is being presented to the Prime Minister by the 
Victorian Government.  Amongst other things, we understand the modelling will 
show possible regional adjustment being greater than the Commission has 
suggested. This is of course a perfectly legitimate argument, and one that goes 
powerfully to both equity and efficiency issues.  But it still gives the impression 
of special pleading – the idea of sacrificing the interests of the whole Australian 
economy to some extent for the sake of part of it.   

One can understand and even sympathise with the industry in using these 
arguments.  But there are other more powerful arguments that the industry has 
not sought to develop.   

It is ironic that the only time the real economy wide arguments for retaining 
moderate automotive tariffs and ACIS subsidies have been developed by 
consultants to the Commission.  To recap from earlier newsletters, the 
economics behind this are as follows: Australia enjoys such a large share of 
world or regional markets in some commodities – such as wool, coal and wheat 
– that additional exports of these commodities can only be secured with lower 
prices.  Both tariffs and ACIS change the trade mix.  Tariffs reduce automotive 
imports, whereas ACIS reduces car imports and increases automotive exports.  
The result is a lower level of traditional exports which slightly increases export 
prices.  

Those arguments could be substantially further developed by the industry to 
support its case.  As the modelling showed the arguments apply to both tariffs 
and ACIS. So far no such work has been done.  If it were it could substantially 
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strengthen the hand of the industry as the various Departments and politicians 
manoeuvre towards the final decision.   

Perhaps the few months left before a final decision from the Cabinet leave open 
a window of opportunity.  But it is closing fast.  

28. ACIS to Pool or not to Pool? 

Separate ACIS pools will increase risk, not lower it. 

With modulation currently at 71% - meaning that ACIS credits are worth only 
71% of their face value – the industry’s mind has been turned for some while to 
the issue of the uncertainty which modulation brings. This is amidst 
disagreements within the industry as to how the scheme should be structured.   

With uncertainty the key, one issue which has received surprisingly wide 
support in the industry has been the splitting of the vehicle producers’ and the 
component producer’s pools.  Having a separate pool for your own industry 
sector seems reassuring.   It limits the surprises that another sector might bring 
upon one’s own. Thus for instance, Robert Bosch’s Barry Comben had this to 
say:  

If there is a fiscal limit, and I assume that in a new scheme there will be a 
fiscal limit, then I think we have to accept the concept of caps and 
therefore the concept of modulation as an inherent part of such an 
approach. So it seems to me that the objective should be to strive to 
deliver the greatest amount of certainty for the participants that’s possible 
in that inherently uncertain, I suppose, environment. Therefore from a 
Bosch point of view, we’re a little bit attracted to the idea of splitting the 
pool in a successor scheme (Transcript, p. 240.) 

As we indicated in our last newsletter, of all the proposals entertained in the 
Position Paper, this was the one that took us back the most.  It flies in the face 
of all the prior work of the PC.  The whole point of a lot of reform is to put 
domestic businesses as close as possible on a ‘level playing field’ with each 
other so that the decisions they make reflect relative efficiencies, and not the 
political predilections of particular times or the presumptions of bureaucratic 
planners.  

Judging from the number of times we have seen support for separate pools 
within ACIS – implicit or explicit – in participants’ comments, maybe we’re 
missing something.  But it seems to us pretty clear that the rule of thumb in risk 
sharing is a bit like the rule of thumb we all became so familiar with in tax 
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reform.  In tax reform it was ‘broaden the base – lower the rate’.  In risk its 
‘broaden the base – lower the risk’.    

Component producers have witnessed an increase in their expected share of 
ACIS proceeds from around 35% to nearly 50%.   They might like to ask 
themselves what that would have done to modulation if pools had been 
separated.  The result would be that modulation would be well below its current 
rate for component producers (they need stronger modulation to fit within a 
smaller cap) and a much higher rate for vehicle producers (though it could still 
be below 100%). 

The table below simulates a simplified scheme which replicates this experience.  
Over a period of five years, both MVP’s and ACP’s increase their eligible 
expenditure, but ACP’s do so much faster.  Credits are capped at $400 milliion 
per annum. As has occurred within ACIS this time around, without separate 
pools the modulation rate falls to 71%. Yet if pools were separated ACPs 
entitlement must be funded from the same sized pool – bringing the ACP 
modulation rate crashing to 50%. Of course the winner is the ACPs whose 
modulation holds at 92%.  

Table One: A simplified simulation of modulation risk within ACIS 

Year

Capped 

amount 

($mil)

Credits 

earnt 

($mil)

Mod'd 

Credits 

($mil)

Modul'n 

rate(%)

Credits 

earnt 

($mil)

Mod'd 

Credits 

($mil)

Modul'n 

rate

Credits 

earnt 

($mil)

Mod'd 

Credits 

($mil)

Modul'n 

rate(%)

Index of 

increase

d risk

1 400 260 260 100% 140 140 100% 400 400 100% 0%

2 400 265 260 98% 166 140 84% 432 400 93% 8%

3 400 271 260 96% 198 140 71% 469 400 85% 15%

4 400 277 260 94% 235 140 60% 511 400 78% 19%

5 400 283 260 92% 279 140 50% 561 400 71% 21%

ACPsMVPs

Pooled ModulationSeparate Modulation

 

Of course if one felt that one knew the future, and that one’s own sector’s 
eligible expenditure would grow more slowly than the other sector, there is 
always a case for separate pools.  In the above example, with hindsight it was 
obviously in the interests of MVPs to back separate pools back in 1998.   

So if the aim of the game is to punt on one’s own knowledge of the future being 
better than others, or than the government, participants might want to chance 
their arm at separate pools.  But its hard to see how it can be justified as a 
means of lowing risk.  It ratchets up risk substantially. The final column in the 
table illustrates the largest downside gap between pooled and separate 
modulation.   No matter how you play the numbers, risk increases with separate 
modulation.  Narrow the base – increase the risk.
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Hearings on the draft report 

29. Federated Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI) 

ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER WEICKHARDT: ….arguments are often put 
along the lines there is negotiating coin and yet if it’s around bound rates, well, 
nothing you do with the actual rate removes that negotiating coin. If it’s around 
actual rates I think most of the modelling suggests that the effect on any other 
economy of us reducing our actual rates further is infinitesimal. The modelling 
work, from memory, suggested that Korea’s GDP would go up by .001 per cent 
or something. I can’t imagine they’re going to give away a lot for that (p. 10). 

Representing the FCAI: Mr Peter Sturrock (Chief Executive); Mr Andrew 
McKellar (Executive Officer).  

The Chamber noted that each of the Position Paper’s policy options supported 
a reduction in tariffs to 5% by either 2010 or 2015. It was concerned that 
premature policy agreement to a lowering of concessions, without investigation 
of the scope for progress on international trade and investment policy would 
impact negatively on the industry. It noted that at current tariff levels, the 
industry is operating in a competitive environment with a high level of import 
activity. It accepted that reductions in Australia’s already low tariff rates would 
only provide limited real benefits to the other party in a negotiation, however it 
did not believe these reductions should be made without due consideration of 
competitive policy environments overseas  (p. 10).  

Rather than having another formal review to assess competitive policy 
environments overseas, Mr Sturrock believed close consultation between 
government and industry throughout the next decade would prove sufficient. 
The Presiding Commissioner responded that “the transparency of such an 
approach would be somewhat diminished” 

…you’re not really asking for any kind of public review at that time but, 
rather, a matter of negotiation between the industry and the 
government…. I would suggest to you that perhaps the time would never 
be right in the circumstances, but clearly there would be others who 
would see themselves having a view about those matters, who would be 
excluded from such a process. 

FCAI believes the duty-free allowance should remain uncapped and treated as 
a separate and distinct issue to the evaluation of the capped elements of ACIS.  
It projects the cost of the latter, over the period 2006-2010, to exceed $2 billion 
by a significant margin (p. 4). It also recommends that determination of the 
appropriate split of ACIS funds between automotive manufacturers and 
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component producers be determined between the industry and the government 
during a second stage of the policy process. It recommends this be done after 
an in-principle decision on the quantum of ASIC funds has been made (p. 5).  

The Chamber disagreed with the Australian Greenhouse Office’s assessment 
that the Government’s stated target of 15% improvement in average fuel 
consumption over business as usual by 2010 translates to a target of 6.3 litres 
per 100 km. Rather, it proposed a co-operative target of 6.8 litres per km 
(p. 26). FCAI recognises that significant issues remain to be addressed in the 
area of industrial relations, and supports AIG proposals for amendments to 
workplace relations legislation (p. 5, and submission DR99). 

30. Federation of Automotive Product Manufacturers (FAPM) 

MR UPTON: The tariff remains, in our view, an effective policy element for 
multinational companies in winning automotive investment into Australia against 
competing locations (p. 29). 

Representing the FAPM: Peter Upton (Chief Executive) 

FAPM claims the tariff has symbolic significance as it signals the government is 
supporting the automotive industry. FAPM recommends the tariff rate should be 
kept at 10% post 2010 and only reduced when other nations reduce their 
protection barriers.  

FAPM considers an extension of ACIS beyond 2005 will help the automotive 
industry become viable in the long term.  However, of the three ACIS options, 
FAPM membership strongly supports ‘more money over the shorter period of 
time’ - ACIS option one.  If partitioning of ACIS funds were to occur the FAPM 
would support partitioning of funds based on a sound economic rationale, such 
as each sector’s relative contribution to industry value added production (rather 
than on some historical assistance allocation that is not related to economic 
efficiency). 

However in contrast to FAPM’s original submission (submission 37), Mr Upton 
argues that a discriminatory tariff scheme could be used. If there a genuine 
move towards free trade in APEC than tariffs faced by APEC countries should 
be reduced but a tariff still should remain in place for non-APEC nations (p. 32). 
Mr Banks commented that such a policy could lead to problems with the WTO.  

The commission noted FCAI had recommended that the quantum of funding for 
ACIS be established out of the current review, with the detailed design of ACIS 
being the subject for negotiation between industry and government. Mr Upton 
agreed that the quantum should be established, but believed the detail of the 
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present scheme should remain unchanged. Mr Weickhardt asked for FAPM’s 
opinion of a changed scheme, with greater bias toward R&D funding. 

MR UPTON: We have put a view already in our principal submission that 
we wouldn’t oppose that, but that immediately raises the question of the 
design of the scheme, I think, in the sense that, if you reward R and D on 
exactly the same basis then it is indeed one pool. In a sense, at the 
present moment ACIS is two pools, because ACPs and the others earn a 
credit under ACIS in a quite different way to the MVPs and, if you change 
that, then quite clearly it has implications for the pool. It is for that reason 
that we have moved to a position of supporting separate funding pools 
(p. 36). 

FAPM support the industrial relations amendments proposed by the AIG (see 
AIG submission, DR94). 

31. Air International Group 

MR GRIFFITHS: … “Should ACIS benefits just flow naturally through the 
system and be consumed as they’re spent?" Those that are leveraging their 
businesses, increasing their investment, going forward with growth, going 
forward with rationalisation or diversification, perhaps should be rewarded in a 
different manner (p. 48). 

Representing Air International: Bruce Griffiths (Managing Director) 

Mr Griffiths argues that Air International needs a domestic customer base from 
which it can build its international operations. He argues that imports currently 
account for around 65% of the total market and that the industry should account 
for more than 50% of the market before critical mass will exist (p. 48). 

Air International agrees with the position of FAPM and FCAI. It believes tariffs 
should be maintained at 10% until 2010, and should remain at this level as the 
Commission has found the benefits from a further reduction in tariffs is small.  
Of the options presented by the Commission, Air International prefers tariff 
Option 3. 

In terms of the ACIS, Air International favours ACIS Option 1. Mr Griffiths 
claims that assistance provided through ACIS has helped move Air 
International from a $250-$280 million dollar operation, to one with a sales 
forecast at $740 million.  

Mr Weickhardt expressed interest at Air International’s proposal that a range of 
KPI’s should be set to better target ACIS expenditure.  He confirmed Air 
International’s views that these KPIs should refer to increases not only in 
output, but also capital investment and R&D. 
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Air International agree with the PC there should be two separate pools of ACIS 
funds, split at a ration of 65:35. 

Mr Griffiths commented that Air International has “jumped” the tariff barriers in 
order to gain access into overseas markets 

MR GRIFFITHS: we can’t be an exporter and we then became an 
investor, on the other side of the tariff barrier in the developing world, and 
we’ve made investments in Malaysia, Thailand, China – multiple 
investments in China - and in India (p. 50). 

Mr Griffiths commented that Air International has not been able to gain 
concessional grants when exporting components from its overseas operations 
into Australia. 

32. Australian Tyre Manufacturers Association (ATMA), South 
Pacific Tyres (SPT), Bridgestone Australia Ltd (BSAL)  

Representing the Australian Tyre Manufacturers Association:  (Executive 
Director); Mr Rob McEniry (ATMA President, also Chief Executive officer of 
South Pacific Tyres) 

Representing its members: Mr Andrew Moffatt (Executive Director of Finance, 
Bridgestone Australia Ltd); Stanley Toh (Marketing Manager, Bridgestone); Mr 
Kevin Halpin (Manager in Industry Affairs, Customer and Corporate Relations, 
South Pacific Tyres). 

ATMA claims modularisation will lead to an increasing need for local tyre 
manufacturers to make new investments in equipment and capital. The group 
believes that ACIS is important for development, as it will assist the industry 
through this transition process by encouraging investment. However the group 
does not support the pooling of ACIS funds into two separate capped pools. 
The group argues that car manufacturers are pushing more investment on to 
tyre producers, thus having two separate pools would limit the amount of 
funding that tyre producers have access to. 

MR WEICKHARDT: … if you’re competitive now and if the move to 
modularisation is going to aid efficiency and improve the total industry 
structure’s competitiveness, why shouldn’t it make a return on its own 
merit without requiring special government support? 

MR McENIRY: I understand your line of argument. What I’m really trying 
to say though is that there will be a bow wave effectively required. Over a 
longer-term period there’s an opportunity to get a return. It’s an up-front 
investment that will be required over - a return over a longer period…. 
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Mr Weickhardt asked ‘if there wasn’t a tyre industry in Australia, would your 
customers shed tears or would they just start importing tyres and be indifferent 
to it?’ The industry highlighted the adverse impact parallel imports have on the 
industry including. safety concerns associated with imported tyres unsuited to 
Australian conditions. 

The tyre industry representatives argue for a more gradual reduction in tariffs, 
as sudden reductions can have a large impact on retained earnings and the 
ability to reinvest in the future. Of the options presented by the Commission, all 
representatives express a preference for tariff option 3.  

ATMA claimed high freight costs, and high rates of protection by Australia’s 
near neighbours for own their motor vehicle industries meant export markets 
were hard to access. ATMA argued against tariff preferences for developing 
countries claiming it provides firms with an incentive not to invest in Australian 
production.  

MR MOFFATT: …that also prejudices investment in Australia as far as a 
manufacturing base. From a worldwide perspective Bridgestone can 
invest money in a country like Thailand and then reap the benefits of 
exporting the tyres from Thailand into Australia, but if they invest the 
money in Australia, the reverse doesn’t apply. So it makes an investment 
decision sway away from Australia. Why would you spend money here? 
We would certainly rather see money being spent in Australia and 
invested in Australia (p. 67). 

33. Mitsubishi Motors Australia (MMAL) 

Representing Mitsubishi Motors: Tom Phillips (President and CEO); Tony 
Breugem (Director of Corporate Operations and Human Resources) and John 
Cosgrove (Special Counsel) 

Mitsubishi Motors generally support the Position Paper’s proposals.   
Associate Commissioner Weickhardt wondered whether Mitsubishi’s proposal 
to leave tariffs at 10% until there was a reduction in assistance in other car 
producing nations would not lead to greater uncertainity in the industry. Mr 
Cosgrove responded that managers ‘have to make decisions about risk’ (p. 87). 

Commissioner Banks asked MMAL to articulate its views on how it saw ACIS 
complementing the tariff. 

Presiding Commissioner Banks argued that that ACIS was “there as a kind of 
facilitator to allow the industry to make the adjustments it needs to make to 
prepare for reductions in the tariff” and that making reductions in the tariff 
dependent on developments overseas undermines that logic.  
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Mr Cosgrove proposed a fourth option for a future ACIS scheme. Mitsubishi 
would prefer that two thirds of funds be allocated over the first five years of the 
scheme and the remaining third to be allocated of the next five years of the 
scheme. In terms of the splitting ACIS funds into pools Mitsubishi would favour 
a split more in line with the government’s original intentions of at least 65:35. Mr 
Cosgrove also argues against the capping of the production benefits in the 
ACIS scheme. He argues that the capping production benefits for the domestic 
market will not have an impact on fiscal responsibility. Instead capping provides 
a windfall to component suppliers and the government (p. 98).  

Mr Breugem comments that industrial disputes – particularly the Walker and 
BHP dispute - have had a significant impact on the company. In particular it 
hinders the company’s ability to meet its export requirements. He emphasises 
the need for a constant dialogue between companies and unions. 

34. United Trades and Labor Council (UTLC) 

MR EVANS:….we’re saying that there is very little room to reduce assistance to 
the industry and avoid, at the same time, the impact on a vulnerable regional 
economy like South Australia’s (p. 108). 

Representing the UTLC: Janet Giles (Secretary, South Australia); Tony Evans 
(Industry Development Officier); Boyd MacRae (LHMU shop steward, 
Bridgestone) and Carolyn Cooper (Kirwin Cleaning Industries, Mitsubishi, 
AMWU) 

Ms Giles argues that the PC’s position paper concedes that further reductions 
in assistance will only have small impacts on efficiency, but argues the impact 
on small regional economies like South Australia could be much larger (See 
submission 110). 

The ULTC proposes tariffs should remain at 10% after 2005 and the current 
level of industry assistance should be maintained. It argues that further 
reductions in tariffs could have a detrimental effect on regional economies such 
as South Australia. In particular UTLC argues the reduction in tariffs in the 
1990s led to a reduction in growth of the South Australian economy.  

Ms Cooper and Mr MacRae both commented that tariff cuts were lowering (and 
have lowered) workers morale and have led to increasing pressure on families 
from the job insecurity to which they have led. Mr Banks commented that the 
Commission was trying to minimise the downside associated with tariff cuts, 
and added that he believed Mitsubishi was confident about its future in South 
Australia. The UTLC then claimed jobs in the automotive industry in SA were in 
fact more secure than in other sectors of the economy: 
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MR BANKS: So when you say "secure," I suppose you’re saying it’s all 
relative, and it’s secure relative to what you perceive as much more 
insecure work elsewhere. 

MS GILES: Yes, so we would say that the jobs in the auto and 
components industry are very important for some sort of state security in 
relation to employment conditions generally in the workforce (p. 116). 

The UTLC also argued that there was no need for a single union as unions 
engaged in a high degree of consultation with one another. 

35. Ford Motor Company of Australia Ltd  

MR POLITIES: I think realistically the domestic issues probably are secondary 
to what the international stage is. It’s really what happens internationally, I think, 
that lead it. We are a very small part of the world and we don’t have to be first. 
We should be there amongst others (p. 130). 

Representing Ford Australia: Mr Geoff Polites (President, Ford Australia); 
Russell Scoular (Government Affairs Manager); Tony Simpson, (Vice President, 
Purchasing). 

Ford argues that tariffs should remain at 10% post 2005, with ACIS funding 
continuing at a level of $2 billion from 2006 to 2010. It argues against 
prescriptive end points in terms of both tariff reductions and the ACIS scheme. 
Instead, Mr Polites suggested another review might be needed closer to 2015 
to take into account changing international circumstances.  

Mr Polites argued that ACIS was very important in determining the investment 
levels that the company undertook, indeed Ford saw ACIS as more of a 
permanent fixture than a transitional one as suggested by the government.  

• Ford argued that ACIS scheme favoured component suppliers who 
obtained the benefits from R&D, while car companies did not. Ford argued 
that a proportion of ACIS funds should be used to develop new vehicles. It 
also argued for changes in modulation, as the current system led to 
uncertainty. Ford believes the uncapped component of the scheme should 
remain unchanged. 

MR WEICKHARDT: ….You make a point that some others have made to 
us that you do not like the idea of the part of ACIS that could be said to 
have been derived from the old duty-free allowance being changed or 
modified in any way, and I understand, I think, the logic thrust behind that 
argument. On the other hand, you then go on to say that when the tariff 
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falls to 10 per cent, the benefit you’re going to get is reduced. Now, it 
seems to me you can’t have it both ways. 

MR SCOULAR: ….I think we would certainly be highlighting an issue 
that existed, that, if you like, the manufacturer’s proportion of ACIS was 
linked to tariff, and as the tariff came down the size of if you like the 
benefit reduced, whereas the R and D - -  

MR WEICKHARDT: I don’t think the benefit reduces at all. The benefit is 
that you are still able to produce a component of up to 15 per cent of 
your production for duty free effectively. 

Ford argued for the creation of a single industry union.  It was concerned with 
the impact of payroll taxes, arguing it effectively provided an incentive to reduce 
worker numbers.  It also argues rules allowing the importation of used cars 
should not be relaxed. Mr Polites points out that nowhere in the world is there a 
viable automotive industry, where there is also a used car import industry 
(p. 141). Ford seeks more progress on the harmonisation of design rules and 
would like to see improvements in the availability and price of 95 RON fuel. 
Ford claims these factors are currently slowing down Australian development 
work on fuel efficient cars (p. 142). 

36. Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Ltd 

MR ASANO: By signalling that the Australian government will be unilaterally 
withdrawing the support at a fixed future date the Australian car manufacturing 
industry is put at a competitive disadvantage (p. 146). 

Representing Toyota: Mr Ken Asano (President and CEO of Toyota Australia); 
Mr Alan McGarrigle (Director Corporate Services); Mr Dave Buttner (Director of 
Purchasing); Mr John Egan (General Manager Government Affairs and Trade 
Policy). 

Toyota argues that it is premature to commit to a 5% reduction in tariffs in 2010 
or 2015 without looking at what is occurring internationally. It argues tariff 
should remain at 10% until 2010, with reductions subject to changes in the 
policies of other countries (p. 146). Toyota suggested another review should 
take place in 2007 or 2008. In responding to the Mr Banks question of just how 
negative the effect of a tariff reduction on imports will be, Mr McGarrigle stated 
that what Toyota would like to do is double its capacity, and that this would 
require investments of close to $1 billion. As Toyota Australia is competing 
against its international affiliates, the actual change in tariffs is less important 
than the signal that change in tariffs will give to international investors. Mr 
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Asano comments that if tariff were reduced sharply, Toyota would not be 
confident in maintaining the scale of its volumes. (p. 149) 

Toyota also argues that there is little benefit to the Australian economy from a 
reduction in tariffs and questions the PC’s assertion that a decrease in 
assistance will lead to an increase in productivity. Toyota welcomed the 
continuation of ACIS in its current form until 2010.  

In responding to Mr Weickhardts’s question of whether ACIS should be more 
biased towards R&D, Mr Egan replied that production credits were the most 
important item for producers seeking to increase their production volumes (p. 
155). There was some concern that widening eligibility to ACIS would cause 
modulation to become more severe. Toyota favours a ACIS funding split of 
65:35, favouring car producers as intended by the original legislation.  

37. Holden Ltd 

Representing Holden: Ms Alison Terry (Executive Director, Corporate Affairs); 
Geoff Chamberlain (Chief Economist and Treasurer) 

In his opening statement Mr Chamberlain argues that announcing the timing of 
tariff cuts from 10 to 5% now, would be inappropriate given that three sets of 
international trade talks are about to begin.  He argues the government should 
wait for the outcome of these talks before committing to a reduction in tariffs 
from 10% to 5% (p. 163).  

Mr Chamberlain also argues against the capping of the DFA component of 
ACIS. He argued that DFA exists purely as a means of creating a balance 
between the effective rates of assistance between car and component 
producers and concludes car manufacturers could have access to both DFA 
and the Tariff Concession Scheme.  

MR CHAMBERLAIN: ….[DFA] is what is necessary in order to have the 
same rate of import duty on components that you have on cars … the 
DFA can’t realistically be capped unless you were intending also to cap 
the proportion of components that were subject to import duty  (p. 164) 

Holden believes the ACIS and DFA should be separated. It would also like to 
see DFA applied to both domestic car sales as well as exports, as this would 
create a neutral policy stance. In response to the Commission’s comment that 
industry already receives export assistance in the form of general economy 
wide export assistance and duty drawbacks, Mr Chamberlain responded that 
they did not see this as a benefit as most developed countries had similar 
schemes in place.  
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Holden agreed ACIS fund should be split in a ratio of 65:35 (adjusted to reflect 
the amount of outsourcing that occurred since 1998). In particular Mr 
Chamberlain argued that there should be a redirection of funds from production 
assistance towards R&D assistance. Car manufacturers in Australia were 
looking at becoming niche producers and by definition this means that the 
products produced be unique. R&D support is needed to balance out the risks 
involved in developing new products (p. 174).  

Holden supports the proposed amendments to workplace relations legislation 
canvassed by the Australian Industry Group. 

38. Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) 

MS BURROW:…. [cost-downs are] an employer strategy in the industry and it’s 
recognised in a judgment that’s included in our attachments, by Munro J, about 
the nature of industrial action in the industry … sets part of the employer 
bargaining agenda. So it’s quite artificial for this commission to say, "Here are 
some issues that can be dealt with on an industry level but everything else 
ought to be at the enterprise level (p. 201). 
 
Representing the ACTU: Sharan Burrow (President); Linda Rubinstein (Senior 
Industrial Officer) and Grant Belchamber (Senior Research Officer) 
 
The ACTU claims both tariffs and assistance are in line with international 
practice benchmarks. 
• The ACTU argues that tariffs should remain at 15% and not go down to 

10%. 
• The ACTU also argues that the assistance package should also be 

retained. 

Ms Rubinstein was disappointed that the PC did not take into account analysis 
of the extensive findings of the International Labour Organisation in regard 
industrial legislation required to meet Australia’s obligations under international 
conventions. Ms Rubinstein claims the PC is more concerned with meeting 
Australia’s international trade conventions, and claims that nowhere in the 
developed world is multi-employer bargaining as legally constrained as it is in 
Australia.  

Mr Belchamber argued that employers who insist on ‘cost-downs’ with suppliers 
are engaging in pattern bargaining from the employer side.  

MR WEICKHARDT: ….cost-downs are an international process this 
industry uses to give benefits to consumers. Are you saying that that’s 
not a legitimate process?…. 
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MR BELCHAMBER: It’s pattern bargaining from the employer side…. 

MS BURROW: And we’re saying you can’t meet a pattern bargaining 
approach from the industry, legitimate or otherwise, with an enterprise 
focus and not expect to have disruptions. It’s not going to work. 

The ACTU argues against the creation of a single union, stating that this was 
never a problem over the past decade and that this would violate the freedom 
of association.  

39. Australian Manufacturing Workers Union (AMWU) 

MR CAMERON: … we would say we have got no confidence in the proposals 
that you have put forward. We see it as really deficient in a range of areas, and 
you have a political objective, not an independent analysis…. it’s interesting to 
hear Philip say that he was confused about cost-down … cost-down is a 
fundamental issue for working people in both the car industry and the 
component industry and the effect it has on their capacity to not only bargain, 
but have decent wages and conditions in our industry. 

Representing the AMWU: Mr Doug Cameron (National Secretary) and Mr Sam 
Girdin (advisor). 

Mr Cameron stated that the AMWU supports the ACTU’s submission. He 
argued that the Commission has looked at the timing for support to go to zero, 
and not at the benefits that support provides.  The union further argued that 
tariffs should be maintained as a bargaining tool for future trade negotiations; 
that the PC should wait for the outcome of future trade talks before making its 
recommendations. 

The AMWU claimed that of Japan, Canada, Mexico, Germany, UK, France and 
New Zealand, Australia has the third lowest rate of industrial disputation.  

MR CAMERON: The issues at Tristar, Walkers and BHP at western port 
were issues that went to – let me tell you clearly, Philip - cost-down 
issues. 

Mr Cameron argued strongly against the proposals put forward by the AIG. He 
argued that Australia already has some of the longest cooling off periods in the 
world as bargaining starts 3 months before the end of an agreement.  

40. Robert Bosch Australia (RBUA) 

Representing Robert Bosch: Barry Comben (Director of Automotive Sales) 
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Mr Comben claimed government assistance through ACIS and the tariff rate 
have been vital for Robert Bosch securing investments from its parent 
company. ACIS is also important in the forward planning undertaken by the 
company.  

With the support provided by ACIS, RBAU will commit more than $350 
million on capital expenditure and research and development during the 
course of the scheme (p. 236). 

Robert Bosch would prefer that ACIS II be paid out over the period 2006 to 
2010. It does agree with the splitting of ACIS into two pools to enhance 
certainty to component producers (see our newsletter for comment on this 
point). However Mr Comben argues that the original ACIS split of 65:35 is not 
relevant today, considering the degree of outsourcing used by car 
manufacturers.   

Mr Weickhardt noted that Holden had conceded this point to some extent 
Holden did say that they accepted there should be some adjustment to the … 
ratio based on quantified outsourcing’ (p. 239). 

41. Marplex Australia 

Representing Marplex Australia: Peter Brooksbank (Managing Director) and 
Phillip Crosbie (Market Manager of Automotive) 

Marplex is concerned that tariffs will be reduced prematurely. However given 
the options proposed by the Commission Marplex would favour tariff option 3.  

Mr Brooksbank comments that Marplex has not been able to meet the criteria 
for the ACIS scheme and claims that the NICNAS scheme to bring chemicals 
into Australia is cumbersome and rigid.  

42. Australian Automotive Aftermarket Association Ltd 

MR ELLIOT (AAAA): I suppose the point that we would make is that research 
and development for an ACP has some benefit attached to it. For an 
aftermarket manufacturer, it’s purely a cost. (p. 265) 

AAAA believes that tariff changes cannot be made in isolation but rather the 
Australian government should take into account overseas levels of assistance. 
However given the options presented by the Commission AAAA would prefer 
tariff option 3.  

AAAA would also like to see specific government assistance to the aftermarket 
industry. In particular it would like to see the introduction of a R&D credit 
system and an export assistance program. 
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Mr Elliot argues investment is needed in order to compete in the imported car 
parts market. However there has been an increase in the volume and diversity 
of imported cars and therefore specific assistance is required to help small 
producers. 

Associate Commissioner Weickhardt (p. 261) asked why the industry was 
dependent on the existence of a viable car industry when there would still be a 
demand for replacement parts in the absence of a domestic car industry. Mr 
Elliot argued that if the Australian vehicle manufacturing industry was lost many 
parts makers (particularly internationally owned ones) would relocate offshore.  
Others would simply be replaced by imports. 

43. Australian Productivity Council (APC) 

MR MILNE: … there is generally a quality issue with Australian cars … the 
conceptual integration of the whole package, the detail execution, plastic 
moulding, rubber moulding, trim fits, margins. All these areas are not up to 
what’s expected in the world today (p. 278). 

Representing the APC: Craig Milne (Executive Director) and Ross McDonald 
(McGir Pty Ltd and assisting the APC) 

The ACP commented that it in terms of organisation and quality, cars produced 
in Australia are on par with second tier European suppliers, though they are 
probably better than what is produced in Mexico and the USA. (See submission 
48). Mr Milne claims markets increasingly prefer high quality features in 
inexpensive cars (fits and margins, detailed design execution, textures, 
matching of textures in trim parts, graining etc). ‘I’m just suggesting that the 
Australian - Ford and Holden particularly - have got to do work here, or they will 
lose ground’ (p. 280). 

Mr Milne argues that tariffs are not the main structural problem in the industry 
rather it is the constitution and ownership patterns in the industry (p. 282). Mr 
Milne believes that the industry’s future lies in niche markets and that this could 
be encouraged by R&D schemes. 

MR MILNE: ….How do you go to an industry and say, "There are too 
many producers and you’re all making the same platform size and 
therefore you’re competing for a small part of the market and therefore 
you’re restricted in your exporting opportunities?" …. the proper way to 
deal with that would be to reduce the number of producers and broaden 
the range and gain some sovereignty in its commercial decisions so it 
can become a business that, being headquartered here, is master of its 
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destiny. I don’t know that government really thinks that way in Australia 
(p. 287). 

Mr Weickhardt commented that addressing this problem would be extremely 
difficult without such measures as nationalising the automotive industry. 

44. BHP Steel 

MR CORNISH: It’s worth noting that 1,000 of the 1,300 employees at 
Westernport continued to work during this 25-day stoppage of 280 trade 
employees. 700 of the 1000 employees belonged to a union covered by the 
same EBA that they had agreed to. At the end we did not stop the auto industry, 
but there were significant costs incurred by all companies, both ourselves and 
the auto industry, to achieve this (p. 294). 

Representing BHP: Noel Cornish (Australian Building and Manufacturing 
Markets President); David Goodwin (Executive Vice-President, Corporate 
Affairs and Terry McDermott (Marketing Manager, Automotive and 
Manufacturing) 

BHP supports the continuation of ACIS and is comfortable with the options 
provided by the Commission. BHP believes that ACIS is important as it helps to 
encourage its customers to increase investment. It also made reference to the 
positive spillovers to BHP Steel’s business generated by the requirements of 
the automotive industry. Mr Weickhardt asked whether these would have 
occurred without any industry assistance.  

MR McDERMOTT: The question would probably more come from: would 
the spill-overs have occurred had we not been in automotive and I’d say 
maybe years and years later, but because you’ve actually got that 
demanding requirement of automotive you’ve got your capital 
expenditure is being prompted by automotive investment and that 
(p.295). 

BHP believes further reductions in tariffs below 10% beyond 2010 should be 
subject to a review around 2007. 

BHP supports providing the Industrial Relations Commission with the capacity 
to suspend or terminate bargaining periods if protected action is causing 
damage to a firm or industry and its employees. BHP also supports giving the 
Industrial Relations Commission the discretion to determine whether or not a 
cooling-off period should be established to assist resolution of a particular 
dispute. 
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45. Australasian Railway Association 

Representing the Australasian Railway Association: John Kirk (Executive 
Director) and David Hill (Manager of Research). 

Mr Hill argues that there is a $2 billion scheme in place to assist vehicle 
manufacture and use.  He argues that these subsidies distort behaviour 
producing too much automotive consumption and too little consumption of more 
energy efficient technologies such as rail technology. This is detrimental to 
economic, environmental and human health.  Chairman Banks commented that 
tariffs actually increase prices and therefore should actually suppress demand. 

The Association argues that tariff reductions would undoubtedly lead to a 
reduction in jobs, however it believes that new emerging industries (such as the 
railway industry) could pick up some of this slack, and could generate 
employment in rural areas. The Association also argues that government 
policies are aimed at fostering car dependency and that more emphasis should 
be placed on improving public transport. 

46. Plastic and Chemicals Industries Association (PACIA) 

Representing PACIA: Martin Jones (CEO) and James Hall (Business Director 
of BASF Australia) 

PACIA supports the Commission’s recommendation for tariffs post-2005, but 
believes that tariffs should be held at 10% post 2010. Mr Jones claims plastics 
companies can’t gain access to key component markets overseas. 

PACIA supports the continuation of the ACIS scheme but would like to see 
imports to automotive components (eg polymer products) also included under it. 
PACIA would also like to see the National Industrial Chemicals 
Notification and Assessment Scheme (NICNAS) expand or create a new class 
of product entry for resins and chemicals going into plastics for automotive and 
other sectors judged critical for Australia’s development (see submission 45). 

MR WEICKHARDT: No, it’s not huge in this industry perhaps, but you 
then start wrapping in paint and steel and other areas that generically are 
excluded from ACIS at the moment that would probably argue or have 
argued that they, like the polymer industry, make some products or 
percentage or their products that are exclusively tailored to the auto 
industry then there could be a pretty considerable opening up of ACIS 
entitlement, and then you’ve got to say, "Well, if there’s only 2 billion to 
go around, whose chunk does that come out of?" because the 
government’s fiscal commitment to this area has got limits to it. 
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MR HALL: Is ACIS not supporting some part of the steel industry now? 
… 

MR BANKS: I guess you’ve got to look at where the benefit can be 
applied so that it can be maximised.  

47. Autoliv Australia 

MR FRANKLIN: (Autoliv) Need to continue to develop that technology at a pace 
which is probably greater than the rest of the world in order for us to become at 
least world’s best practice in the technology that we provide (p. 322). 

Representing Autoliv: Mr Robert Franklin (Managing Director); Mr Robert Judd 
(Technology Development Manager). 

Autoliv argues that tariffs should be frozen at a level of 10% post 2005. 
However Autoliv holds no firm views in regard to policy post-2010, believing 
economic and environmental considerations would have to be considered at a 
date nearer to 2010. Autoliv argues the ACIS program should continue at its 
current level until 2010. 

In response to Commission questioning on the allocation of ACIS funding, 
Autoliv indicated it would like to see investment targeted more towards R&D to 
further develop the capabilities of the industry, but stated investment should 
also be directed towards increasing production capacity to support this 
technological development.  

Autoliv did not find the two union structure a problem and expressed support for 
a cooling off period in the case of industrial disputes. 

48. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 

Representing SAEA: Prof Harry Watson (Vice President); Mr David Ford 
(Senior Vice President); Ms Angela Krepcik (Executive Director); Michael Case 
(President) 

The SAE believes a reduction in tariffs will: 

• lead to a loss of local facilities resulting in a “brain drain”; 

• have an adverse effect on quantity, which will affect the skills base of the 
organisation and particularly the engineering operations; and 

• lead to an incapacity to absorb technology graduates. 

The SEA recognises tariff reduction has led to an export focus by the industry, 
which in turn has driven quality issues. It calls for tariffs to remain at 10% and 
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then decline at a rate of 1% per year with reductions being conditional upon the 
reduction of tariffs by trading partners. 

Mr Weickhardt asked Professor Watson to elaborate on his claim that ‘the tariff 
probably provides greater support to the OEMs than the suppliers, whereas the 
ACIS scheme is probably of more critical benefit to suppliers in terms of 
justifying critical mass of technological capability and development’ (p. 348).  
Prof Watson claimed that supplier must now engage in more design work for 
OEMs, and must also look at export markets, ’… so there is more need for 
them to build up their infrastructure of design and technological capability more 
so than it has been with the OEMs’.  SAEA believes a 50:50 funding split 
between the sectors would be appropriate. 

49. The NIETL/North Group 

Representing NIET/North Group: Mr Mick Butera (Executive Director); Mr Paul 
Smarelli (Manager, Business Excellence Program); Mr Colin Briggs 
(Consultant, Environmental Management Systems). 

The Group expressed concern that any cut in tariffs will harshly affect the North 
Melbourne region, which is home to a large number of small businesses that 
supply parts to large automotive companies.  

The Group claimed that the parts industry is already under increasing pressure 
from reductions in production volumes.  In addition, these companies are no 
longer primary suppliers to the large automotive companies. It argued that 
without government assistance, the industry is not in a position to undertake 
accreditation (ISO14001) and export development. 

50. The City of Greater Geelong 

Representing the City of Greater Geelong: Ms Barbara Abley (Mayor); Mr Ed 
Coppe (Deputy Mayor); Mr Terry Hearne (Manager for Economic 
Development). 

The Council stated that the automotive industry is a large employer in Geelong, 
providing not only direct employment benefits to the community but also indirect 
benefits such as education, training, and technical infrastructure. It argued that 
these benefits to the community should be protected. The Council expressed 
concern about the community impact of the unemployment that could arise from 
tariff reductions. 

The Council argued for tariffs to be retained at 10% until 2010, and then 
reduced in one step to 5% in 2015. 
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MR COPPE: … we have a very narrow range of products that we 
manufacture in Australia and in order to capture a bigger portion of our 
own domestic market, but also capture a bigger portion of the growing 
niches that are developing in our potential export markets, we also need 
to look at how we might work together, the industry participants and a 
government framework to encourage the innovation and the research 
and development that will stimulate our manufacturing of those broader 
ranges of products (p. 380). 

The Commission asked for additional information on niche products developed 
in Geelong (see DR 107 for details). 

51. Australian Industry Group 

MR PENSABENE: …We feel that adopting the concept of general viability 
would be extremely difficult to apply in the long term because again it would be 
hard to identify which countries would have an industry that qualifies as viable 
in terms of the definition used by the Productivity Commission (p. 384). 

Representing the Australian Industry Group: Mr Steven Smith (Director National 
Industrial Relations); Mr Tony Pensabene (National Manager Economics); 
Representing Engineering Employers Association South Australia (South 
Australian affiliates of the Australian Industry Group): David Rush (Manager of 
Policy Development) 

In his opening statement Mr Pensabene argued that if one used the absence of 
assistance as the definition of ‘viability’ in the industry, it would be difficult to 
find a viable auto industry.  

MR BANKS: if these incentives were so good as a permanent feature for 
auto, why wouldn’t we be giving other industries billions of dollars to 
innovate (p. 403) 

The Group referred to amendments it has proposed to workplace relations 
legislation (submission DR94). The Commission referred to criticism by the 
ACTU that the proposed amendments to workplace relations legislation had a 
number of deficiencies. 

MR SMITH: Why should someone lose their car or lose their house 
because someone else in another enterprise has taken industrial action 
that’s led to them being stood down for a lengthy period of time? That 
doesn’t seem fair and it’s a matter for the independent body, the 
Industrial Commission, to weigh up those competing rights and once 
again decide what is fair, so we think it does pass any test of fairness. 
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The Group believed pattern bargaining should not take place in the industry 
because there was potential for a large industrial dispute to occur when the 
pattern agreement expired. Instead, agreements should be made on an 
enterprise level “focusing on productivity improvement, the issues that are 
relevant at that particular enterprise” (Mr Smith, p. 394). It was conceded that 
deals in one part of the industry do eventually flow on to all firms. 

52. Mr Alan Hingston 

Mr Hingston has 30 years experience in the automotive industry. 

Mr Hingston proposed a common date for the renewals of EBAs, and 
suggested a pre-Christmas date would be most appropriate. He claims 
staggered times for EBA renewals encourages third party involvement (lawyers, 
industry groups, external unions). 
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53. Berklee Limited  

Berklee manufactures replacement exhaust systems in Ballarat, Victoria. 
Berklee is seeking modification to the proposed new design rule, ADR83, which 
is a subject of the Regulatory Impact Statement issued by the National Road 
Transport Commission in January 2002. ADR83 aims to harmonise noise 
emission rules with Europe’s ENECE regulation 51. Berklee claims that ADR83 
will lead to only partial harmonization with European regulations, as it excludes 
requirements for product testing on ISO10844 test tracks. Berklee alleges that 
the absence of an ISO10844 test track in Australia prevents Australian exhaust 
manufacturers from accessing the European market. The submission calls for 
full harmonization with ENECE regulation 51, and claims that other export 
markets will be lost if other countries also adopt regulation 51.  

54. HST Developments Ltd of U.K. 

HST Developments is a British automotive company seeking to manufacture 
and assemble a new `UTE’ type motor vehicle in Australia. HST has already 
identified a manufacturing company in Taree (NSW) with the necessary 
capability. HST claims that production of the new vehicle could increase 
Australian exports annually by $50m and reduce imports by over $100m. HST 
calls for the ACIS to be extended to include small firms, like the operation HST 
plans in Taree. 

55. Marplex Australia Pty Ltd 

This letter may sound like a big whinge. It is. But it is not about crying for 
handouts; it’s simply about getting an even break so that we can more ably play 
our part in assisting the automotive industry (p. 4). 

Marplex is a manufacturer of engineering plastics, compounds and alloys with 
an annual turnover of $40m. It is under severe cost pressure and has lost some 
of its domestic business to overseas competitors. Marplex is against further 
reductions in industry protection, arguing that the current 15% automotive tariff 
is the lowest in the region. The submission contends that its cost structure is 
increased by 6-7% because of unnecessary taxes and policies. Marplex says 
tariffs should not exist on manufacturing inputs that are not produced in 
Australia. The submission also calls for stamp duty exemptions, reductions in 
payroll tax and changes to the approval process for chemical additives, which 
allegedly often duplicate tests already conducted overseas. Marplex argues that 
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it should be eligible for ACIS funding, particularly as 80% of its current products 
were developed in its own R&D labs.  

56. Dr Paul Oslington, ADFA – University of NSW 

Dr Oslington argues that economists typically treat discussions of 
unemployment and trade policy separately.   However Oslington argues that in 
equilibrium, minimum wage policies create unemployment and therefore 
complicate the effects of trade liberalization on employment, income distribution 
and national welfare. He claims that the Commission incorrectly sees 
employment as a secondary, temporary adjustment problem and fails to 
discuss the mechanisms by which the job gains or losses from tariff changes 
adjust to zero in the long run.  

The submission compares two economic models: (1) a small, open economy 
with full employment and (2) a similar economy, yet with unemployment due to 
minimum wage policies (p. 7). Dr Oslington contends that: 

• A computable economic model with minimum wage policies would show 
the impact of trade policy changes on employment, including where jobs 
would be created and lost (p. 13) 

• Opening up trade with otherwise identical countries that have lower 
minimum wages is likely to lead to losses (p. 11) 

• Tariff cuts will most likely lead to losses in industries that use minimum 
wage workers relatively intensively (p. 12). This means that the textile, 
clothing and footwear industries would have a stronger argument for tariff 
protection than the automotive industry. 

57. Schefenacker Lighting Systems Australia Pty Ltd.  

Schefenacker Lighting Systems Australia (SLSA) manufactures lamps, lighting, 
switches and circuit boards, and is the largest employer on the mid-north coast 
of NSW.   SLSA registers its formal support for the FAPM’s submission.  ACIS 
funding has enabled the company to continue its research into innovative 
applications for new automotive lighting and switching technologies. SLSA 
believes that its viability depends on a high proportion of exports, which is 
currently hindered by tariff and non-tariff trade barriers in export markets. 

Sister company Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia (SVGA), provided its 
own submission to the commission (No.11 see below).  
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58. Teson Trims Pty Ltd - confidential 

59. Australian Automotive Technology Centre 

[I]nsufficient research and development is being carried out in Australia to 
sustain the long-term future of local vehicle and component manufacture (p. 1). 

Australian Automotive Technology Centre (AATC), a subsidiary of CSIRO 
seeks to match CSIRO’s research and development capabilities with the needs 
of the Australian carmakers and component manufacturers. The focus is more 
on development than research.  

The submission argues that hydrogen (fuel cell) technology is widely expected 
to replace fossil-fuel technologies in motor vehicles.  Whilst global carmakers 
have invested substantially in the manufacturing and application of this 
technology, the AATC claims that Australia is not yet preparing for the coming 
change.  To maintain competitiveness in the long-term, the AATC believes 
Australian products will need to be at the leading edge.   

The submission argues that research has greater potential than development to 
create competitive edge and needs to be encouraged by the creation of an 
appropriate, long-term regulatory and investment policy environment.  The 
AATC recommends that, if ACIS is to be continued beyond 2005, it should 
contain more robust support/incentives for R&D and recognise the greater cost 
and risk of research. It also suggests that the automotive industry have its own 
automotive R&D facility.  

60.  aiAutomotive 

aiAutomotive (aiA) is an Adelaide based manufacturer of automotive 
components with an annual operating turnover around $70M. It claims that 
ACIS funding has been crucial in developing its capabilities as a Tier 1 supplier 
of metal forming, fabrication and coating.  In support of FAPM’s submission, aiA 
argues that extending ACIS would assist outsourcing in the industry and that 
this will improve Australia's competitiveness by helping establish industry 
centres of excellence, each focusing on specific areas of technology.  

61. Numetric Manufacturing 

Numetric Manufacturing is an Adelaide based manufacturer of automotive 
components. Numetric argues that ACIS has played a key role in technology 
advancement and contributed to significant efficiency improvements. Having 
received over $185,200 through ACIS to date, Numetric has invested over $1m 
in several advanced N.C. machines over the last two years. Numetric plans to 
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purchase a further ten machines in the coming years, which it claims will be an 
important source of employment for the industry. 

62. Australasian Fleet Managers Association (AFMA) 

The message is clear. Over the last 4 years, the system for the supply of the 
company vehicle is under strain. The time has come for positive intervention, 
one that stimulates rather than dampens demand (p. 7). 

The AFMA is a not-for-profit organisation boasting 600 members, with a 
combined fleet of approximately 800,000 vehicles in Australia and New 
Zealand. AFMA’s fleets represent 75% of the production of Australia’s 
manufacturers. The submission claims that domestic demand for local 
manufacturers is crucial to the industry, yet is currently under pressure. The 
AFMA argues that both tariffs and investment assistance focus on the supply 
side – what it calls a `push’ system and that demand expansion – or a `pull’ 
system – would deliver greater benefits to local manufacturing (p. 7). 

AFMA annual membership surveys reveal that recently many organisations 
have decided to delay fleet passenger car purchases (p. 4). The AFMA believes 
companies can extend their retention of fleet cars from three years to five or six 
years. The purchase of a new car has become a less compelling business 
case, because car residual values have dropped by as much as $3000 and half 
of the asset value is depreciated in the first three years. The AFMA claims this 
may see Australia follow trends in other countries towards employee-owned 
vehicles and more innovative fleet management. This could in-turn see shifts to 
purchases of second-hand and imported models (p. 8).  

The submission argues that the ATO’s intention of extending the effective life of 
a vehicle from six and two-thirds to eight years, will raise the relative costs of 
purchase over the early years of ownership (p. 6). The AFMA also sees the 
export market as low margin and flooded by excess capacity (p. 4). 

AFMA requests include: 

� Reducing the tax burden associated with company vehicles, including 
limiting the Fringe Benefits Tax  

� Reducing the effective life of company vehicles to three years 

� Encouraging retirement of older vehicles to stimulate demand and reduce 
adverse environmental effects. 

The Commission is very unlikely to give any real attention to the first two of 
these two requests, but may consider the latter issue to some extent.  
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63. Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia 

Based in Adelaide, SVGA produces automotive mirrors with an annual turnover 
of $140m. Annual sales growth of 10% over the last decade has been helped 
by increased exports, now 78% of total sales. SVGA believes a switch in the 
1980’s from being an importer of mirror actuators to a producer has also 
improved sales (p. 2). Actuators now represent 26% of sales, with significant 
export sales to sister organisations.  

SVGA claims that the domestic automotive industry has been crucial to its 
success (p. 3). Firstly, the domestic customer base provided an important 
foundation for later exports (significant exports only began in the late 1980’s). 
Secondly, domestic customers opened doors internationally. Contacts with 
Chrysler and Ford NAAO were made through Mitsubishi Australia and Ford 
Australia respectively. Thirdly, SVGA has been able to economically source 
high quality supplies from local manufacturers.  

SVGA has invested over $85m in R&D and $60m in capital expenditure since 
1987. With a number of Schefenacker research centres in Germany and the 
USA, CEO Mr Brian Freeborn claims future investment in R&D at SVGA’s 
Adelaide research centre, will hinge on a continuing strong local automotive 
industry: 

Investment decisions in the future for research and development will be 
based on the most innovative and cost competitive regions (p. 3). 

SVGA argues that continuation of ACIS beyond 2005 is essential for the 
Australian automotive industry to maintain its competitiveness in the global 
arena.  

64. Cities of Marion, Mitcham and Onkaparinga 

The cities of Marion, Mitcham and Onkaparinga are home to 72% of 
Mitsubishi’s 3,300 odd South Australian employees. The South Australian 
economy is heavily dependent on the automotive industry, which provides 26% 
of state manufacturing employment, 17% of total state exports and an average 
annual salary $7000 above the state average.  

The cities argue tariff reduction will create substantial hidden costs including 
reduced demand for goods and services, increased consumer debt, added 
retraining costs, increased demand for various welfare services and other social 
problems such as alcohol abuse and domestic violence (p. 16). 

The submission goes through three scenarios to demonstrate the ‘multiplier’ 
effects of a 25%, 75% and 100% reduction in Mitsubishi’s operations and 
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argues for a range of economic and social costs to be taken into account in 
assessing the net economic benefits from assistance reform.   

 
Scenario 25% reduction of 

Mitsubishi  
75% reduction 
of Mitsubishi  

100% reduction 
of Mitsubishi  

Direct employment loss 850 2,570 3,424 
Indirect employment loss 4,800 14,370 19,160 
Direct value added loss $84m $250m $340m 
Flow-on value added loss $390m $1,170m $1,560m 
Regional unemployment 
rate ( currently 6.1% ) 

8.6%  13.7% 16.3% 

State unemployment rate 
(currently 6.9% ) 

7.6% 9.2% 9.9% 

Source: Submission of Cities of Marion, Mitcham and Onkaparinga (p. 21) 

The multipliers seem on the high side, and indeed the submission concedes 
that “reductions in the scale of the automotive industry are not likely to produce 
as dramatic outcomes . . . as the scenarios might suggest (p. 5)”. 

Besides calling for tariffs to be maintained at 10% and continuation of ACIS 
beyond 2005, the cities seek structural adjustment strategies to be developed 
for both employees (training etc.) and regions (development of alternative 
industries). The submission also calls for the Commission to fully report on the 
regional impacts of options that it considers (p. 27). 

65. Mackay Consolidated 

Mackay is an original equipment (OE) parts supplier to Australian car 
manufacturers.  Mackay claims ACIS has enabled localisation of otherwise 
imported components and a continued strong commitment to R&D. Mackay 
also supports Government initiatives such as Austrade and the Export Market 
Development Grant Scheme which have assisted it in fostering a successful 
export business. 
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66. South Pacific Tyres 

The preferential tariff levels in place for developing countries such as South 
Korea make a mockery of the so-called `level playing field’ (p. 5.)  

South Pacific Tyres (SPT), Australia’s largest tyre manufacturer, has recently 
been under significant pressure from low-cost Asian imports and excess global 
capacity (p. 2). To help ensure its long-term survival, it has closed three plants 
and consolidated its Somerton factory in Victoria. The submission calls for 
maintenance of 10% tariffs and continuation of ACIS in its current form post 
2005. SPT also argues for removal of 5% import duty preferences for less 
developed countries. 

SPT claims that countries receiving duty preferences such as Thailand, 
Malaysia, Philippines and Indonesia, do not afford Australia the same 
favourable trade environment (p. 5). SPT argues that such countries already 
have cost advantages resulting from larger domestic markets, lower labour 
costs and inadequate environmental, health and safety considerations. The 
submission also seeks removal of the 3% import duty on raw materials, which 
replaced the customs duty exemption previously afforded to local manufacturers 
unable to source essential raw materials locally (p. 6).  

SPT also calls for incentives for Australian manufacturers to establish recycling 
joint ventures and for a crackdown on imported second-hand tyres. 

67. Premoso Pty Ltd 

Submission not made available to the public. 

68. Cities of Playford and Salisbury  

The cities of Playford and Salisbury form part of the Northern Adelaide region, 
which relies heavily on the automotive industry. The region suffers from very 
high unemployment levels, with youth unemployment recorded at 30% in the 
1996 Census. Manufacturing represents 21.3% and 9.5% of employment for 
Playford and Salisbury respectively. The cities’ recommendations include: 

• maintaining the scheduled 10% tariff until sufficient access to export 
markets has been achieved. 

• continuing ACIS support particularly given the R&D costs associated with 
complying with new environmental standards 

• developing remediation strategies to deal with structural adjustment issues 
in the event of industry contraction 
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• improving access to global markets and instilling greater certainty within the 
industry to attract further foreign investment 

69. City of Greater Geelong 

Geelong is considered a ‘hub’ of manufacturing with twenty companies involved 
in the production of vehicles and automotive components.  The submission 
argues that this cluster helps lower costs and secures a skilled labour supply to 
local firms in the industry.  The submission claims that employment in the 
automotive industry in Geelong has already dropped by almost 50% since 
1990, with salaries in the region below that of other regions in Victoria (p. 5). 

The submission contends that further employment reductions in the industry 
can only result from output reductions, as productivity levels are already world-
class. It is also argued that the automotive industry has an employment 
multiplier effect of 1.54 (p. 6). This means that the current 3800 jobs in the 
industry create another 5400 jobs. The City calls for maintenance of tariffs at 
10% and continuation of ACIS post 2005, in order to avoid divestment and a net 
loss of capital funds (p. 8). 

70.  Australian Consumers Association 

Locally assembled vehicles have always lagged most imported vehicles in 
quality and reliability, and ACA’s annual reliability survey indicates that some 
local models still do so (p. 1). 

The ACA contends that in 2000, tariffs and other support for the automotive 
industry cost Australian consumers one billion dollars.6 The submission argues 
that tariffs reduce purchasing power and lead to sub-optimal purchasing 
decisions and resource allocations. 

It is claimed that the Australian fleet average fuel consumption is the world’s 
worst. The ACA also asserts that cars in Australia are less affordable than in 
the US, the UK and Germany, based on the ACA’s affordability index which 
compares car prices to average salary levels. The ACA calls for all vehicle 
tariffs to be abolished and that the Government tax vehicles with high 
emissions/ fuel use. 

                                                        
6 Parliamentary Library Research Paper 7, 1999-2000 – available at 
http://www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/rp/1999-2000/2000rp07.htm. 
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71. Spicer Axle Australia Pty Ltd - confidential 

72. Motor Trades Association of Australia  

There is a lower limit level to the tariff for motor vehicle manufacture below 
which our members’ interests and the interests of consumers are neglected or 
defeated (p. 16). 

The Motor Trade Association of Australia (MTAA) is a national federation of the 
retail, service and repair sectors of the automotive industry. The MTAA is 
prepared to endorse the 10% tariff advocated by manufacturers provided that 
government support for investment continues and that trade negotiations are 
able to open access to currently protected export markets (p. 18). The 
submission argues that the domestic automotive industry will only achieve 
maximum competitiveness if there is maximum competition at the retail level. It 
is claimed that standards of service, repair and maintenance would fall if 
investment in the domestic automotive industry dropped.  

The MTAA proposes an integrated government approach that involves state 
governments, as well as a revamp of the Trade Practices Act to better protect 
small business. A further suggestion is that the Commission seek advice from 
the ACCC to ensure its recommendations are pro-competitive in all sectors of 
the automotive industry (p. 16) 

73. CMI Operations Pty Ltd. 

This organisation manufactures components and has 320 employees at its four 
plants in Victoria. The organisation has invested $15m to be able to support the 
new vehicle programmes of Ford, Holden and Toyota and plans a further 
investment of $11m over the next three years. CMI supports the FAPM 
submission, claiming that continuation of ACIS post 2005 is essential for future 
business growth of the company. 
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74. Insurance Australia Group 

The Insurance Australia Group (IAG), the renamed NRMA Insurance Group, is 
Australia’s largest general insurance group. Whilst IAG acknowledges that 
Australia needs a healthy automotive industry, it claims that the automotive 
industry has responded well to past tariff cuts and that further cuts are needed 
to reduce purchase prices. A single tariff rate for all vehicles is preferred. IAG 
argues that local manufacturers have priced `lower end’ vehicles below cost, in 
order to gain market share. It is claimed that such losses are being subsidised 
by ACIS and excessive prices for replacement parts. IAG recommends that 
ownership costs including repairs, be considered when comparing the 
affordability of Australian vehicles with world markets. 

75. BASF Australia Ltd. (BAL) 

BAL finds it difficult to attract sufficient investments to our Australia operations 
to undertake R&D in support of the demands placed on us by the local OEM’s 
and component suppliers (p. 2). 

BAL supports submissions made by the PACIA and FAPM. The submission 
claims that although Australia’s car industry is relatively small, it requires a 
viable supplier base through the entire supply chain.  

The submission argues for: 

Tariffs to be maintained at 10% post 2005 and only lowered if other countries in 
the region also undertake tariff reductions 

A new ACIS to be implemented from 2005 to include the full supply chain, in 
order to encourage innovation in raw materials development and reduce 
the substantial trade deficit in the plastics industry  

Greater certainty within the automotive industry 

Reduction of the 5% import tariff applying to plastic raw materials that are not 
made locally. 
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76. Flexible  Drive Agencies Pty Ltd - confidential 

77. Cooper Standard Automotive Australia 

Our greatest concern is for industrial harmony. Australia still has a bad 
reputation with our overseas owners for industrial disruption. Recent events 
have only reinforced this reputation (p. 1). 

Cooper Standard Automotive produces fluid systems at its North Adelaide 
plant, with an annual turnover of $26m. Having invested $1.8m in a new cell to 
manufacture rack cylinders, the organisation is hopeful that it will be soon able 
to begin exports. The submission calls for a mandatory secret ballot to be held 
before any strike action. It is also argued that militant unions ignoring IRC 
orders should be penalised. 

78. Autofab Australia 

Autofab produces circular knit fabric for interior trim to Holden, Toyota and 
Ford, at its Melbourne factory. The organisation previously focused only on 
design and marketing, yet established its own state-of-the-art manufacturing 
facility in 2000. Autofab registers its support for the FAPM’s submission and 
shows appreciation for the SIP grants that it receives, as well as the ACIS 
made available to the industry. 

79. Diver Consolidated Industries 

Diver Consolidated Industries (DCI) has a long history in the Australian 
automotive industry. The organisation currently has an annual turnover of 
nearly $24m and employs almost 150 people in northern Melbourne. DCI 
claims it will be unable to continue its recent high level of investment without a 
well-defined and solid vision for the industry. The submission argues for the 
continuation of ACIS and greater access to foreign markets, particularly given 
that falling domestic demand will continue to increase costs. The submission 
also calls for a process that would enable the industry to partner R&D 
investment with an educational institution. DCI believes this would make a 
career in the industry more attractive to young people and lead to a more 
relevant curriculum. Finally, it is argued that any move to industry-wide 
bargaining will inhibit DCI’s ongoing competitiveness. 
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80. Castalloy Limited 

This submission is on behalf of ION Ltd, comprising three organisations: 
Castalloy Ltd (South  Australia), Global Transmissions (Albury) and Argent 
Metal Technologies (NZ). ION has a turnover in excess of $600m and exports 
to Harley Davidson, Ssangyong and Ford (US). ION registers its support for the 
FAPM’s submission and recommends that: 

Tariffs remain at levels proposed by the main local manufacturers 

ACIS be continued and always have a five year horizon of certainty to 
encourage large-scale investment. Long lead times in the industry create 
planning problems when in 2002, it is not known what conditions will 
eventuate beyond 2005.  

Modulation be abolished. 

81. Geelong and Region Trades and Labour Council - confidential 

82. Queensland Transport (Land Transport and Safety Division) - 
confidential 

83. Calsonic Australia Pty Ltd. 

… it is essential that the Australian Government have a pro-automotive 
investment policy otherwise, at less than one percent of the global automotive 
market, investment funds will flow to larger and/or other markets that encourage 
such investment (p. 2). 

Calsonic manufactures aluminium heat exchangers in Port Melbourne with a 
turnover of $37m. Recent annual sales growth in the order of 20% has resulted 
from Calsonic’s main customer Holden, increasing exports and buying modules 
instead of components. Car assembly in Australia is seen as essential for the 
survival of the component industry. Exports are viewed as important in 
developing the scale necessary for new investment. The submission contends 
that as investment in Australia is debated in overseas boardrooms, the 
Government must send a clear message that Australia wants to retain a local 
automotive manufacturing industry. ACIS has helped Calsonic secure 
investment from its parent company, for technology change for the upcoming 
VY Commodore: 
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Calsonic proposed new radiator core design technology, process 
assembly equipment and state of the art cooling fans [were available] 
much earlier than would be the case without ACIS financial assistance as 
the pay back period would not have met the parent’s investment hurdles 
(p. 2). 

The submission claims that new technology innovations planned for vehicles 
being launched in 2005/6 will be deferred until it is known whether ACIS will 
continue beyond 2005. This is because the payback period will not be viable 
without ACIS support. It is also claimed that trade barriers in key growth 
markets inhibit Calsonic from securing investment. Thailand places a 25% 
import duty on condensers, whereas the import duty in Australia is only 5%. (p. 
3) The submission calls for the Government to defer tariff reductions below 10% 
until it obtains strong commitments from strategically important Asian countries 
to significantly reduce tariffs. 

84. TI Automotive - confidential 

85. Austrim Nylex 

Austrim Nylex is made up of 14 companies, which employ over 3000 
Australians and have a combined turnover exceeding $500m. The organisation 
strongly supports the FAPM’s submission. It is argued that Austrim Nylex is 
heavily dependent on R&D investment to compete with quality overseas 
competitors and that free market access will be essential in pursuing export 
opportunities. The submission sees currency movements possibly reducing 
demands for exports and like tariff reductions, increasing imports. The 
submission warns that government intervention will be required to prevent 
union campaigns for Manusafe or other types of entitlement protection. 
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86. DENSO International Australia Pty Ltd 

DENSO manufactures air conditioning, cooling, electronic and washer system 
components, with a $350m turnover and approximately 650 employees. 
DENSO formally registers its support for the FAPM’s submission. It is claimed 
that growth and innovation in the automotive industry will only continue with an 
ongoing commitment to R&D and that ACIS provides the means for this to 
occur. ACIS has enabled DENSO to manufacture components that were 
previously imported. The organisation has secured export contracts to South 
Africa and Japan, with opportunities currently under negotiation, pending 
continuation of ACIS.  The submission also calls for a freeze of tariffs at 10%, 
more flexible and responsive labour supply conditions and a mechanism to 
ensure future assistance is not affected by falls in sales resulting from 
increased modulation. 

87. Intercast & Forge Pty Ltd 

Although our prices including freight are quite comparable to the Thai prices (for 
brake components), addition of a 43% import duty prevents us from securing 
any business (p. 2). 

This organisation is Australia’s largest independent ferrous casting and forging 
operation. Intercast and Forge has a $100m turnover, 60% of which supplies 
the automotive industry. The submission formally supports that of the FAPM 
and reiterates the need to maintain tariffs at 10%, until other countries offer 
equal access for Australian products. This is particularly the case for ASEAN 
countries which represent high growth markets. Intercast and Forge currently 
supplies PBR in Australia and USA, yet cannot supply PBR’s Thailand 
operation because of the high tariffs. The submission also argues for the tariff 
on light trucks to be raised from 5 to 10%, claiming that such vehicles carry a 
25% tariff in the United States and are a high growth segment in Australia.  

The submission claims that ACIS has enabled the company to increase its 
allocation of maintenance capital expenditure from 3% of sales to 4.5%. ACIS 
also allowed for a $23m equipment upgrade that will increase capacity by 73% 
and give the company state of the art moulding technology. The project’s 
payback period would not have met company criteria without ACIS credits. The 
submission also recommends that annual production targets should clearly 
show the value of industry support. It is claimed that the industry can increase 
production to account for 50% of annual new vehicle registrations by 2010 
through increased sales locally and abroad. This represents a 40% increase on 
current production levels.  
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88. Mr Graham Spurling 

The next decade will determine whether our automotive manufacturing industry 
is finally to emerge as an internationally competitive force. There are good 
reasons for optimism.  However, without a mechanism to make rationalisation 
happen, we will resume our old role as a backwater (p. 3). 

Graham Spurling is the former CEO of Mitsubishi Australia, and currently a 
board member of several component suppliers.  His submission explores the 
profound structural changes in the industry and argues that capacity in a 
number of areas must be shared more between otherwise rival firms if we are 
to become truly globally competitive.  

He argues that the greater number of competitors possible in much larger 
markets is a luxury that the Australian industry cannot afford where ‘tier one’ 
supply, and indeed the supply of a range of components in Australia, has 
substantial ‘natural monopoly’ characteristics.  

Some sectors in which the submission argues for further rationalisation include:   

• Seating and interior trim; 

• Ride Control; 

• Toolmaking; 

• Rear wheel drive transmission; 

• Sheetmetal Stampings; and 

• Engines. 

The submission argues further that  

Having already outlawed ‘secondary’ boycotts and industrial action in 
pursuit of pay claims that threaten to cause significant damage to parts of 
the economy, we have actually gone a long way towards removing the 
unfettered right to strike in the industry.  We should take the final step 
and recognise that permitting strikes that damage vastly more people 
and firms than those involved in the strike is in no one’s long term 
interest (p. 3 and see p. 16).   

The submission argues for assistance policy to become more strategic using a 
combination of two instruments – ‘tilted playing fields’ and discretionary 
assistance.  A ‘tilted playing field’ would assist firms according to pre-set set 
criteria to ensure that assistance helped firms with capacity building, rather than 
production, and went to firms that were using it to grow and transform 
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themselves, rather than just continue a ‘hand to mouth’ existence.  This is a 
similar message to that of FCAI and made more sharply by Holden.  

He goes on to suggest a nationally integrated automotive industry policy with 
vehicle manufacturing states contributing but being constrained from offering 
special, discretionary assistance of their own.  The ‘playing field’ would be 
further ‘tilted’ towards consolidation of suppliers.  A newcomer firm could only 
qualify for assistance where it was providing the industry with some enhanced 
or new capability rather than simply entering market with existing players.  

Spurling suggests that the discretion which would be exercised in the regime he 
proposes be exercised by a joint industry/government body – the National 
Automotive Strategic (NAS) group.  The NAS group would explore with the 
industry means to: 

• establish a more sustainable structure for existing capabilities; and 

• develop strategies for establishing capabilities which do not currently exist.  

89. Federation of Automotive Products Manufacturers (FAPM) 

Although the automotive industry is a major contributor to the economy’s overall 
activity levels, it is also a significant user of Australia’s productive resources of 
land, labour and capital. . . . The question however remains as to whether the 
community’s resources are best employed in the automotive industry or some 
other alternative activity. It does generate substantial externalities in terms of 
training and technological leadership. But it has received much higher levels of 
Government support than other manufacturing industries (p. 74-5). 

FAPM has provided a comprehensive submission of over 90 pages.  It provides 
a wide range of information, including statistics on the sector, such as 
employment, profits and sales from the industry, information on other countries’ 
assistance regimes, effective rate of assistance calculations and more.  The 
submission outlines in some detail the way in which the global industry is 
changing – detailing rationalisation, changes in supply practices and business-
to-business e-commerce.  

It also discusses technologies looming over the horizon for production vehicles 
such as steer-by-wire, brake-by-wire and shift-by-wire (p. 33). There is a 
discussion of effective rates of protection (pp. 36-40). The submission offers the 
following schema from autoPOLIS to explain the geographical sourcing of 
components, from those components that can be sourced from across the 
globe to those most likely to be purchased locally (p. 32).  
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The submission takes the Commission to task for its calculations – in its latest 
annual trade and assistance review – that the industry benefited to the tune of 
$15 million from the Development Allowance (introduced in 1992) pointing out 
that: 

Under the Development Allowance Authority Act 1992, eligible industries 
include “an industry which already benefits from government assistance 
at a rate of more than 10%, other than the motor vehicle industry or 
associated activity” (pp. 48-50).   

FAPM also objects to remission of duty on re-exports being accounted for as 
assistance. There is a useful summary of the Allen Consulting/Deloitte work on 
foreign trade barriers and assistance summarised into a series of tables (pp. 
55-60).   

However the Submission deals with the dilemma set out in the head quote – 
how to justify higher than normal assistance to the industry.  It does so largely 
by reference to the terms of reference specification of the need for “a viable 
automotive manufacturing sector and the supply of competitively priced, quality 
vehicles to Australian consumers (p. 76)”.  

FAPM also indicates that “ACIS is absolutely critical to carrying the automotive 
components industry to the next level required for competitively positioning the 
industry in 2010” and accordingly calls for a successor to ACIS similar to the 
existing scheme. Without being prescriptive the submission points out that most 
credits currently go to the vehicle manufacturers whilst the vehicle 
manufacturers add well under half the value of the final product – assembled 
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from components.7  FAPM oppose further dividing the ACIS pool for the 
purposes of modulation and also the payment of R&D credits to firms 
commissioning rather than performing R&D (see pp. 77-8).  

FAPM produces an interesting table showing that with the exception of Hong 
Kong’s market, which has no indigenous automotive manufacturing industry to 
speak of, the Australian market has sustained the largest annual automotive 
import growth over the last decade. FAPM supports maintenance of the 10% 
tariff in the post 2005 period.  

1990 2000

Average 

Annual

($US mill) ($US mill) Growth (%)
Asia Pacific

Australia 3,794 8,017 8.7
Japan 7,315 9,957 3.5

Hong Kong 994 2,270 9.6

Of which, retained imports 666 1,510 14.6
Malaysia 1,312 1351 * 0.4

South Korea 929 1393 * 5.2
New Zealand 1,012 1,480 4.3

Taiwan 2,565 2,692 0.5
Thailand 2,651 2,319 -1.5

Indonesia 1,523 1,870 2.3
All countries 318,940 571,320 6.7

Source WTO     * (1999)  

The submission argues that the 125% tax concession is a totally inadequate 
way of supporting R&D in Australia and certainly ACIS as currently structured is 
much more generous.  FAPM supports continuing efforts to achieve better 
foreign market access and also better intellectual property protection under the 
TRIPs code within the WTO. 

                                                        
7 This is a little misleading as the components sector is in the same boat – a substantial portion 
of its revenue represents value that it does not add, but buys in from other non-automotive 
suppliers.  In fact both the assemblers and component suppliers add about the same amount of 
value to a vehicle (about a third) with suppliers outside the industry adding the other third.  
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90. Mitsubishi Motors Australia Ltd (MMAL) 

[A]s the pace of globalisation is catching up with the rate of tariff reduction, 
Australia is emerging as a very cost effective location in which to undertake 
both product & process R&D.  

Product design can cost less than 50% per unit of output than in the US and 
one Australian vehicle producer, recognising both the quality & cost effective-
ness of Australian engineering, has established engineering capacity with which 
to service wider corporate R&D requirements (p. 25). 

MMAL’s submission is relatively low key, exploring a range of issues as well as 
the central assistance issues.  The submission is relatively optimistic about the 
Australian industry, which it argues has unique advantages – such as those 
outlined above.  MMAL argues that as a consequence of globalisation 

Australia’s strong and innovative automotive engineering tradition . . . is 
just beginning to gain recognition in certain quarters of the international 
industry (p. 27).  

MMAL bases its case for assistance on the following argument.  

There is a danger however, that the run down in local capability could 
pass the point of no return before that strength is fully appreciated, and a 
post 2005 policy regime should seek to reverse the unintended 
consequences of previous regimes by creating an environment which is 
conducive to rebuild Australia’s automotive intellectual capacity (p. 27). 

The submission also goes into detail about MMAL’s internal training and 
industrial relations agenda and into problems with existing industrial relations 
arrangements (pp. 15-22). MMAL is clearly keen to expand its capacity to 
supply its parent’s global network with engineering services – as has Holden.  
MMAL observes that while it is not suffering labour or skill shortages at present, 
the recent decision to commit to a major new model program will require 
significant recruitment.   

In the case of senior product engineering design personnel, we are already 
experiencing the need to search overseas in the U.S. and Europe to attract 
such personnel, and we would expect this need to continue as we 
implement our new model program and further develop MMAL’s R&D 
contribution to MMC’s Global engineering capability. (p. 22). 

MMAL objects not to the tax levels it faces but to the compliance costs 
associated with the multiplicity of tax regimes and compliance requirements.  It 
lists nine taxes at the state and federal level and comments that some of them 
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require weekly remittances (p. 30).  Mitsubishi is keen to co-operate in a range 
of government programs on fuel economy, safety and car security.8 

On assistance matters MMAL argues that the duty free credits available for 
vehicle production might be more effectively targeted following the precedent 
with European vehicles and American commercial vehicles of having a lower 
tariff rate on components than on built up vehicles (p. 35).  The Commission – 
which has a strong commitment to tariff uniformity – will not be temperamentally 
well disposed to this request.  

As part of this argument, MMAL also highlights the uncertainties of ACIS given 
the modulation arrangements.  It comments that while the ACIS scheme was 
intended to direct around 65% of its benefits to vehicle assemblers, the 
operation of modulation has diluted their share of benefits to more like 55% of 
benefits (p. 36).  

91. Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited 

Unless market access improves, particularly in relation to the rapidly growing 
Chinese market and the ASEAN markets of Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, 
Toyota will locate new investment in production capacity in either Taiwan or 
Thailand, countries that do have better (and improving) access to crucial 
markets in the region (p. 52). 

Toyota is the world’s third largest vehicle manufacturer with a global market 
share of 9%. Toyota Australia employs 4,134 Australians with an annual payroll 
of approximately $290m (p.17). The company’s exports total $1.4 billion and 
represent 60% of its production.  Toyota Australia locally purchases $1.2 billion 
from its 98 component suppliers and 300 general suppliers. 

To improve competitiveness, Toyota Australia plans to increase production 
capacity from 100,000 units annually to 150,000 within the next five years, and 
to 200,000 by 2010 (p.48). To do this, it must convince its parent company that 
investment in Australia is warranted. The company currently exports its Toyota 
Camry to 33 countries. In the process it competes with subsidiaries in the US, 
Thailand and Taiwan. The company’s total sales represent only 2.4% of 
Toyota’s global sales. Given that over 2.5 million vehicles are produced in 
Japan alone, Toyota’s Australian operation is small in the global context. Its 
observations on some of the results of this small size are similar to Graham 
Spurling’s (Sub 36) about the problems, if not necessarily the solutions.  

                                                        
8 Though it objects to the solution being pursued on vehicle labelling (p. 32). 
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Local tooling sector also lacks the scale to support the industry during 
peak periods. The number of models produced in Australia and model 
cycle timing means that demand for tooling tends to occur 
simultaneously with long periods between demand peaks. Increased 
localisation requires Australian suppliers to develop technology alliances 
to achieve global competitiveness. Presently, however, some suppliers 
lack the management capabilities to develop these relationships and are 
not investing in developing them (p. 38). 

The company is however hoping to benefit from greater decentralisation in 
Toyota’s global management.  In the first instance it is seeking to host the Asia 
Pacific Toyota Technical Centre, which would quadruple Toyota Australia’s 
design and engineering capabilities, giving it a more strategic role in the region 
(p. 45). 

The average age of Australian fleet vehicles is 10.5 years, well above that of 
Japan (6.2 years), the EU (7.3 years) and the USA (7.7 years). The submission 
recommends increasing Australia’s vehicle scrappage rate, which would boost 
domestic sales (p. 43). This would help Toyota Australia meet its plans for 
domestic sales to represent 50% of total sales by 2007 (p. 48). 

The submission also contained a worthwhile ‘SWOT’ summary table: 
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It is surprising the table contains no mention of either the threats or 
opportunities inherent in environmental issues – particularly from the marketer 
of one of the world’s two production hybrid cars – which the company very 
kindly lent us during May – the Toyota Prius!   

The submission calls for benchmarking Australia’s automotive policy against 
that of competing countries, in order to make it internationally competitive. It 
calls for policy making over a 10-year time horizon in recognition of the long 
investment lead times in the industry.  It calls for tariffs to remain at 10% post-
2005 arguing that further reductions would signal to investors that Australia was 
not committed to maintaining an environment supportive of continued 
investment in the automotive industry. The submission recommends a 
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successor programme for ACIS without the uncertainty associated with 
modulation (p. 51).  

The submission also acknowledges that improvements in industrial relations 
have led to a reduced number of days lost due to work stoppages. However, 
Toyota considers that Australia still lags behind other countries. Unmanaged 
absenteeism is still twice that of Japan and the number of annual operating 
days is 10% below that of Japan and USA (p. 53). Australia’s industrial relations 
rules and structures are considered to be out-dated and greater collaboration 
between government and industry is proposed. 

Toyota also calls for Government to maintain present policy on government 
purchasing, import of used vehicles, tax treatment of fleet vehicles and 
international harmonisation of Australian design rules. 

92. Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries 

[T]he pressures on the industry for continuous innovation have fundamentally 
altered its profile and nature. Once seen as the heartland of mechanical 
engineering capability and an essential part of the metal manufacturing 
economy, the application of information and communications technology and, 
increasingly, mechatronics to automobiles has fundamentally changed the 
impact of the industry. It is now an essential part of the knowledge-based 
economy and a major source of innovation; it is also increasingly important in 
the services economy (p. 3). 

A landmark submission from one of the two heaviest hitters from industry – the 
FCAI represents those who import and locally produce vehicles in Australia. 
Remarkably and unprecedentedly, both local producers and importers agree on 
policy recommendations.  In past inquiries FCAI has generally offered two 
submissions – one from the manufacturers group and one from the importers 
group within FCAI.  In this case the manufacturers have gravitated to a 
compromise between themselves which has enabled them to bring the 
importers on board.   

The submission supports 10% tariffs. That is it accepts the Government’s 
current policy of reducing them from 15% at the end of this policy phase, but 
argues for maintaining 10% tariffs after this.  

The submission draws heavily on some extensive work commissioned by FCAI 
and FAPM from Deloitte and Allen Consulting in the run up to the inquiry 
documenting other assistance schemes around the world and illustrating the 
remarkably rapid shift in the industry towards greater reliance on research and 
development and training of its workforce.  
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The FCAI argue that the crucial test for the industry is to attract international 
capital.  The current policy environment with moderate tariffs and a substantial 
assistance programme “meets this test”. However removal of the moderate 
assistance which remains would “send a negative message to investors. This 
could endanger future investment and risk the loss of existing productive 
capacity in Australia” (p. 5).  

Not surprisingly in addition to continuing 10% tariffs,9 FCAI is calling for ACIS to 
continue though it argues for some of the current problems of the scheme – to 
be tidied up.  Thus there is a ‘non-neutrality’ in access to R&D assistance as 
R&D assistance is available only for component production (a compromise 
arising from the history of the scheme). FCAI calls for it to be extended to R&D 
within vehicle assemblers for their ‘own use’ ie for R&D on vehicle production 
rather than just component production. The submission also calls for greater 
certainty for participants – as modulation has hit progressively harder in the last 
year.  However in common with several submissions highlighting the problems 
with modulation, it is not clear on how modulation can be reduced short of the 
government taking on more of the funding risk.  

The submission emphasises the importance of market access, though of 
course, being other countries’ markets, everyone knows this is an excessively 
hard nut to crack.  FCAI nevertheless supports current Australian Government 
efforts to identify and progress potential bilateral free trade agreements with 
several countries and supports the Government’s efforts to continue to advance 
the Closer Economic Partnership between ASEAN nations, Australia and New 
Zealand.  

The Chamber also welcomes the new WTO round of multilateral trade 
negotiations. Certainly the market for automotive products is far more impeded 
by trade barriers throughout the world (including in developed countries) than 
the market for virtually all other goods other than clothing related goods.  

The submission sets out the position agreed between itself and government 
concerning the industry’s environmental performance including National 
Average Fuel Consumption (NAFC) targets for 6.8 litres per 100 km by 2010 
and 6.3 litres per 100 km by 2015. 

The industry’s gratitude for substantial tax changes is duly acknowledged – the 
automotive was one of the biggest beneficiaries from the new tax system, 
though its one further request remains the eventual abolition of the luxury car 

                                                        
9 The submission also calls for the retention of the potential for the $12,000 prohibitive tariff on 
second hand vehicles to be levied to ensure that the new Specialist and Enthusiast Vehicles 
Scheme (SEVS) is not exploited by those wishing to import second hand vehicles in bulk. 
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tax (the threshold of which has crept down to relatively lower levels of ‘luxury’ 
over time).  The companion reform – also called for – is the removal of the 
vehicle depreciation limit. 

The FCAI argues there is still some way to go in bringing workplace practices to 
world levels and that the whole industry remains vulnerable to  

• inflexible workplace arrangements  

• resistance to change inspired by the high level of unionisation of the 
workforce and militant union leadership and  

• industrial relations disruption at supplier companies (p. 10).  

This leads FCAI to support current Government proposals: 

to strengthen safeguards of the integrity of genuine bargaining 
arrangements and to introduce secret ballots to help reduce the risk of 
unnecessary and illegitimate industrial action. Although FCAI 
acknowledges that there are provisions within the existing legislation that 
manufacturers may use, consideration needs to be given to further 
amendments to provide increased protection against disputes which 
cause significant disruption to third parties within the industry and to 
increase penalties for non-compliance with court decisions (p. 10 and 
81).  

93. Ford Motor Company of Australia Limited 

The industry has stepped up to the challenge. It is positioned at the cusp. It 
would be a huge missed opportunity for Australia if the automotive 
manufacturing industry was unable to complete the task of transition (p. 30). 

Ford Australia employs close to 5,000 Australians with an annual turnover of 
$2.8 billion, local purchases totalling $1.2 billion and around 5,000 direct 
employees. In 2001 the company invested nearly $300 million roughly split 
between R&D and fixed capital.  

The Australian automotive market is very competitive with 52 brands, 320 
models and a market share of only 22% for the industry leader (p. 9). Ford 
Australia claims its cars have become significantly more affordable, with the 
price of a Falcon now equal to 38 weeks worth of average earnings compared 
to 44 weeks in 1995.  This is substantially due to the removal of consumption 
tax, but is also a remarkable achievement given the falling A$. 

The submission outlines the structural change through which the global industry 
is going. Global production exceeds global demand by more than 30%, yet 
there is still a need to build more productive capacity in protected high growth 
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markets (p. 15). Globally, Ford has responded by acquisitions of brands such 
as Land Rover, Jaguar and Mazda to drive economies of scale.  Several plant 
closures in North America are planned, which will eliminate 900,000 units of 
capacity and 10% of the company’s workforce (p. 17). The Ford Motor 
Company has also recently invested heavily in growth markets including 
Thailand ($660m), China ($330m) and India ($560m). Each of these 
investments was aided by project specific government assistance. 

Ford Australia has responded in several ways. It is investing heavily in new 
product development, introducing a new model to compete against imports and 
has pursued exports of design and engineering services (p. 21). The company 
has also invested heavily in staff training and improved manufacturing 
processes. Two-hundred component suppliers should be accredited to 
ISO14001 by 2003. Two suppliers received awards at the Ford Motor 
Company’s global supplier excellence awards.  

Ford Australia acknowledges that with government support, the industry has 
significantly improved its performance in terms of quality, efficiency and 
exports. However, such assistance is significantly below that of many 
developing countries (p. 30). Along with FCAI Ford argues that the industry is 
becoming progressively more part of the knowledge-based economy and 
unique in terms of the quality and quantity of its linkages and diffusion of new 
processes to the wider economy. 

There are two key challenges for the industry. The need for a larger volume 
base and for industry participants to have the necessary confidence to pursue 
world-class supply chain practices (p. 37). The existing small volume base 
hinders large scale investment and is compounded by the increasing market 
share of imports. The risk of work stoppages in the supply chain is also a 
concern. To reduce this risk, the submission calls for several changes to 
workplace legislation.  Producers should be able to commence proceedings 
with the Australian Industrial Relations Commission (AIRC) during protected 
action periods. The AIRC should be able to limit the length of protected action 
periods (p. 42).  A lengthening of allowable workplace agreement periods from 
3 to 4 or 5 years is also suggested. 

Ford Australia contends that innovation, coupled with continuous global 
investment is the key to the industry’s future. It claims that a volume base of 
500,000 is needed. To facilitate this achievement, the submission recommends 
that the tariff for passenger vehicles remain at 10% beyond 2005 and that for 
light trucks it remain at 5% (p. 43).  

A post-2005 ACIS program is also proposed with the following modifications: 

a clearer structure and modulation process 
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opportunity for vehicle assemblers to claim benefits for “own use” R&D to 
put them on a ‘level playing field’ with component suppliers. 

assistance structured on two levels to promote higher levels of technology 
and productivity improvements 

equal rates of investment and R&D assistance to vehicle suppliers, service 
providers and component suppliers 

an increase in the threshold entry levels to the program for vehicle 
producers and component suppliers 

The submission also calls for an early free trade agreement with Thailand. The 
two countries share a similar industry size and product focus. A free trade 
agreement with the United States of America is also supported. 

94. Australian Manufacturing Workers Union 

The bottom line is that in a world of significant excess capacity there is a need 
to be able to move quickly to protect the domestic market against a flood of 
imports as well as securing Australia’s exports where this is possible (p. 12). 

The AMWU agrees with the view of the National Institute of Economic and 
Industry Research (NIEIR), that tariff reductions lead to net costs to the 
community. The submission supports NIEIR’s claim that tariff reductions 
resulted in a loss of 90,000 jobs between 1987 and 2000, with 60,000 of these 
jobs being in the manufacturing industry. The AMWU will consult with its 
members in arriving at a stance on whether the tariff rate should remain at 15% 
or reduce to 10% for the 2005-2010 period. The AMWU will communicate this 
stance to Parliament in August. The submission asserts that the current tariff 
regime would generate $40 billion in government revenue this decade. Details 
on alternative taxes or expenditure cuts to fund such a tariff cut are requested. 
The submission argues that maintenance of a 15% tariff rate would still leave 
Australia with one of the most open markets in the world, particularly given non-
tariff barriers. 

The AMWU believes current global excess capacity will lead to a crisis similar 
to that experienced by the steel industry with countervailing duties being levied 
on Australian exports into other markets – particularly the United States. The 
Canadian Government and the EU are seen as models of how to develop a 
contingency plan for such events. The submission urges prompt action to 
secure exemption status for Australian exports and for Australia to be better 
prepared than it was for the developments in the steel industry. 

The AMWU contend that Australia should aim for exports to grow from the 
current $5 billion, to $10 billion by 2010. Asian and North American markets are 
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seen as critical in reaching this target, as are niche vehicles and value added 
components. The submission also calls for continuation of ACIS and for the 
2005-2010 plan for the industry to address broader issues including wealth and 
job creation from new materials, environmentally friendly technologies and 
restrictions on second-hand vehicles and components. 

95. The Australian Industry Group 

Despite commitments under APEC to reduce trade barriers, recent signals 
suggest some south-east Asian nations (notably Malaysia and Thailand) are 
reluctant to significantly reduce tariffs on motor vehicle imports (p. 43). 

The Australian automotive industry has outperformed the manufacturing 
industry over the last decade in terms of sales growth, productivity, exports and 
R&D investment (p. 21). The submission explores linkages within the industry 
with some impressive analysis of input output relationships.  Interestingly the 
analysis is more rigorous than some of the submissions from more directly 
associated industry participants.  Nevertheless it does not establish with any 
real force that the automotive industry generates unusually high ‘spillovers’ to 
other parts of the economy.  

An Ai Group survey reports that of all component manufacturers receiving ACIS 
credits, 72% have increased employment, 40% have increased exports and 
73% have increased production (p. 35). The results are higher for vehicle 
manufacturers. The submission calls for an extension of ACIS beyond 2005 
with funding above the current threshold with the scheme supporting the pursuit 
of export markets and the development of import replacement strategies. 
Greater support is also sought for new entrants. To facilitate greater operational 
flexibility, annual reviews of the scheme’s impacts are recommended. The 
submission calls for elimination of modulation and the $2 billion cap, and/or 
consideration of an indexed funding program.  

The Ai Group strongly recommends maintaining tariff rates at 10% after 2005. 
This is backed up by the Ai Group’s survey of 107 automotive manufacturers, in 
which 100% of vehicle manufacturers and 83% of component manufacturers 
were against tariff reductions below 10% (p. 44). If tariffs were to drop below 
10% by 2010, 28% of component manufacturers indicated that they would 
either close down or move off-shore. A further 39% said they were unsure if 
they would continue. The submission claims any cuts below this level will 
jeopardise the industry. The Group is sceptical that other countries will lower 
tariffs and reduce other trade barriers – see head quote. 

The majority of the submission’s recommendations focus on industrial relations 
The submission argues that work stoppages at Tristar and Walker resulted in 
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the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars in sales (p. 48). It claims that such 
events could lead vehicle manufacturers to source components offshore. The 
number of sole suppliers and just-in-time supply arrangements is a delicate mix. 
An industrial dispute in one component supplier, can disrupt the entire industry 
in hours. Issues requiring urgent attention include a reform of union and award 
structures and a review of the delineation of the two main industry awards. The 
lack of cooperation between the Vehicle and Metal Divisions of the AMWU is 
also considered a major problem, as is the general lawlessness of the Workers 
First faction controlling the Metal Division. 

The submission recommends industrial relations training programs for 
component suppliers and accredited courses for union delegates. The 
submission disagrees with the current content of courses organised by the 
AMWU. The Ai Group shows frustration at the AMWU’s reluctance to discuss 
such training, particularly after the Australian Industrial Relations Commission 
(AIRC) held that the AMWU should not be solely responsible for course content 
(p. 52).  

The submission also recommends a code of practice for dispute resolution and 
a list of changes to the Workplace Relations Act. These extend the AIRC’s 
powers to suspend or terminate bargaining periods, order cooling-off periods 
and suspend the registration of a union. The Ai Group rejects claims by the 
AMWU that enterprise bargaining is to blame for recent industrial action.  

It is believed a move to industry-wide pattern bargaining will lead to higher 
levels of disruption, such as that experienced in the building and construction 
industry upon expiration of pattern agreements (p. 57). The Group is extremely 
concerned at the establishment of common expiry dates for workplace 
agreements. It claims that 338 agreements nationally and 296 in Victoria will 
expire on March 31st 2003. The submission calls for mandatory secret ballots 
before protected action can be taken and for the AIRC to hear and determine 
section 127 applications within 24 hours of their lodgement, or else issue an 
interim order (p. 72). Such applications seek AIRC orders to stop or prevent 
industrial action. Furthermore, it is recommended that protected action be 
applied only to negotiation of enterprise agreements and not pattern 
agreements pursued by unions across an industry. IR aficionados should look 
at the submission’s recommendations in detail. 

The Ai Group believes that the skills and knowledge of Australia’s workforce 
has been a key competitive advantage for the industry (p. 74). To maintain the 
industry’s edge in this area, the submission calls for the Federal and State 
Governments to review training advisory structures, in order to better align 
courses with industry needs. Funding arrangements should also be changed to 
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allow smaller businesses to keep up with larger firms in training and 
development. 

96. Australian Tyre Manufacturers Association 

The continued erosion of (vehicle manufacturers’) market share caused by 
import pressure threatens to make tyre manufacture unprofitable in Australia (p. 
11). 

The two Australian tyre manufacturers employ approximately 6,500 Australians 
with an annual payroll nearing $300 million. The submission claims that an end 
to the tyre manufacturing industry, would create economic ruin for many 
supplier industries (p. 8). The submission notes that both tyre manufacturers 
have either operated unprofitably or with significantly reduced profits over the 
last three years (p. 11). This is attributed to a global oversupply of tyres creating 
an influx of cheap imports in Australia. Declining prices have been the result. 
The small scale of Australian manufacturing operations and large distribution 
costs associated with servicing a large country are also contributing factors. 
Although the industry has achieved significant productivity improvements 
between 1985 and 1997, future gains will be small in comparison. 

Exports currently represent only 10% of turnover for the tyre manufacturing 
industry, with little scope for further expansion (p. 16). The two tyre 
manufacturers have invested approximately $40 million annually over the past 
five years on R&D and capital expenditure. It is difficult for parent companies to 
continue to support such investment with so much uncertainty over future 
government assistance. Without continued investment in capital works and 
R&D at existing levels, the tyre manufacturing industry will be unable to 
maintain state-of-the-art operations (p. 44).  

Australian tyre manufacturers do compare favourably with other countries in 
terms of speed and adaptability. Australian tyres are also claimed to rank high 
on safety and endurance. However, some overseas plants are extremely 
advanced technologically, having received heavy government subsidies. Such 
plants also have non-unionised labour and do not meet the same environmental 
standards (p. 26). A further impediment is the inability to locally certify tyres 
according to EU standards, inhibiting exports to countries which only recognise 
such standards (p. 33). The Association is however, encouraged by new 
opportunities represented by the niche markets for recreational and off-road 
vehicles, as well as high-performance tyres. 

The submission argues against an environmental excise on new tyres and that 
the establishment of carbon trading within Australia would further compromise 
its competitiveness (p. 35). The Association also claims the imposition of 5% 
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tariff concessions for developing countries is unfair. The main complaint is the 
classification of countries such as China and South Korea as `developing’ 
[Koreas’ description as a ‘developing country’ within the automotive tariff was 
removed many years ago – so we are not sure of the nature of the claims made 
here – Lateral Economics]. The submission also calls for an end to the 3% duty 
on raw materials unable to be sourced locally. Australia tariffs should be 
maintained at 10% at least until 2010 and as long as trading partners fail to 
remove trade barriers. Further recommendations are that ACIS be continued 
and that action be taken against the importation of second-hand tyres. 

97. Plastics and Chemicals Industries Association Inc. 

The theory that lower tariffs would provide access for lower inputs and thus 
improve the competitiveness of Australia’s manufacturing industry did not hold 
true in the case of plastics and chemicals (p. 7). 

The plastics and chemicals industries are the fourth largest manufacturing 
industries in Australia with a collective turnover of $22 billion. The industries are 
represented nationally by the Plastics and Chemicals Industries Association 
(PACIA). These industries in Australia produce 2% of world output, making 
them a price taker and subject to low sales margins. The Association wants 
locally manufactured vehicles to contain a higher proportion of plastics and 
chemicals. It is claimed that Australian vehicles typically contain only 7% 
plastics by weight, compared to 14% in Germany (p. 4). 

The submission contends that the Australian plastics and chemicals industry 
suffers from a lack of investment. This has resulted in heavy utilisation of 
second-hand equipment, low-scale plants, and an $8 billion trade deficit for the 
industry. Tariff rates for the industry were cut to 0-5% in 1995, having 
previously been as high 45%. The Association argues that tariffs for the 
automotive industry must be held at 10% after 2005, for them to be used as a 
bargaining tool for gaining access to overseas markets. The submission also 
calls for removal of ‘nuisance’ tariffs such as the 3% tariff concessions on 
business inputs and the 5% import duty on raw materials unable to be sourced 
locally. It is claimed that such tariffs contribute to the cost of second-hand 
equipment (p. 8). 

The submission also calls for ACIS to be extended, yet modified in several 
ways (pp. 9-11). The scheme should be made available to firms that do not 
directly supply the OEM’s and raise the funding cap given the current problems 
associated with modulation. Key performance indicators should also be 
developed for the scheme and reported annually. The R&D tax concession 
should increase from 125 to 175% and encapsulate R&D activities geared for 
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incremental improvements. To develop exports, PACIA should develop 
industry-specific market access and import substitution programs. The 
submission argues for changes to the current procedures for assessment and 
approval of chemicals and chemical products. There are currently 36,000 
registered chemicals in Australia compared to 100,000 in Europe. The 
assessment process is cumbersome and can cost up to $200,000 (p. 13). 

98. Royal Automotive Club of Victoria (RACV) 

The RACV’s submission is based on the needs of its 1.4 million members. 
These include the need for world-quality vehicles at low cost, maintenance and 
service and minimised environmental impacts. The RACV believes that a 
possible tariff reduction from 10% to 5% after 2005, would reduce the price of 
imported cars by 6-7%. Rather than recommending a specific rate, the RACV 
recommends that the Productivity Commission facilitate public debate on 
various tariff alternatives.  

The RACV is concerned that some imported vehicles have had safety features 
removed to be more price competitive. The submission recommends that 
imported cars be required to conform with an international safety standard (eg. 
Japan, European or USA) and that Australian design rules be phased out. The 
RACV also recommends a review of Australia’s fuel quality and emission 
standards and for policies to further encourage the purchase of fuel efficient 
vehicles. A further concern of the RACV is the level of control that some 
manufacturers have over elements of the supply chain, namely those related to 
vehicle service and maintenance. The submission calls for an investigation into 
this area. 

99. Robert Bosch Australia Pty Ltd (RBAU) 

While the effectiveness of the Government’s attempts to open markets for 
Australian automotive product has been minimal, these efforts must continue 
and be resourced and refocused (p. 39). 

Robert Bosch Australia (RBAU) produces automotive components, power tools, 
household appliances and gas heating systems. It has grown rapidly in recent 
years increasing sales from $365 to $754 million between 1995 and 2000.  80% 
of RBAU’s sales are automotive products. Automotive original equipment (OE) 
exports have increased from $40 to $320 million during the same period. Such 
exports are critical in creating large-scale production and associated cost 
reductions (p. 15).  

RBAU accounts for only 1.2% of global turnover for the group, yet it plays an 
important strategic role. It is responsible for the business development of OE 
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supplies for all ASEAN countries. RBAU was also the first subsidiary to be 
given world-wide product responsibility by its German parent company. This 
was in relation to body electronics (p. 10).  It has now secured sole 
responsibility within Bosch’s global network for the design and manufacture of 
torque and angle sensors used in ‘steer-by-wire’ systems.  

The company recognises that continued investments in people, R&D and plant 
and equipment will be vital in capitalising on new trends in the industry. RBAU 
invested $4 million in training and education in 2001. The company has become 
an accredited training provider to TAFE level. The organisation has developed 
a training program to turn trade-qualified employees into engineers.   

Approximately 30% of all employees have tertiary qualifications, with over 150 
engineers working in an R&D function. The company spent over $150 million in 
R&D between 1995 and 2000. ACIS has played a key role in securing 
investment in R&D, as well as in plant and equipment (p. 16-20).  

A Deloitte study indicated that RBAU contributed $768 million to the economy in 
2001, including effects outside the automotive industry. Approximately 24% of 
this amount stemmed from ACIS funded expenditure (p. 22). RBAU sees this 
economic impact expanding. It foresees total annual revenues increasing to $1 
billion by 2005, with exports in the order of $600 million. These figures could 
increase by an additional 50% if tariffs remain at 10% from 2006-2010 and 
ACIS funding is maintained at at least its current levels as RBAU requests. 

RBAU also argues for equal treatment between vehicle assemblers and 
component suppliers under ACIS. Further it argues that the Government should 
pursue export development initiatives for local industry and free trade 
agreements with countries with which Australia has a significant automotive 
deficit.  RBUA also proposes that the Government better ensure supply chain 
stability by initiating a dialogue with all relevant stakeholders in the industrial 
relations process. 

100. Australian Productivity Council 

It is hardly surprising then, that as Australian production neither fully addresses 
any “national” template, nor covers an adequate spread of platform sizes, 
output could only manage about 320,000 units in the year 2000 (p. 8). 

The Australian Productivity Council (APC) is a private organisation, providing 
consulting services in the area of productivity improvement. The organisation 
was formerly the Productivity Promotion Council of Australia, a not-for-profit 
organisation funded by the then Department of Science and Technology. The 
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APC currently receives less than 5% of its revenue from the automotive 
industry.  

The APC considers the automotive industry to be the most advanced of all 
Australian manufacturing industries, yet on a par with the middle-range of 
European firms. The submission claims that Australian manufactured vehicles 
do not match international standards in the area of detail design and execution. 
It is believed that this results from the high proportion of sales attributable to 
fleet buyers, who are generally less discriminatiing than private buyers. Fleet 
buyers tend to purchase larger vehicles such as the popular Falcon and 
Commodore models. If demand from fleet buyers contracts, there is less 
justification for Australian automotive manufacturers to produce vehicles 
tailored to specific Australian conditions. The APC believes this would heighten 
uncertainty in the industry. 

The submission acknowledges that the current level of tariff protection does not 
create excessive costs for customers. The APC is more concerned about the 
design framework of Australia’s four main manufacturers. The four main vehicle 
model groups produced by the Australian automotive industry are based on 
templates of international models. The submission contends that the Australian 
automotive industry has failed to produce vehicles with a particular Australian 
style. Other successful automotive producing nations have been successful in 
this area [Though it might be noted that much previous design uniqueness is 
being rationalised apace with global consolidation – Lateral Economics]. On a 
per capita basis, the APC believes that output of Australian automotive 
production should have been much higher than the 320,000 vehicles in 2000. 
This figure would have been 937,000 or 1,268,000 if based on vehicles per 
capita in Canada or Japan respectively. The submission claims that the 
Australian industry is performing well below the `natural level’ that should be for 
an economy of its size. Government policy and the foreign ownership of 
Australian producers, are factors also contributing to this. 

101. Prof. Peter Hodgson, Deakin University 

Deakin University’s school of Engineering and Technology supports the view 
that tariffs should remain at 10% after 2005. The submission also calls for the 
establishment of a National Automotive Institute along the lines of the Aachen 
University in Germany. It is claimed that this would solve the present problem 
where the training programs of component suppliers are not aligned with the 
main vehicle manufacturers. It would also help reduce the current skill gaps in 
the areas of CAE/CAM/CAD, which require the introduction of international 
specialists when developing new models. The submission also argues that 
Australia lags behind other OECD countries in terms of R&D investment as a 
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percentage of GDP. It is suggested that the Government review its R&D 
incentive arrangements across all sectors. 

102. Palm Plastics and Palm Tooling 

This company manufactures moulding dies, plastic moulded parts and eating 
accessories such as bowls and plates. ACIS support has facilitated investments 
in new moulding equipment, bar-coding technology and CAD/CAM software 
and hardware.  The investment has increased the quality of plastic parts 
supplied to the automotive industry. Production equipment and quality systems 
resulting from this investment, has enabled the company to improve the quality 
and cost-competitiveness of its tableware products. As a result Palm has 
captured 30% of this market, which was previously dominated by imports. Plans 
are also underway for exports to the United Sates. 

103. PolyPacific Pty Ltd 

PolyPacific is an Australian owned Victorian based manufacturer of 
polypropylene compounds, and the largest supplier of plastic raw material to 
Australia's automotive industry which buys around 70% of PolyPacific’s output. 
All PolyPacific’s products (including those of its fully owned Malaysian 
operation) are designed in PolyPacific’s R&D facility in Australia. PolyPacific 
requests that auto tariffs remain at 10 percent till 2010, and then be maintained 
at 5 percent thereafter.  

PolyPacific claims that global manufacturers such as the automotive 
manufacturers require their suppliers to match best global prices in each market 
they operate. The resulting cost pressures ensure productivity improvements 
regardless of the level of government assistance provided to the industry. The 
submission notes the importance of having local engineering/design functions 
at OEMs to encourage the sourcing of cost-effective components from 
Australian suppliers. PolyPacific calls for an increase in the 4WD tariff to the 
industry norm, and an investigation into the pricing of small car imports, some 
of which are sold at prices in Australia below that of their source country.  

104. BASF Akzo Nobel Automotive and Akzo Nobel Australia Pty Ltd 

BASF Akzo Nobel Automotive and Akzo Nobel Australia Pty Ltd based in 
Victoria supply automotive coatings to the Australian automotive industry. Their 
products include primers, topcoat colours, clearcoats and component coatings - 
all of which meet global quality and environmental standards. The submission 
claims that while the Australian car industry is small by world standards, the 
domestic industry requires a viable and capable local supplier base.  This 
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supplier base must have expertise and knowledge in the areas of development, 
manufacturing, quality and service.  

In response to a more competitive tariff environment since the mid-1980s, 
BASF Akzo Nobel Automotive and Akzo Nobel have reduced their costs despite 
minimal gains in volume throughput. The submission claims that further 
reductions in tariffs will most likely lead to the firm’s withdrawal from local 
manufacture eroding the capabilities of automotive suppliers in development, 
manufacturing, quality and service. 

105. Trico Products Pty Ltd 

Trico Products Pty Ltd is a manufacturer of windscreen wiper arms and blades, 
and is a supplier of wiper linkages to the four major Australian passenger 
vehicle manufacturers. Trico also holds a substantial share of the Australian 
replacement market for wiper blades, arms and screencare accessories. It also 
supplies parts to Australian truck, bus and coach manufacturers, and builders of 
trams, trains, tractors, tugs and container cranes. Supply to local OEM car 
builders accounts for 54 percent of the company’s turnover of $41 million, and 
exports account for a further 23%. Trico fully supports the FAPM submission to 
the PC Inquiry. The company is currently a beneficiary of ACIS funds and 
supports the continuing availability of these funds post-2005.  Trico Products 
claims that without the support of ACIS funds, its viability as a manufacturer of 
automotive components in Australia would be questioned. 

106. Hella Australia Pty Ltd 

Hella Australia Pty Ltd is a major manufacturer and distributor of automotive 
lighting equipment, plastic mouldings and automotive accessories. Hella 
believes the ACIS scheme has been effective in introducing new technology 
into the automotive industry and has proven to be essential in attracting 
continued global investment in Australian operations. It claims ACIS has 
facilitated Australian exports through improved local design and manufacturing 
capabilities, and has also fostered import replacement industries. Hella 
Australia calls for a continuation of the ACIS scheme post-2005.  

It claims Government support for the auto industry will encourage other 
industries including general manufacturing, the education and training industry 
and the services and technology support industries. The submission calls on 
the government to review the tariff structure for imported 4WD vehicles and 
enforce regulations to ensure imported replacement parts meet Australian 
Design Rules.  It also calls for the maintenance of existing tariffs and 
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recommends the government continue to address high tariffs and non-tariff 
barriers in foreign markets, particularly in the ASEAN countries. 

107. Bridgestone Australia Ltd (BSAL) 

The impact of [ACIS] modulation down to the factor of 0.75 for the 4th quarter in 
2001 and the more recent reduction to 0.71 for the 1st quarter in 2002 has now 
introduced a level of uncertainty of future investment decisions. The levels of 
future modulation, if they continue at the current rate, may make the value of 
the scheme very marginal (p. 10) 

Bridgestone Australia Ltd (BSAL) manufactures and distributes tyres for 
passenger motor vehicles, light trucks and trucks. It also manufactures natural 
rubber carpet underlay, and runs a small golf products distribution business. 
BSAL has two wholly owned subsidiary companies involved with the 
manufacture and sale of truck tyre retreads.  

BSAL’s submission acknowledges the automotive industry has benefited from 
various forms of government assistance, but argues that the industry is not yet 
healthy enough to survive a withdrawal of government support.  BASL supports 
ACIS but argues for greater certainty of ACIS. Though it is not quite clear in the 
submission, BSAL appears to seek some topping up of the scheme to eliminate 
or reduce modulation. BSAL argues the case for this pointing to the dilution of 
the scheme’s budgetary cost where firms pay part of their ACIS benefits back to 
government in company tax (p. 10).  

BSAL also recommends the adoption of a rolling ACIS system.  Under this 
system, the ACIS scheme would continue indefinitely with the government 
providing a five-year ‘period of notice’ of termination of the scheme. It suggests 
that fine-tuning of the ACIS scheme could be undertaken at shorter notice of 
around 12 months. The submission recommends that tariff levels be maintained 
at 10% to at least 2010, and remain at that level until countries in which 
competitors are based commit to a clear timetable of tariff reductions at similar 
levels. The BSAL submission also recommends that ‘developing nation’ status 
and consequent concessional tariff levels be reconsidered for the Asian trading 
partners such as Korea and China, whose industries have reached such a level 
of development that they have now become major competitors in global 
markets.  [As we understand it, concessional tariff rates have not been 
available to Korean automotive products for many years.  LE]. 

108. Air International  

Victorian based Air International is the dominant Australian supplier and small 
global supplier of Heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC). It is 
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also moving into the supply of seating having purchased facilities adjacent to 
Holden in Elizabeth (South Australia) and on site with Ford at Broadmeadows.  

Along with Bosch, this submission is one of the more substantial from a 
components supplier.  The submission outlines Air International’s corporate 
strategy, which revolves around focusing on Air’s highly competitive Australian 
based engineering services.  Air sees itself as a packager of services and 
products for the automotive industry based on its world class engineering and 
design.  It leverages its design base though substantial use of contract supply 
of components and strategic joint ventures offshore.   

This strategy of limited capital expenditure is coming under pressure both 
because of Air’s aggressive expansion into seating and interior trim and also 
because it argues the vehicle manufacturers are imposing greater financing 
responsibilities upon it. 

Air supports FAPM in arguing for continued moderate tariff and budgetary 
assistance.   

Below the levels already foreshadowed, it is well accepted that the 
benefits of further tariff reductions are very small, yet the risk of 
disruption and heavy adjustment costs rises (p. iv).  

In fact unlike most industry participants, Air argues that the reduction in tariffs 
from 15% to 10% should not be taken as a fait accompli but rather be justified 
by independent analysis in this inquiry.   

Should the Commission wish to optimise the ACIS scheme Air argues that “the 
highest priority should be expanding industry investment and R&D capabilities”.  
This is a similar position to Holden and it is not surprising that the more 
successful and aggressively expanding firms in the industry wish to focus on 
the future with increased R&D spending.  Further Air suggests that assistance 
based on increases rather than absolute levels in desired activity would 
generate greater industry response and avoid the problem of assistance 
propping up firms “which should rightly be rationalised” (pp. 4, 32). 

The submission argues further that, particularly if ACIS assistance were 
reduced, assistance to training should be increased (p. 30). 

56(b)Lateral Economics’ submission to Air International  

The Air submission contains a submission from Lateral Economics with 
comments on two issues.  One issue is the appropriate tariff for the industry 
from an ‘economy wide’ perspective.  Lateral Economics goes over some 
arguments which suggest that, for Australia acting unilaterally, tariffs should be 
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retained at moderate levels rather than going for zero tariffs - though it is 
unclear what rate is ‘moderate’.  

The submission also proposes that Australia adopt a new approach to trade 
negotiation in this sector within the WTO.  

We propose that Australia argue that countries . . . must achieve some 
minimum (albeit low) level of trade exposure in any sector in which they 
seek the principle protections of the WTO – namely ‘most favoured 
nation’ status in foreign markets. . . . 

Where these benchmarks were not met, there should be a transitional 
period during which non-compliant countries would need to commit to 
some regime that would address this situation. . . . Where countries did 
not commit to such strategies and disciplines, they should be subject to 
WTO disciplines via disputes panels etc, and ultimately to losing their 
most favoured nation status in the industry in which the problem exists. 
Their trading partners would then be free to take action against their 
imports as a last resort in seeking to bring home to countries in breach 
the costs of their very illiberal regimes, both to themselves and their 
trading partners. 

The submission also outlines some exploratory strategies for addressing trade 
barriers such as American union resistance to imports and the ‘head office’ 
mentality of vehicle producers, which prevents the most efficient international 
division of design and engineering labour. 

109. Geelong Manufacturing Council/CARnet - Geelong Automotive 
Industry Network 

The automotive industry plays a key role in Geelong’s economy employing 
3,800 people (25% of the local manufacturing workforce) and accounting for 
$850m in turnover and $210m in salaries. The Geelong Manufacturing Council 
was established in 1998 to assist and promote the region’s manufacturing 
industry. CARnet Geelong Automotive Network was established by the Geelong 
Manufacturing Council in the same year, to assist the Geelong automotive 
sector in promoting investment and employment.  

The submission recommends tariffs of 10% be maintained until at least 2010, 
and strongly supports the continuation of ACIS. It calls for the introduction of 
programs to assist companies in export development and import replacement, 
and recommends the provision of funds to build centres of excellence in 
automotive manufacturing, design, education, research and development.  The 
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submission also urges that continued efforts be made at opening up export 
markets. 

110. MTM Pty Ltd 

MTM manufactures a range of automotive products including doorchecks, 
automatic gearshift assemblies, steering columns, exterior and interior door 
handles, park brake assemblies, climate controls, grip assists, windscreen 
washer nozzles, ashtrays and hood latches. It recommends the next review of 
the auto industry should take place in 2020. Claiming that the automotive 
industry is a long-lead time industry, MTM argues that 10-13 years of policy 
certainty is required to assist companies in the formulation of business 
strategies.  

MTM’s submission recommends tariff levels be maintained at 15% until 2020, 
at which time Australia could align its tariffs to APEC norms. The submission 
argues that Australia needs to maintain a volume of local manufacturing to 
ensure a local supply presence. Continued reduction in tariffs will challenge the 
market share of local car producers, and put pressure on local suppliers. It also 
argues against modulation suggesting additional funds to allow 100% 
distribution of ACIS claims (p 9). MTM argues that ‘lifestyle’ vehicles, including 
Sports Utility Vehicles, Passenger Utility Vehicles, and Small All Terrain 
Wagons should be reclassified to bring their tariff rates (5%) in line with that of 
passenger motor vehicles (currently at 15%, p 13).  

111. Engineering Employers Association, South Australia (EEASA) 

The Engineering Employers Association, South Australia (EEASA) is a 
registered organisation under the Workplace Relations Act 1996. Its members 
include around 450 companies in the automotive component, toolmaking, 
foundry, plastics, whitegoods, electronics, defence and general engineering 
sectors. The Association provides a range of advisory services to member 
companies in the areas of industrial relations, human resource management, 
environment, industry development, education, training and industry 
performance.  

The Association argues assistance to the automotive manufacturing sector 
must be maintained in real terms post-2005 to support the development of the 
Australian vehicle industry. Further tariff reductions beyond legislated levels 
should be considered only after firm commitments by all APEC members to 
reduce automotive products tariffs, have been made. The Association 
recommends that the Commission consider a range of industrial relations 
issues, as they relate to productivity within the automotive industry. It also 
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claims pressures to comply with international environmental standards are likely 
to be felt by Australian manufacturers by countries that ratify the Kyoto Protocol 
prior to 2005, including the UK, Europe and Japan. Assistance should be 
provided to help the automotive sector, suppliers and allied industries meet 
domestic and international environmental standards. 

112. South Australian Government 

The South Australian automotive industry accounts for around 25% of the 
state’s manufacturing turnover. In 1999-00, the automotive industry recorded 
turnover of around $5.3 billion, directly employed 13 500 people, and generated 
almost $1.5 billion of exports (2000-01). The submission from the South 
Australian Government notes that in the five years since the last automotive 
review, the Australian automotive industry has continued to experience 
significant change. These changes have been driven by domestic factors (such 
as the changing focus of assistance programs and consumer preferences) and 
external factors (including the effect of global restructuring of automotive 
multinationals on domestic operations).  

The submission recommends the retention of tariffs at 10 percent until 2010, 
remaining at this level until real international market access outcomes are 
achieved, particularly in Asia (p 57). It further recommends the continuation of 
an assistance scheme that promotes investment, R&D and production within 
the industry.  It is recommended this scheme continue for at least five years 
from 2005 (p 57). The submission recommends the Commonwealth 
government put in place structural adjustment strategies to deal with any 
significant contraction in output and employment in the automotive industry, 
with a focus on individual regions in which the industry is concentrated (p 60).  

The submission recognises the pivotal role played by the Commonwealth in 
investment attraction for the automotive industry and supports the role of 
national investment policies. In particular the submission urges the 
Commonwealth to implement the recommendations of the Blackburne Report 
‘Winning investment: Strategy, people and partnerships’ and it affirms the key 
role of the Strategic Investment Coordination program in actively attracting 
mobile global capital (p 63).  The South Australian Government also 
recommends the Productivity Commission take into consideration the additional 
expenditure, research and development that will be required by domestic 
vehicle assemblers and component suppliers to comply with environmental 
regulations due to be implemented in Australia by 2006 (p 64).  
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113. Chamber of Commerce and Industry - Western Australia (CCI) 

The Western Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI) provides 
support and services to 5,000 members statewide.  CCI lobbies government to 
promote an economic and legislative environment that encourages the 
development of responsible private enterprise. It also urges the government to 
reduce tariffs on passenger motor vehicles beyond 10 per cent post-2005, until 
it matches the general manufacturing tariff rate of 5%. It recommends the 
general manufacturing tariff (including tariffs on passenger motor and light 
commercial vehicles) be reduced to nil by 2010, as agreed under the 1994 
APEC Leaders’ Declaration of Common Resolve.  

The CCI submission recommends that the government continue to press for 
reductions in tariff and other trade barriers implemented by current and 
potential trading partners. It suggests that maintaining existing tariffs in the 
sector will undermine Australia’s credibility at international trade liberalisation 
negotiations (p 13). CCI believes that the decision on levels of assistance to the 
auto industry after 2005 must be driven by the objective of serving the interests 
of the whole Australian community.  

It argues that past decisions have benefited the manufacturing industries of 
Victoria and South Australia, but have damaged other states and sectors 
through higher business costs and lower consumer income. CCI claims that 
exporting states and those with little or no direct involvement in vehicle 
manufacturing, such as WA are most heavily penalised under current vehicle 
tariffs (p 1). It argues that gains to a narrow segment of the community can only 
be justified if the aggregate benefits of industry assistance policies can be 
clearly demonstrated to exceed the costs. It further argues that reductions in 
automotive tariffs from 1987 to 2000 have not affected the sector in a markedly 
adverse manner. In fact, the submission argues that other factors have clearly 
played a larger role in determining the sector’s performance over this time (p 5).  

114. Unidentified, unavailable for release 

115. Unidentified, unavailable for release 

116. National Farmers’ Federation Limited 

The National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) is the peak national lobby group 
representing the interests of Australian farmers and their families. It supports 
the unilateral reduction of all tariffs. The submission claims tariffs have an 
inherently negative impact on farmers due to the higher prices they must pay 
for inputs and the upward pressure tariffs put on the exchange rate. The NFF 
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argues that, while there may be a negative effect on employment in a particular 
region if assistance levels are reduced, continuing protection imposes costs on 
other sectors of the economy (p 8).  

It suggests that negative effects on employment as a result of tariff reductions 
can be eased by appropriate, fair and targeted adjustment policies. Its 
submission claims that maintaining domestic tariff protection for any industry in 
Australia will hinder Australia’s ability to maintain leadership through Cairns 
Group at the upcoming Doha WTO trade liberalisation negotiations (p14). At 
the Doha Round, Australia aims to secure a reduction in agricultural tariffs 
worldwide - an outcome of great importance to Australian farmers, who on 
average export around 70 per cent of their production.  

117. Victorian Department of Industry, Innovation and Regional 
Development (DIIRD)  

While recognising the premise that a selective approach to industry 
development or support for one industry over another can impose costs 
elsewhere in the economy, the reality is that automotive is a special case due to 
its size and significance, spillover effects and international outlook (p. 7). 

The design, manufacture and assembly of motor vehicles and components, as 
well as parts and accessories, accounted for around 2% of Victorian Gross 
State Product (GSP) in 1999/00, making it Victoria’s largest manufacturing 
industry. The Victorian industry accounts for 68% of the industry’s national total 
value added and directly employs more than 27,000 people. The Department of 
Industry, Innovation and Regional Development (DIIRD) submission 
emphasises the strategic position the auto industry plays in the Australian 
economy.  

The submission argues that the PC must recognise the importance of linkages 
between automotive production and the manufacturing and service sectors in 
metropolitan and regional areas. The submission reports that studies 
undertaken in the USA, Canada and the UK estimate the employment multiplier 
effect for the automotive industry to be approximately 3.0. Using this multiplier 
with the 2001 direct employment figures for the automotive industry in Victoria 
(27,551) and Australia (54,487), the submission extrapolates the effect of the 
domestic auto industry on employment to total 82,653 for Victoria and 163,461 
for Australia (p 3).  

DIIRD argues that the industry is at the vanguard of innovation and the use of 
advanced technologies. It also highlights the strategic importance accorded to 
domestic automotive industries, overseas. This phenomenon is not restricted to 
developing South East Asian countries and China, which continue to maintain 
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high tariff walls, but also includes developed countries such as the UK, Canada 
and US. These countries allow a range of industry support arrangements (p 5). 
The submission expects the PC inquiry will thoroughly examine the structural 
adjustment impacts of any change in existing arrangements. The Victorian 
government stresses the importance of confidence building within the auto 
industry to actively encourage investment. It therefore recommends that the 
next phase of a tariff and investment support regime cover a period of 8 - 10 
years (p 7). 

118. Venture  

Venture Industries Australia, Venture Metro Tool and Die and Venture 
Advanced Design and Engineering collectively form the Australian operations 
of the global Venture group, one of Australia’s largest integrated suppliers of 
automotive plastic components and modules. It fully supports the submission 
made to the Inquiry by the FAPM. Venture strongly supports the continuation of 
the ACIS scheme and its extension from 2005 to 2010. It claims investment 
demands for the business are very high throughout the period 2003 to 2010, 
and support from the ACIS scheme throughout this period is essential to 
enable Venture to sustain the long-term business.  

The ACIS scheme is a fundamental element of Venture’s current five-year 
business plan, developed in 2000, and any changes to the scope or basis of 
the scheme prior to 2005 would have a severe impact on its business. Venture 
stresses that regulations for any support scheme must be fully clarified and 
costed at the commencement of the scheme in order to allow companies to 
make sound investment decisions based on these schemes. 

119. Austrade 

Austrade is the Federal Government’s principal trade and international business 
facilitation agency. It aims to assist Australian companies reduce the time, cost 
and risk involved in entering and expanding overseas markets.  

The submission refers to the four Automotive Industry Specialists located in 
Bangkok, Detroit, Frankfurt and Tokyo, and reports they have each developed a 
valuable network of contacts in the automotive industries in their respective 
regions. The submission reports the industry specialists have arranged effective 
and relevant introductions for Australian exporters, and have obtained valuable 
local market intelligence that may not have been available to a less 
automotive-focussed person.  

Austrade believes the Automotive Industry Specialist component of the 
government’s industry assistance arrangements has been successful, has 
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delivered substantial benefits to the Australian automotive industry and has 
contributed significantly to the $4.9 billion in exports that the industry has 
achieved over the past calendar year (2000-01). 

120. NIETL/NORTH Link 

NIETL/NORTH Link is a business networking and economic development 
organisation representing the northern metropolitan region of Melbourne. The 
region has a strong manufacturing base, accounting for 28 percent of Victorian 
manufacturing companies and 9 percent of Australia’s manufacturing output. 
The northern region of Melbourne is home to over one hundred component, 
tooling and service providers to the automotive industry.  

The NIETL/NORTH Link submission makes four recommendations to the 
PC Inquiry. It recommends the tariff rate remain at 10%, post-2005.  The 
submission claims continuation of unilateral trade concessions without 
reciprocity will unnecessarily reduce the economic viability of the northern 
region of Melbourne. It claims reduced assistance will increase the quantity of 
imported automotive components from international companies with high 
volume markets and excess capacity (p. 4). The submission supports the 
continuation of the ACIS, post-2005. It calls for an active R&D facilitation 
component to the ACIS scheme, and recommends the scheme provide 
targeted assistance and incentives to reduce cost, encourage investment and 
increase access to overseas markets. The submission also calls for incentives 
to encourage additional investment in leadership and skill development 
programs for the automotive industry workforce.  Finally, NIETL/NORTH Link 
seeks continued efforts by government to secure better trade access to 
international markets. 

121. Australian Automotive Aftermarket Association Ltd (AAAA) 

[M]anufacturers for the aftermarket are an equally valid and important part of 
the industry.  OE component producers often express the view that 
manufacturers that focus on the aftermarket do so because they “are not good 
enough to produce for OE”...However, this view is simply invalid, and not borne 
out by the facts...In many cases the exporting success of [aftermarket] 
companies is far greater than all but the largest OE producers. (p. 23). 

AAAA represents the manufacturers, re-manufacturers, importers, distributors, 
wholesalers and retailers of replacement parts and accessories for the Motor 
Vehicle Producers (MVPs) and Automotive Component Producers (ACPs); and 
tools and equipment for the workshop and garage repair sectors.   
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The submission claims total employment in the aftermarket (including the 
retail/ wholesale/ distributor sectors) totals 35 000 and that aftermarket 
manufacturing should be considered as the third sector of Australia’s 
automotive manufacturing, alongside the MVP and ACP sectors.  These three 
sectors of Australia’s automotive manufacturing industry are strongly 
interdependent, and are supported by Automotive Machine and Automotive 
Tooling Producers (ATMPs), and Australian Service Providers (ASPs).  

The submission argues that the aftermarket actively participated in previous 
assistance arrangements, including the Export Facilitation Scheme, but now 
does not fully participate in current assistance arrangements (p. 24).  The 
submission claims ACIS excludes at least 55 percent of aftermarket 
manufacturers, and calls for greater consideration by the Commission of small 
and medium sized enterprise when developing post-2005 industry policy.  The 
submission calls for aftermarket participation in automotive assistance 
arrangements and cites advantageous features of the sector, including its 
capacity for innovation, employment creation, independence from the MVP 
dealer network, and its ability to manufacture auto replacement parts, tools and 
equipment outside the core automotive states of Victoria and South Australia 
(p. 5).  

Specifically, AAAA recommends assistance arrangements should support R&D 
activities and promote industry best practice. The submission also calls for 
assistance with export facilitation.  It claims the ‘export propensity’ of the 
aftermarket has fallen since the abolition of the EFS and the introduction of 
ACIS.  The submission calls for immediate representation of aftermarket 
manufacturers on the Automotive Trade Council, to enable the Council to adopt 
a broader range of strategies for entering export markets (p. 5).  

122. Australian Automobile Association (AAA) 

The Australian Automobile Association (AAA) represents eight state based 
constituent motoring organisations with a combined membership of over 6.4 
million members.  

The submission notes the increasing import penetration of the Australian 
market, and claims that many imports are sourced from the parent companies 
of the four local manufacturers. The submission also cites the example of 
dramatic falls in auto industry tariffs in India, and the apparent lack of interest 
shown in the market by local manufacturers (p. 7). The AAA recommends that 
the Commission report on the role played by parent companies in determining 
export market access of local manufacturers, in maximising the companies’ 
global profitability.  
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The submission notes the distortion in the market caused by the differential 
between tariff rates applying to 4WDs that are used on-the-road, and PMVs.  
Over the 5 years to 2001, the market share of 4WDs doubled from 9 to 18 
percent of the combined 4WD and PMV market. The submission considers 
there may be advantages in lowering tariffs to 5 percent, then zero, by 2010. 
The AAA estimates a reduction in PMV tariffs to 5 percent would reduce prices 
by 3 percent and stimulate sales by 2.5% (p. 11).  

The submission recommends the Commission compare assistance provided to 
the auto industry in the form of direct grants to individual firms, ACIS funding, 
and assistance provided by the tariff rate. The AAA suggests consideration 
should be given to providing direct assistance, so that it is transparent and open 
to scrutiny. The submission also recommends the Committee investigate the 
merits of applying a value-based tariff to imports of used cars of up to three 
years (the same as that applied to new vehicles,) rather than a $12 000 special 
duty (p. 20).  The AAA calls on the Commission to investigate the impact of 
taxes and charges on car prices. In particular, the submission identifies the 
distortions arising from the application of stamp duty, and questions the 
relevance of the Luxury Car Tax in its current form (p. 13). 

The submission makes a range of recommendations related to safety and 
environmental regulations. AAA recommends that the Productivity Commission 
consider: 

• whether Government and manufacturers should make crash test results 
publicly available and  

• whether the Federal Government should mandate the labelling of New Car 
Assessment Program (crash test) results on all new vehicles;  

• standardising driver and passenger airbags in locally manufactured 
vehicles; AND 

• recommending legislation to ensure unrestricted and standardised access 
to OBD systems;  

The submission also requests the Commission to report on: 

• the desirability of requiring Government and manufacturers to make 
emission test results publicly available;  

• the desirability of the Government providing incentives for the early 
introduction of Euro 3 and Euro 4 compatible fuels and vehicles ahead of 
the legislated dates;  

• the desirability of policy initiatives to encourage sales of hybrid vehicles; 
and  
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• progress achieved in setting fuel consumption targets for the Australian 
industry and the Commonwealth car fleet; and  

• the role which Government could play in ensuring the early adoption of 
Intelligent Transport System vehicle technologies. 

123. Autoliv Australia 

Presumably the point will be reached where Australia’s ideological commitment 
to free trade needs to be weighed against the damage being done to the 
economic base through unilateral reductions in protection. (p. 32). 

Autoliv Australia (Autoliv) is part of Autoliv Inc (ALV), a leading global 
manufacturer of occupant safety systems. Autoliv supplies vehicle safety 
products to major automotive producers, and is the Asia Pacific Hub for ALV.  
In its submission, Autoliv claims industry support arrangements have assisted 
the company in making its business cases to its global parent for investment 
projects, and have also provided parity in some respects with other countries 
with which the company competes for business. 

The submission claims technological innovation cycles for manufacturers are 
getting progressively shorter. With short product life cycles, Autoliv must focus 
on innovation and upgrading of capital stock to remain competitive. In addition 
to exporting products, Autoliv’s export strategy incorporates the sale or 
licensing of intellectual capital.   

Autoliv believes generating revenue through the development of such services 
exports will become more important to local manufacturers seeking to develop 
niche markets in key technology areas. In addition, Autoliv claims rationalisation 
of first tier component suppliers by vehicle manufacturers is placing larger 
funding obligations on these component companies, particularly in carrying 
design and development costs prior to commercialisation of a product or 
service. Autoliv has found ACIS support to be of great benefit for its R&D 
activities and capital investment (p. 12), and recommends the ACIS program be 
continued at current funding levels beyond 2005. Autoliv commissioned Deloitte 
Touche Tohmatsu to undertake analysis of the economic impact of its activities, 
and the proportion of that amount attributable to ACIS induced expenditure.  
The study found that Autoliv contributes a total economic benefit of $245.7 
million to the Australian economy (both directly and indirectly) of which $73.9 
million - or 30 percent – is attributable to ACIS induced expenditure (Appendix 
2). 

Autoliv recommends the Government focus on gaining foreign market access 
for the automotive industry. The submission notes that significant tariff 
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reduction in Australia, elimination of non-tariff barriers and continual honouring 
of tariff reduction schedules has not been matched by foreign competitor 
countries. Autoliv recommends the government freeze tariffs at 10 percent 
beyond 2005 and suggests doing so may provide strategic bargaining benefits 
at international negotiations.  

The Autoliv Board sees investment in countries that are part of a trade bloc as 
being more attractive due to the increased market access compared with 
investment in countries that are not members of a trade bloc. The submission 
suggests Australia needs to progress further toward membership of a free trade 
zone to ensure global investment is attracted to the industry. It recommends the 
government take a cautious approach toward APEC, particularly with respect to 
the treatment of developing countries that currently maintain high automotive 
tariffs (p. 37). 

The submission recommends the government address the unique industrial 
relations environment of the broader auto industry. As a result of the widely 
used ‘just-in-time’ based supply chain in the industry, component manufacturers 
are able to have a sudden and adverse impact on assembler production. Citing 
the negative impact of a high vehicle fleet age on safety, the environment and 
vehicle sales, the submission recommends the government seek to lower the 
average age of the Australian vehicle fleet (p. 41). Autoliv recommends the 
application of harmonised ADR/European standards be extended to apply to 
the aftermarket sector, which currently competes freely with Autoliv’s certified 
product, thereby securing cost and competitive advantage over Autoliv.  

The submission also recommends the government consider mandatory 
automotive safety measures. 

124. Holden Ltd 

If Australia is to be viewed by international investors as a competitive location 
for the industry, it must be seen as a country that supports its car industry. In 
this context, it will be vital that the decisions from the current review send the 
correct messages. (p. 12). 

Holden claims the automotive industry is in a transition phase (with 
implementation of new technology, and on-going development of emission, fuel 
and environmental standards). Australian subsidiaries of global car makers 
seek to secure and build their position in parent companies’ global business 
strategies, and primarily rely on their ability to fill global niche markets.  

The submission claims that the domestic industry must slow import penetration 
and expand exports. These twin goals are to be achieved through increased 
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R&D investment.The submission notes that recent government policy decisions 
have reduced government support for business R&D (p. 10).  

Holden strongly supports the continuation of ACIS post 2005, but claims the 
scheme must be refocused on R&D investment. The submission requests ACIS 
be divided into two parts: an R&D subsidy and Capital Investment Credits. The 
submission recommends the R&D subsidy component should be substantial (it 
suggests the increased subsidy could replace automotive industry eligibility for 
the general R&D Tax Concession scheme) and recommends a 4-tiered 
innovation scheme providing higher rates of subsidy for higher levels of 
innovation. It recommends the production subsidy portion of ACIS be eliminated 
in exchange for the introduction of an uncapped duty free allowance for export 
production.  

(The submission claims the current production subsidy component of the ACIS 
scheme discriminates against MVP export production, subsidised under a 
capped production credit, in comparison to MVP domestic production which 
receives the capped production credit and an uncapped ‘duty free allowance’ 
(p. 34). Holden’s submission calls for the introduction of an uncapped ‘duty free 
allowance’ for MVP export production to correct this distortion. This would also 
equalise the effective rate of assistance to the MVP and automotive component 
sector (p. 73)).  

The submission claims the difficulty in predicting future modulation rates for the 
ACIS scheme introduces a significant element of uncertainty into investment 
decisions. Holden claims the existing ‘modulation’ model leads to a ‘zero sum’ 
game when the modulation cap is reached, and recommends that a better 
model for funds distribution be determined for ACIS funds. The submission 
claims ACIS funding expected to flow to the MVP sector has been diverted to 
other sectors as a result of the modulation mechanism and suggests future 
assistance could be delivered in a way that ‘quarantines’ benefits flowing to 
industry sectors (p. 72).  

Whilst recognising that parts of the industry have adjusted well to past reform 
efforts the submission claims this process is not yet complete and requests that 
the automotive tariff level remain at 10 percent between 2005 and 2009.  
Further, the submission recommends that tariff levels for 2010 and beyond 
should not be set until greater knowledge of the intentions of foreign markets, in 
the context of APEC trade liberalisation schedule is available. Holden claims 
that access by local manufacturers to Asian markets has not progressed since 
1996.  The submission emphasises the importance of improved market access, 
particularly to emerging Asian markets and the United States, for globalisation 
to be an opportunity to Australian manufacturers (p. 42). 
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Holden’s submission identifies potential threats to the success of the 
automotive industry.  In particular, the submission identifies disputes with 
unions, predominantly from the component supplier sector.  At the state 
government level, payroll taxes and stamp duty are identified as being 
distortionary and imposing costs on local industry (p. 15).   

Holden commissioned Access Economics to model the result of increased 
support of R&D investment leading to a major new 4WD variant of the existing 
Commodore car line.   The modelling leads to the conclusion that if the project 
went ahead, GDP would be about $1.2 billion higher in real terms than it would 
have otherwise been, and there would be around 6,800 additional jobs created, 
by 2012 (Annexe A). 

125. Department of Transport and Regional Services 

The Department of Transport and Regional Services (DOTARS) submission 
acknowledges the composition of the Australian fleet is an important element of 
the transport system. (Modern vehicles generally provide better transport 
services, are safer and more environmentally friendly). The major mechanism 
used by DOTARS to improve the safety and environmental performance of the 
vehicle fleet the development of Australian Design Rules (ADRs). To limit 
compliance costs on the globally oriented automotive industry, the government 
has followed a policy of harmonisation of ADRs with international standards 
adopted by the United Nations Economic Commission for  Europe (UNECE). 
The DOTARs submission reports that 48 of a total of 76 ADRs are currently 
either fully or partially harmonised with international regulations and states a 
current ADR review is making progress on further harmonisation (p. 8).  

The DOTARS submission claims the program of reductions in automotive tariffs 
has significantly reduced the cost impost on the transport sector. Tariffs 
increase vehicle costs and consequently lead to a rise in the cost of transport 
services for both business and consumers.  They also delay the replacement of 
old vehicles with new, safer and more environmentally friendly models. 
DOTARS considers that continued reductions in automotive tariffs will 
contribute to a transport system that is safer, more efficient, internationally 
competitive, sustainable and accessible (p. 9). 

The submission discusses policies aimed at improving the environmental 
performance of the transport sector. It claims that road transport demand is 
primarily dependent on population and economic activity and quite insensitive 
to road transport costs. It suggests that improving the fuel efficiency of vehicles 
is a more feasible option for reducing fuel use than increasing transport costs.  
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However the submission acknowledges the significant investment required by 
the local automotive manufacturing industry to meet more stringent emission 
standards and raises the question as to whether it is preferable to provide direct 
support to the industry to enable it to meet these standards more quickly, or 
delay the implementation of standards and the resultant health benefits for the 
community.  

The submission considers various incentives to industry compliance with 
environmental best practice, including: the NSW government’s development of 
more favourable stamp duty rates for lower emission vehicles; the 
Commonwealth-industry negotiated, and voluntary, reductions in the National 
Average Fuel Consumption (NAFC) targets (ie 15 percent improvement in fuel 
consumption for new passenger motor vehicles by  2010); and the Corporate 
Average Fuel Efficiency scheme introduced in the US, which is based on a 
system of financial incentives and penalties for corporate vehicle use.   

DOTARS considers that industry assistance subsidies linked to specific 
environmental or safety conditions would require a greater level of subsidies to 
be paid to manufacturers to provide the same level of industry assistance as 
would be provided without the conditions. The submission suggests it is 
important to consider whether the additional subsidy required to meet additional 
conditions such as reduced emissions or regional development could be better 
used in other ways to achieve these conditions. (p. 12) 

The DOTARS submission states it does not favour increasing the tariff on 
4WDs to the passenger car level noting that the differential between PMVs and 
4WD tariffs is not the sole driver of recent fast growth in the 4WD market.  The 
submission cites as evidence the massive relative growth in sales of ‘sports 
utility vehicles’ in the USA where protection is higher on SUVs than standard 
vehicles. The submission notes there are concerns that the increased 
popularity of 4WDs has adverse effects on both road safety and transport 
emissions and considers that any assistance regime for the automotive industry 
should not  provide an incentive for consumers to choose one vehicle type over 
another. It acknowledges that the scheduled reduction in the passenger vehicle 
tariff to 10 per cent in 2005 will substantially reduce the current incentive 
provided by the tariff for the purchase of 4WDs (p. 11). 

126. Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) 

The Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI), a peak council of 
Australian business associations, is the largest and most representative 
business organisation in Australia. ACCI’s members include over 350,000 
small, medium and large businesses drawn from all States and Territories. The 
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ACCI acknowledges the benefits accruing to industry and the general 
community from unilateral reductions in tariffs. Its submission also highlights the 
importance of maintaining the impetus for international reductions in trade 
barriers.  

Consequently, the ACCI supports the PMV tariff phasing to 10 per cent on 1 
January 2005, but argues that subsequent reductions in the PMV tariff should 
only be made in the context of bilateral or multilateral negotiations (p. 4). The 
submission calls on the government to ensure that tariff reductions by trading 
partners are not replaced with equally restrictive non-tariff barriers to trade. The 
ACCI says the industry’s global competitiveness will centre upon the following 
issues: re-investment in plant and equipment given the global nature of the 
industry; innovation; an appropriately skilled workforce; and environmental 
regulations (p. 6). 

127. BHP Steel 

BHP Steel . . . is firmly of the view that the presence of the automotive industry 
in this country has definite flow-on benefits to other industries which significantly 
improves their productivity and efficiency. . . . These dynamic spillover effects 
that the automotive industry brings should be borne in mind as important 
justifications for the continuation of sector specific measures for the automotive 
industry into the post-2005 period (p.15). 

BHP Steel is one of the major manufacturing enterprises in Australia, with 
annual global sales approaching $5 billion. The automotive industry is an 
important customer for BHP Steel, accounting for 14% of the corporation’s 
annual steel sales (tonnes) into the Australian market. The submission argues 
the automotive industry plays a leadership role in the manufacturing sector in 
terms of technology uptake.  

The submission reports the company’s automotive business is highly 
sophisticated, and has been a driving force behind bringing leading-edge steel 
technologies into Australia, generating spillover benefits to other BHP business 
lines in the areas of just in time/ lean manufacturing processes, quality 
improvement, and diffusion of new technology. 

The submission claims the lack of Australian-based engineering facilities in 
certain areas has required BHP Steel to take certain testing and development 
functions offshore. The submission recommends the government consider 
providing assistance in the establishment of new Australian-based “centres of 
engineering excellence” to facilitate the establishment of fatigue testing facilities 
and high-strain rate property assessment facilities, and engineering 
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collaboration between industry and research institutions in relation to 
specialised automotive steels (p. 12). 

The submission supports recommendations made by the Federation of 
Automotive Products Manufacturers and the Federal Chamber of Automotive 
Industries. BHP Steel favours the automotive tariff rate being set at a level that 
supports continuing investment in, and competitiveness of, the automotive 
industry in Australia. It argues that any further reduction in Australia’s 
automotive tariffs should be linked to firm and unequivocal commitments from 
key trading partners to reduce their own trade barriers relating to automotive 
products. 

BHP Steel supports a continuation of the government’s current strategy to 
improve access to foreign markets for Australian exporters through multilateral 
and bilateral initiatives. The submission identifies strategic automotive markets 
to be Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and the United States. The submission 
recognises that Australian OEMs must compete for funds and export 
opportunities with sister plants in other countries, and claims ACIS plays a 
crucial role in underpinning OEMs’ investment plans. It supports continuation of 
the scheme. The submission recommends the framework of the scheme should 
be confirmed within 12 months, and recommends the scheme be structured to 
provide certainty to car manufacturers in the context of their strategic planning 
decisions. 

128. Automotive Training Australia Ltd (ATA) 

Automotive Training Australia Limited (ATA) is the principal source of advice to 
Government on the training needs of the automotive industry. The ATA Board 
develops nationally registered and accredited industry training programs based 
on competency standards identified by industry to enable manufacturers, in 
particular, to become internationally competitive.  

The ATA submission reports there are significant skill shortages in the industry 
generated by a failure to attract capable young people to the industry, as well 
as skill deficiencies among existing workers (p. 1). It claims investment in 
people will be a significant factor in the industry’s long-term viability and growth. 
The submission reports the retail, service and repair sector of the automotive 
industry relies heavily on technology transfer from manufacturers, and claims 
that any reduction in the level of investment in vehicle manufacturing in 
Australia will have an adverse effect on skills transfer to these sectors. The 
submission claims there is already evidence of trends to link diagnostics and 
problem solving of faults to offshore service centres, indicating potential de-
skilling of the local industry (p. 2).  
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The ATA recommends a range of issues be addressed to ensure that training 
and education systems work to maintain the industry’s competitivness. These 
include:  

• maintenance of a manufacturing sector that reflects world best practice;  

• strategies to address problems associated with an aging teaching 
workforce in VET and higher education;  

• strategies and incentives to upgrade the skills of existing workers;  

• industry support of strategic industry training plans (such as those 
developed by ATA, which identify current skill deficiencies in CAD/CAM, 
electronic diagnosis and foundry skills); and  

• government/industry support to create a research infrastructure to analyse 
future trends and new and emerging occupations which will lead to further 
development of the skill levels of the Australian automotive manufacturing 
workforce. 

129. Transport Accident Commission, Victoria  

Transport Accident Commission (TAC), administers a comprehensive no-fault 
compensation scheme for Victorians who suffer from a transport accident. The 
TAC claims that, over the past decade, the Australian vehicle fleet has not 
matched the major improvements in vehicle safety seen in the United States 
and Europe. The TAC argues that the government should ensure the motor 
industry takes a more active role in the development and promotion of safer 
cars.  

It recommends the PC explore how the adoption of new technologies in 
vehicles could be further stimulated. The submission also calls on the PC to 
consider the impact of different forms of industry assistance in accelerating the 
future safety of Australia’s vehicle fleet. In particular, it recommends the PC 
consider: 

• incentives to manufacturers to adopt world’s best practice in vehicle design 
to prevent crashes and reduce injuries;  

• the adverse consequences for the safety of drivers of smaller cars arising 
from any new tariff regime that continues to favour the competitive 
advantage of 4WD vehicles;  

• the scope for a greater contribution by the industry to research into vehicle 
safety and crash investigations;  
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• the need for the industry to recognise the negative impact of new car 
advertising themes that run contrary to the aims of road safety agencies in 
seeking to achieve more responsible driver behaviour (p. 5); and  

• the role of government in driving vehicle safety improvements by adopting 
public sector vehicle purchase/leasing policies that place safety as a high 
priority. 

130. Tooling Industry Forum of Australia (TIFA). 

The Australian tooling industry comprises around 500 small enterprises, turns 
over almost $1 billion, exports approximately $125 million and employs 10,000 
people. The largest market sector for the tooling industry globally and in 
Australia is the automotive industry, which utilises around 65 percent of 
capacity.  

The TIFA submission supports the continuation of ACIS but calls for the 
publication of modulation rates in advance to assist in strategic planning.  TIFA 
recommends the eligibility threshold criteria for Automotive Machine Tool 
Producers under the ACIS scheme be reduced from $500 000 to $250 000 (p. 
6). This will enable more than the current 35% of industry firms to participate in 
the scheme. Under the current eligibility criteria, larger tool rooms are unable to 
contract work from smaller firms that have not invested in the appropriate 
tooling technology, and finally import tools to meet component manufacturers’ 
deadlines and specifications.  

TIFA calls for the Australian tariff on tooling imports to be raised to a level 
consistent with other trading nations. The submission argues for careful 
assessment of tariffs and other barriers.  It calls on the PC to consider the risks 
involved in using Australia’s small auto industry in ‘setting an example’ to other 
nations and the protectionist tendencies of more significant nations (p. 6).   

The submission recommends the EFIC scheme and its availability be expanded 
to incorporate tooling that is manufactured in Australia to produce products 
used solely on export vehicles (p. 7). It calls on the government to assist the 
industry to: 

• develop an industry strategy (p. 9);  

• improve the image of Australia’s manufacturing industry;  

• develop stronger infrastructure support (p. 11);  

• correct technical and professional skill shortages (p. 14);  

• fund major capital equipment investment;  
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• better market available assistance schemes to the manufacturing industry; 
and  

• review ANZSIC codes to assist in more accurate measurement of 
manufacturing industry activity (p. 15). 

131. Department of Employment and Workplace Relations 

...There is still room for cost savings in the industry, particularly in the area of 
continuing labour market reform. Current levels of protection provide employers 
with a cushion in negotiating with employees that can lead to sub optimal 
outcomes in setting wages and conditions. (p. 23) 

The Department of Employment and Workplace Relations (DEWR) submission 
provides an overview of current labour market conditions and workplace 
relations reform issues within the automotive industry.  The submission reports 
that employment in vehicle and part manufacturing fell by 29.6% between June 
1990 and June 1993, and fell by 0.1% from 1992-93 and 1999-00. The decline 
in employment in the early 1990s in the motor vehicle and part manufacturing 
sector was significantly faster than that experienced by the manufacturing 
industry as a whole (p. 5). The department considers that skill shortages or 
recruitment difficulties exist in many of the trades employed in the motor vehicle 
and part manufacturing sector.  

The submission claims the Metal Trades Federation of Unions (MTFU) and the 
Australian Manufacturing Workers Union (AMWU) have sought to retain an 
industry focus on wages and other key employment conditions, and also claims 
that workplace reform progress made to date in the automotive industry has 
been limited (p. 17). Union involvement in motor vehicle assembly operations 
(and in agreement-making and operational management in Component 
Manufacturing Companies) remains firmly embedded in most companies 
reviewed by DEWR.  

The submission claims this union involvement has limited flexible agreement 
making at the enterprise level. It claims unions have exploited the JIT system 
by targeting key suppliers and halting production in the industry (p. 18) and 
reports employers have not fully availed themselves of all the opportunities 
under the Workplace Relations Act 1996 to establish a truly internationally 
competitive workforce (p. 23). 

The submission claims further workplace reform is necessary to achieve direct 
employer/employee relationships and lay the basis for a viable motor vehicle 
industry. It outlines how workplace reform bills, due to be introduced to 
Parliament this year, will contribute to addressing some of the tactics employed 
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by unions (such as unprotected action and pattern bargaining). The submission 
claims that in the absence of further reductions in protection, management and 
the workforce are likely to continue rent seeking behaviour at the expense of 
international best practice.  

132. Mr Robert Copely 

Mr Robert Copely favours the reduction of tariffs to either five or zero percent, 
claiming the auto industry neither needs nor deserves special treatment.  The 
submission claims that adverse business conditions, used by the industry in the 
past to build a case for assistance, have changed for the better.  The 
submission argues that protection for the industry favours foreign companies, 
and claims these companies make independent decisions with or without 
industry assistance.  The submission argues that local production did not 
maintain its market share of the passenger vehicle market throughout the 
nineties. Further, it argues that under protection, vehicle manufacturers are 
essentially gaining concessional entry for their imports to the Australian market.  
The submission argues that industrial relations in the industry, and the design 
and marketing of cars would improve if government protection were lowered. 

133. HST Developments Ltd of UK 

The submission by HST Developments Ltd of UK requests the PC give 
consideration to widening the scope of the ACIS R&D scheme to embrace 
vehicles additional to passenger cars, specifically vehicles able to create far 
more efficiency under Australian farming conditions.  It calls for the widening of 
ACIS to vehicles other than passenger cars, providing the R&D in question 
contributes to: the reduction in imports into Australia; the encouragement of 
exports from Australia; and the creation of skilled employment. 

 

 


